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DIXKiKLD,
NOTICE.

for
In th* District Court of the I'nlte>l States
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
In the matter of
In Bankruptcy,
RKELEY,
BION Μ
of Paris, Bankrupt >
in
T«> the creditors of Blue M. Urveley
:
the I ourty of « »Xford an I district aforesaid of
Notice is hereby given that mi lite J»>ih day
December, A. D li*>.{. the said Bloc M. Greelev
aud that the
w*s duly adjudicated bankrupt,
held at
dot meeting of his creditor» will be
2Mli
the Court llou-e, In -South I'arls. on the
In the
o'clock
10
at
D.
1;«4,
A.
Ian..
day of
creditors
forenoon, at which time the said
claims, appoint a trustee,
may attend, prove their
other
examine the bankrupt and transact such
com* l>efore sat<!
business as may

J

meeting.
South Paris, Jan. 1, L<*M
Ο Κι» Λ. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

.ΛΌΤΙ1Έ.
the
In the District Cou't >>f the 1'nlted States for
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
I
η the n>atter of
In Bankruptcy,
CLARK HUSTON,
nf Mexico. Bankrupt. I
Hustm In the
»
tark
of
To the creditors
County of < >xford and district aforesai>l
>th da* of
the
on
that
Notice Is hereby given
December A. D. 1'.«.ί. the said i lark Huston
the llrst
that
and
oankrupt,
w.·.- duly a>ljudicate>l
the
meeting of his creditors will i>e heM al
House, in South Pari», on the i5th
( ourt
1υ
o'clock
at
Imu|.
D.
day oi January, A.
which time the sai'l
at
forenoon,
I

creditors

appoint

an>l

u

pr<>(ier!y
South

1!*>4.
I'arls, Jan. I,K>

bu-im-s*

meeting.

>*

»

may

Λ

1

Referee In

as

Bankruptcy.

.Ju«ll
To the Honorable ·'η-th e of the Supreme
1» ami
clalCouit next to be hoMcn at Par'*
for the County of < >xfor>l, un Mie -n'uml Tues■
lay of Mareh. \. l>. ISM
of
Ite-pectfully represent- Kdoa Κ McOauley
"\(or>l. In the t unly of <)\for>l and State of
M ilne thai she wa» lawfully married to .lumen
lu the
1». Met au lev lier huslutuil, at Manches er,
on the
«lay of
state of \ew

Hampshire,
Μη, λ. l> Ml
That they lived together a.* husliand ami wife
Matfe during the live years last
at Oxford,
com meted
your Libellant haï· always
past That
au·I laltht'ul wife toward* her
true
a
m-r-elf a*
Me
James
-aid hli-baml, but that lie, the said
>ow<
« au lev. wholly regardiez of hie marriage
with
of
adultery
till duty, has been guilty

•liver» lewd Kniuen.
S iiur l.tliellant further represent* that the said
•laine» I» McCanley has <>een guilty of crue anil
our
a
uslve treatmeut toward your l.tliellant. \
l.lu-llaiit further represent* that they had born
s
Α..
Charles
aged
viz.
children,
two
to them
ami »he prav »
t
year». and Kdlth U„ age·I year»,
that the eare an I eu-toily of lioth minor children
i>e lee rte· I to her.
Yottl l.ll>e>lant fu'ther represent» that the
wherealiout.» of the ukl •lames I». MeCauley is
net known v·· her, am! eannot be
reasonable diligence Tliat she has use<l reasonto llnd hi» residence ami ha- failed
alile

j

ascertained'by

dtllgenc

Ίο so.
W lierefore «he prays that a divorce from the
ImmiiI» f matrimony existing lietween her ami
lier»al<l hu-haud uiav hedecreed.
I>i»t« Ί at ixforil, till» 23d 'lay of November, A.
D. 1!<KJ
KUNA Ε McCAULBY.

to

»».

Oxtottt», November », li*U·
l'er»ouallv appeaed the above named Kduit
K. McCaulèy ami made oath that the statements
above nadc a- to the re»hlence of the said
Llbellee are true.
Before me,
OKDRUK HA/.KN.
Notary Public
seal.)

(scal)

Col Μ

v ok

Oitoui,

ss:

statu

or

Maim..

(
Supreme Judical Court, In Vacation.
•January β. A. I) 1:44. i
Urt» run Fokkcoinu Kiuki., OBDKKKD,
l>
That the l.ltwlaul give notice to the sat· I .laine»
MeCauley, Libelle*·, to npi ear before the Justice I
iif our Supreme Judicial Court, to be holdeu at
the
Paris, wlthlu anil for the County of Oxford.on
»ecoml Tue»·lav of March, A. I>. 1:<M, by pub
I
this
au<l
«
of
said
llbe1,
an attest·'·I opy
llshlng
'—
>i.n>u
ν,·....ι
uuvitailvclT In the

Oxford Ik'iiiucrat. a uewsi .«per print. .I lu Parle, j
to
la our C· unty of Oxford, the la*» publication
I*· :u> itajr·» at leas» prior to «*M ■w»ii,l Tuesday
lit !
then
and
of March, iau4, that he may there
our said Court appear and show cause If anv be
not
should
Libelant
said
have why the pra>erof
l<e granted.
S. C. STRol*T,
Justice of the Sup. .lud. Court.
A true copy of lll>el sud onler of court thereon.
C'lAKl.KS K. WHITMAN, Clerk.
Attest
Hazen, attorney for Libellant

George

.lOTICK.
for
In the IMstrlct Court of the Unite·! states
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
'I
In the matter of
the partnership of
II Κ KLllv.wuoti A Sow,
the Individual copartners
lu which are lllram Κ > In llaukruptcy.
K'tlnuwood aii'l Roland
1*. K.llnu.vood aii'l they ;
Individually, of Mexico, !

j
j

Bankrupts J

K.
To the creditors of the ivartiiershlp of 11.
In
Klllngwood Λ Son. tie Individual copartner» 1*.
Kolau
and
>od
Κ
KIlluijw
which are lllram
them
fcllluk'wood, and the creditor* of e<ch of
<Us
Ιη·1Ι 1 uallv. In the County of Oxford an·!
trlct aforesal'l
'J»l. .lay of
Notice la hereby given that on the
Κ ling.Ian. A. l>. 1U04, the partnership of 11. K.
In which
wood A Son. the Imlfvtilna! copartner*
Kl Ιηκ
1*.
Koiand
au·!
lllram K. Klllii*wood
are

adjudi
woo··, an·! they Individually, were duly of
their
cated bankrupt, and tliat the tlrst meeting
In South
creditor- will be he I· I at the Court House.
at 10
t>.
1'JW.
V.
Jan..
of
i.th
on
the
day
Paris.
«aid
o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
creditors may attend, prove their claim», apthe bankrupts, and
point a trustee, examine
tmu-ict such other business as uiay properly
come t>efore said meeting.
South Parle, Jan 11. l^m.
GK«>. A. WILSON.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
NOTICE.
for
In the District Court of the Unite·! States
the IHstrlct of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
LINCOLN K. W ΚLD.
J In Bankruptcy,
of Kumfonl Kails, Bankrupt. I
R. Weld in the
Lincoln
of
To the creditors
:
County of Oxford and district aforesaid
the *th day of
on
that
Notice la hereby given
K. Weld
January, A. D I'M. the said Lincoln that the
was duty adjudicated barkrupt, and
at the
ilrst meeting of hi* creditors will be bold
1' th day of
Court House. In South Paris, on the
Keb.. Α. I» 1!<0I, nt 10 o'clock in the forenoon,
at which time the sal! editors may attend,
a trustee, examine
prove their claims, appoint
the bankrupt and transact such other business
as may properly come before said meeting.
South Parts, Jan. 11.1MH.
UKO A. WILSON.
Referee la Bankruptcy.
•NOTICE.
ha*
The subscriber hereby give· notice that he
of '.be estate
been duly appointed administrator

of

Dairy

Cow.

at a

Visit to Governor Hoard's Farm.
1 know that the dairymen of Maine
will be glad to know about my visit to
Fort Atkinson and what I saw there as
it is the home of Hoard's Dairyman and
its distinguished editor.
1 left Madison yesterday morniug
coming to Lake Mills, where some of the
finest herds of Holsteins in the West are
to be found, and the writer had the
opportunity of inspecting the herds and
stables of Frank Fargo and E. J. Fargo,
the once famous McGeoch place where a
silo t'di feet in diameter is to be found,
also the stable of Everson A- Son. This
is a community where everybody interested in breeding is working along the
same line as his neighbor and all working in harmony.
I saw in the four herds 250 Holsteins,
a majority of which are pure bred and
many have made the advauced registry
with records of from 10 to 21 pounds
butter per week, one of which was recently bought for $1400 and holds the
world's record as a two-year-old. Every
man has a silo and considers it the most
profitable of his buildings, though the
not practical,
<>ne 60 feet iu diameter is
and in connection with the dairy all are
keeping from 40 to 125 hogs, mostly
Polaud Chinas, which are apparently
the great sources of revenue.
one of
There has been sold aud shipped from
the station of Lake Mills over 8100,000
worth of Holstein cattle during the past
year, going to Mexico and Arizona. The
people at this place are very cordial and
to take pleasure in showing their
herds and discussing the fine points of
We left Lake Mills
their favorite breed.
at 7:30 I». M. for Fort Atkinson and this
morning called up Gov. Hoard over the
telephone and found that he had just
returned from the East, but anxious to
show us a u'reut deal of attention, for he
came to the hotel aud from there he
took us through the different departments of the Dairyman building, then
ordered a team and drove to the famous
Hoard's Creamery, which is a model of
cleanliness aud arrangement. The plant
contains porcelain lined vats and nickel
plated pipes, in the power house electricity is generated which is the motive
power in the factory, and the output is
from 1000 to 1500 pounds butter per day,
which is comparatively large for this

CHARLES T. DAY, late of Hiram,
In the County of Oxford, deceived, and given
bonds as the law directs. AU persons having
demand* against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
ail Indeoted thereto are requested to make payment immedlatelv
LLKWKLLYN A. WADSWORTH.
Dec. 1Mb, iiMI.

ùot as

breeder

nor as

It'll'I
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long price, and

profit- and of course the stable is fitted with
larye producers,
able dairy animals, as the latter.
and ventilated with the
has
been Hoard stalls
That the extreme dairy type
King system, which is very popular in
popular, at least iu this state is evinced, this state. This is the creamery portion
the fact thai
among other reasons, by
of the state and is known as the Hoard
three of the cows selected for the Unidistrict and dairying is very successful.
ai our soucuauou oy promiHern
versity
Gov. Hoard wishes to be remembered
nent dairymen in uur state were fair
to all of his many friends in Maine and
of
cows, anil
this
of
type
representatives
to see them again before he gives
Our investi- h«>pes
are iucluded in κ roup Λ.
under tlie up his lecture work.
conducted
been
have
gations
This trip lias been a source of a great
most favorable conditions possible foi
deal of pleasure and I hope profit for
this type of cows; the stable in which
one cannot visit such plates without
they have been kept is considered a being impressed with the possibilities
model one, as regards cleanliness, light,
of the business both as regards pleasure
ventilation and general comfort of the and
profit and when we compare conanimals, and water is provided for them ditions
in Wisconsin aud Maine, it does
iu the stalls so that they are not exposed
seem that Maine has uo cause to be disat
time.
weather
The)
any
to inclement
couraged but rather to feel that she may
are given the best of care and attention
time hold an enviable reputation
fed
times:
liberally; kept some
at all
being
in the dairy world, which she seems
summer months iu the
hot
the
during
destined to do. I am enjoying my work
cool, darkened baru, protected from sun
much and too much praise cannot
aud (lies; aud are fed various green feeds very
be given the efforts of the Wisconsin
ami grain iu summer, as well as protectDairy School to make successful dairyed from cold in wiuter.
men and factory operators.—Madison,
lu view of the ever-increasing demands
Wis., letter from Dairy Instructor S. C.
on the part of dairymen for cows that
in Turf, Farm and Home.
will have endurance and ability to with- Thompson,
stand diseases, as well as great productive capacities, we do uot hesitate to
Founding a Dairy Herd.
state that iu our opinion it is uot the
In founding and maintaining a dairy
to
for
our
dairymen
part of wisdom
herd the wise farmer will lay down the
select the small retiued cows with a
principle: Have a standard; esiu
au
extreme
of
habit
degree first
body
spare
tablish that aud hold to it. If a cow
as the most desirable type of dairy cows.
does not come up to your staudard get
The Farmers' or Dual-Purpose Type.
rid of her, no matter what she cost.
Neither is it the part of wisdom for the
This question is carefully considered by
as such, to select cows of a
dairyman,
II. Dean of the Ontario college
those in group C, repre- I'rof. H.
type similar to
of agriculture, who in a recent paper
senting the dual-purpose type, and to states
that his present standard is 0,000
expect the greatest profit from them in
pounds of milk and 2">0 pounds of butthe production of milk aud butter fat.
ter per cow, and that he hopes to bring
For the dairy farmer, the large type of
up the figures to 10,000 pounds of milk
dairy cow will, we believe, everything and 400 pouuds of butter. He will
considered, be found the most profitable.
succeed. He writes:
In view of the results obtained with the probably
"Some twelve years ago when 1 took
different groups, it is apparent that
of
the dairy department ^e had
charge
cows with the greatest capacity for con
At
cows.
feed are generally tin· about a dozen ordinary grade
rough
sumiug
we have about thirty cows tnilkmost economical producers. This may present
ing aud twenty younger animals coming
be accepted as a fundamental character
We have steadily increased the
on.
istic of all cows capable of large and
production of our herd, and last year
economical .production iu the dairy.
the average of the herd was ovei 8,000
The Station's comparisons by breed
of milk
cow and over 300
are very
strikiug, ami, as usual, the pounds of butter per cow.
per
pounds
is
fouud
tu
exbreed
tlolstein-Friesian
''We selected first the best grade cows
cel. Iudeed, it seems that with fair
we could get, usiug pure-bred sires of
will
albreed
this
great
representatives
the dairy breeds always, and raising
ways win in any net protit comparison,
all the heifer calves; then at
where both the butter fat and skim milk practically
rlit* »»n.l i>f tin· hhi'iiiiiI milkini' mtriod.
have values assigned. The average reweeding out all that had not come up to
sults of the breed comparison as follows:
When we buy a cow we
our standard.
llolsteiu—Auuual yield of milk, 9,weigh her milk every night and morning,
987.3; annual yield of fat, 351.0, annual take a sample and put it into the Babvalue products, $94.08; annual cost of
cock test and test it. Then at the eud
food, $45.40; annual net profit, $4*.47.
of the month we know the number of
(Guernsey—Annual yield of milk, 0,- pounds of milk she is yielding aud the
annual
of
fat,
319.4;
530.7; annual yield
percentage of fat. At the end of the
value products, $82.31; aunual cost of
year we know what each cow has done
food. $37.37; auuual net protit. $44.94.
aud if she does not come up to the
Jersey—Annual yield of milk 5,700.2; standard we get rid of her. In the case
annual yield of fat, ·»·» 1.1 : auuual value of
heifers, with their first calves, we give
products, $77.10; aunual cost of food. them a second trial. That briefly is the
£>>.22; annual net protit, $41.88.
we have adopted—raising all our
Shorthorn—Auuual yield of milk, 7,- plan
heifer calves, having them drop their
121.4; aunual yield of fat, 28.7; annual calves at 2 1-2 or three
years old, milkiug
value products, $74.20; annual cost of for two lactation
periods, and weeding
food, $38.17; annual net profit, $30.00.
out at the end of the second lactathem
A careful study of this table will show
tion period.
the dairy farmer that it is uot the cow"To improve the quality of the herd
that gives the richest milk, but the cow
and the quantity of the milk yield, a
which produces the largest amount of man must not
only breed his cows right,
butter fat that wins out. During all
and weed them out according to standthose years, and for all their milk taken
ard, but it also involves the question of
in bulk, the average for the Ilolsteinfeeding. Cows cannot be expected to
Friesian milk was 3.52 per cent fat, milk well on a small amount of food.
while the Jersey average was much
The main thing is to give the cow all
higher; yet we see that the Holstein- the bulky food she will eat; but it should
Friesian· averaged annually over 50
be of a digestible and palatable nature.
pounds more of butter fat for each cow In addition to this, she should receive
than did the Jerseys.
eight pounds of meal to every thirty
But this table does not tell the whole
of milk produced, in order that
even better pounds
bad
station
Wis.
the
story;
milk economically."—
of the she may produce
favor
in
for
deciding
grounds
Farmer.
If New England
more vigorous cows.
hardier,
larger,
a farmer went into the dairy business
The best way to determine which of
for tivt» years he would take account of
stock at the beginning and at the end of many different makes of separators is a
that
the specified time; and if he found
good one to use, is to get one of these
the herd had increased or decreased in machines, set it up in the proper manner
or
increase
such
take
and make càreful tests of the skim milk
value, he would
decrease into consideration. The Wis. obtained when it is being run under
was
it
because
do
this
It will also be a
normal conditions.
Station did uot
making t study of milk production only; good plan to get a test of the skim milk
but it gives a resume of each cow, and when there is some variation from norThe mal in the speed of the bowl, the temwe can follow it out for ourselves.
Jersey list reads like a column of obitu- perature of the milk, and the amount of
Out of 12 cows, one died of milk skimmed per hour. These latter
ary notices:
congestion of the lungs, one of bronchi- results will show how much the efficientis, two were got rid of because of loss cy of the separator is influenced by such
conditions.—New
of part of the udder from garget, two abnormal
England
because found tuberculous, two because Farmer.
such delicate feeders as to be unprofitable, and one because of lack of constiIdaho has shipped 1,500,000 sheep this
tutional vigor and dainty appetite; only
and competent judges say the state
three left out of twelve, and they not year
is carryiug 50 per cent less sheep through
the best.
the winter than last year.
The hardy, vigorous Holstein-Friesiau
cows furnish a surprising contrast to
Milk as rapidly as possible without
this list. One did so well that a California
purchased her laet sum- irritating or worrying the cows.
are

may attend, prove their claims,
tiie
bankrupt,
trustee, examln»

kuch otlier
trau»Mi t
come before -aid

Small

took to California. The rest are there and still doing
business at the old stand, though there
is one that II.-F. breeders would no
doubt, be glad to get if tliey could. This
is Alma Marie Josephine, who at three
years old made a record of 18 lbs. 5.8 oz.
butter from 400.3 lbs. milk, showing an
average for the seven days of 3.77 per
The net profit for
cent, fat iu the milk.
the one week was estimated to be ¥2.72.
The main deduction which the think·
inn dairy farmer must draw from the
exhaustive work shown in this bulletin
is that for the greatest net profit he
needs cows of the large dairy type,
such as the Holstein-Friesians; for, not
only do they give a larger net profit, but
by reason of their hardiness and great
vitality, the large, vigorous HolsteinFriesians thrive on work which will
break down and destroy the weakly constitutions of the small, delicately formed
Jerseys.—Cor. in Turf, Farm and Home.
mer

alone were on test, confirm my teachings of 20 years past that the larger
type of dairy cow is the more profitable
for the dairy farmer. Space will uot
permit me to give as much as I would
like: but. as conclusively in favor of the
large dairy type, of which the llolsteinFriesian is the best exponent, 1 quote
the following:
••Cows of the large dairy type prefeiable. From the data presented it will
be seen that, everything considered,
cows in group B, representing the larye
dairy type, are clearly iu the lead for
economic production of milk and butterThe results of over four years'
fat.
work with cows of the extreme dairy
type, represented in group A, not only
failed to establish the claims for the
state.
superiority of cows of this type over a
We then drove to his dairy farm about
much larger and apparently stronger
two miles from town where we found 40
dairy type, but clearly showed that tbej

properly

in'the

versus

Xo act of Congress has bee α of greater advantage to the farmer than the act
establishing ami aiding the State Experiment Stations; ami no special work
done by these stations hits been of greater importance than that done in the inIt is less
terest of the dairy farmer.
costly to learn at another's expense than
at one's own, and by giving heed to the
disinterested, non-partisan work done
by the stations, the dairy farmer may
save himself much bitter disapointment,
and not be misled by following the false
teachings of certain dairy writers and
breed partisans. As its most valuable
wurk in this line, the Wis. Exp. Station
has recently issued Bulletin Xo. ΙΟ-.',
Production.
entitled Studies in Milk
The present Wis. Exp. Station herd was
the
Bulletin
established in 1SS>S, and
covers the work of this herd for a period
of
years.
In order to make comparison of results on a basis of type, the herd was
divided into three classes, the small
dairy, and the dual-purpose type. The
men making this division were Messrs.
F. II. Scribner, breeder of Jerseys;
Charles L. Hill, breeder of Guernseys;
Ceo. McKerrow, breeder of Shorthorns;
and W. B. Richards, Asst. in Dairy Husbandry at the station.
Pasture was figured at $1.30 per
month, aud other feeds at average Wisconsin market prices: while the butter
was figured at 20c. per pound, and the
skim milk at 15c. per 100 pounds. The
butter was couiputcd on the basis of
Sj.T per cent, of one pound of butter-fa(
in the milk equivalent to one pound of
tiuished butter; usually known as addiug one-sixth to the butter-fat, and the
staudard now used by the llolstein
Friesian and Guernsey Association in
their official records made under the
supervision of the Exp. Stations.
The conclusion reached, as a result of
the most painstaking work through a
period of almost live years, in which
all the food given each animal was
weighed, and each treated as though she
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CHATTER XIV.
Λ

l'KISO.NKit

UK

LOVE.

A

LICK put on her wannest
clothes uiul followed Captain
Farnswortli to the fort, realizing that uo pleasant experience awaiteil her. The wind and rain
still prevailed when they wore ready to
set forth, ami. although it was not extremely cohl. a searching chill went
with every throb that marked tW
storm's waves. Xo lights shone in tiie

village houses. Overhead a gray gloom
covered stars and sky. making the
darkness in the watery streets seem
densely hlnck. Farnswortli ofTeml Alice his arm. but she did not accept it.
"I know the way better than you do."
she said. "Coiue on. and don't be
afraid that I am going to run. I shall
not play any triek on you."
"Very well, mademoiselle, as yon
like.

you."

1 trust

1

■

t

J.Ail ■■■■! ,»

Fnirlish." He shrugged his shoul"Farnsthen laughed dryly.
wortli's as crazy as can he. the beggar.
In love with her so deep that he can t
sot' out.
lîy .love, she is a beauty.
Never saw such eyes. And plucky to
UmU the deuce. I'll bet iuy head Batlow '11 be daft about her next!"
Still, notwithstanding the lightnes.
of his inward commente. Hamilton re
ennHl the incident as rather serious.

ders.'

He knew that the French inhabitants
secretly his bitter enemies, yet
probably willing, If he would humor
their peculiar social, domestic and com
mcreial prejudices, to refrain from aotlve hostilities, and even to aid hlin
furnishing his «arrlson wlth a
)llll(lUUt of needed suppl es.
cor just now was twofold-his Indian
allies were deserting him. and a flotilla
loaded with provisions and ammunition from Detroit had failed to arrive.
were

lar^

Jh *""n

in the fort shot a hazy gleam upon
them.
"Stop a moment, mademoiselle.'*
Farnswortli called. "I say. .Miss Itnussillon, stop a moment, pieuse."
Alice halted and turned, facing him
so short and su suddenly that the rapier
in Ms hand pricked through lier wrai»
and slightly scratched her arm.
"What do you mean, sir?" she de-

II,. uiiuht. if the French rose against
him and were joined by the lndlans
have great difficulty defending the
It was clear that M. Rousslllon
fort
had more influence with lK>th Creoles
and savages than any other per>on
mve Father Beret. Urgent policy dictated that these two men should
how be won over. Bnt to do his it
would be necessary to treat A ice "
such a way that her arrest would a d.
instead of operating against the de-

ity?"

H Et1.

They hastened along

until a lantern

manded. thinking that he had thrust
purposely. "I»o 1 deserve this brutal-

"Von mistake me. Miss Roussillon. I
cannot be brutal to you now. I»o nol
fear uie. I only had a word to say."
"Oh. you deem it very polite and gentie to jab na with your sword, do you?
If 1 had one in my hand you would
not dure try such a thing, and you

know it very well.'·
lie was ama/.ed. not knowing that
the sword point had touched her. He
could not see her face, but there was a
fhixh in her voice that startled him
with its indignant contempt and resentment.

"What are you saying, Miss Itoussillon? I don't understand you. When
did I ever—when did I jab you with
my sword? I never thought of such a

thing."

"This moment, sir. yon did, and you
know you did. My nrm Is bleeding
now."
She spoke rapidly in French, but he
eausrht her meaning and for the first
became aware of the rapier in his
I'ruid. Even then its point was toward
her and very near her breast. He lowered it instantly while the truth rushed
into his mind.

me."

murmured,

his
words ba.elv audible in the tumult of
wind ami rain, but charged with the

"Forgive

he

I'ltensest feeling.

"Forjrlve lue. I did not know. It was
accident. I could not do such a
tliiinr purposely. Melt ve me. believe
1 did not mean
me. Miss Ituussillon.

an

II.

"î should like to believe you." she
You
"but 1 cannot.

presently said,

Km· ïîsli are all. ail despicable. mean,
vlh>!"
"Pomo time you shall not say Mint,"
Farnsworth responded. "I asked you
to sîom a moment that I might l»eg yon
to believe how wretch» illy sorry I am
cor what I if*- doinff. Hilt yon cannot
understand me now. Art· yon really
hurt. Miss Kotb*sj|lonï I assure you
that it was purely accidental."
".My hurt # nothing," she said.
"i am very glad."
"Well. then, shall we go on to th»·
fort
"Von may go where yon please, mademoiselle."
Sh.· turned her hack upon him and

answering word walked
straight to the lantern that hung by
the gate of the stockade, where a sentinel tramped to and fro. Λ few moment·; later Captain Farnsworth prewi.!:out

.111

sented her to Hamilton, who had been
called from his bed when the news of
tie trouble at Koussilloii place reached
the fort.
"So you've been raising trouble again,
hare you. miss?" he growled, with an
ugly frown darkening his face.
"I beg your pardon," said Façnsworth, "Miss ICoussillon was not to
blame for"—
"in your eyes she'd not lie to blame,
sir, if she burned up the fort and all of

in ii." Hamilton gruflly interrupted.
"Miss, what have you l>ecu doing?
What are you here for? Captain Farnsworth. you will please state the particulars of the trouble that I have just
heard aliout. And I may as well notify
lovyou that I wish to hear no special
er's pleading in this girl's behalf."
Farnsworth's face whitened with anger. He bit his lip. and a shiver ran
through his frame, but lie had to conlu a few words
quer the passion.
blunt and direct as musket balls he
told all the circumstances of what had
taken place, making no concealments
to favor Alice, but lioldly blaming the
otficer of «lie patrol. Lieutenant Harus

low. for losing his iiead and attacking
a young girl in her own home.
"I will hear from Harlow." said
Hamilton after listening attentively to
the story. "Hut take this jrirl and confine her. Show her no favors, i hold
you responsible for lier until tomorrow

morning. You

can

retire."

There was no room for discussion.
Farnsworth saluted and turned to
Alice.
"Come with me." he gently said.
Hamilton looked after them as they
went out of his room, a curious smile
playing around his firmly set lips.
"She's th« most beautiful vixen that
1 ever saw." he thought. "She doesn't
look to !>■> a French girl either: decided-1
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sired result—a thing not easy to man

Captain Fa rus worth' took Ms fair
prisoner straightway from Hamilton s

presence to a small room eon nee ted
with a considerable structure in a d atant angle of the stockade.
nor Mice spoke on the way. U Ith κ
huge wooden key he unlocked the door
and stepped aside for her to enter. A
dim lamp was burning within, its > elaick.Tlnir ovor tbo «rant
furniture, which consisted of a com
fortablf M. « «hk. «UK
three chairs, a small looking
it
on
glass on the wall, a guitar and some articles of men's clothing hanging her.
and there. A heap of dull embers
smoldered in the fireplace. Alice dl l

Neither^he

HlwJh lU

not falter at the threshold, but promptly entered her prison.
ho,* you «η be ''oniror
said Farnsworth in a low tone. It s the

•■•1

host I can give you."
"Thank you." was the answer, spoken
ouite as if he had handed her a glass
of water or picked up her handker-

chief.

...

He held the door a moment while sh<
stopped with her back toward h 111 lu
the middle of the room; then she heard
hini dose aimI lock it. The air was alinost too warm after lier exposure to
Ih» biting wind and cold dashes »
rain. She cast ofT her outer wraps and
stood by the fireplace. At a glance s ie
comprehended that the place «« s not

presently

"Captain

Farnsworth, you will see that the prisoner is
confined in the proper place, which, 1
suggest to jvu. Is not your Bleeping
quarters, sir."
"Colon?!
Hamilton," said Parasworth in a husky voice, "I slept on tlio
ground under a sh'd last night hi order
that .Mis< I'oussillon might be somewhat comfortable."
"Huuiph! Well, see that you do not
do it again. This girl h guilty of liai1»
boring a s;i.v and resisting a lawful attempt of u.y guards to capture him.
Confine her in the place prepared for
prison, rs ani see that she stays there
until I am ready to fix her punishton

said.

ment."

"Ί here is no place fit for a young girl
to
stay in." Farnsworth ventured.
"She can Iwe no eon.fort or"—
"Take her .-long. sir. Any place Is
-oocl en nil; h .'or her so long as she behaves Ilk·.· a"
"Very we'!." Farnsworth bluntly interrupted. tiius saving Alice the strok··
of a vile c (..iparlsou. "Come with me.
please. Miss Uoussillon."
He pulli-d n#r toward the door, then
dropped the r.rm he had grasped and

murmured

an

apology.

She followed hint out. holding her
head high. No one looking on would
have sus|M'< ted that a sinking sensation in her heart made it ditlieuit for
her to walk or that her eyes, shining
like stars, were so Inwardly clouded
with distress that she saw her way but

dimly.

It was a relief to Hamilton when
Helm a few minutes later entered the
room with something breezy to say.
"What's up now, if I may ask?" the
Jolly American demanded. "What's
this I hear about trouble with the

French womenV Have they begun a
revolution?"
"That elephant Gaspard Itousslllon
came back into town last night," said
Hamilton sulkily.
"Well, he went out again, didn't he?"

"lVs, but"—

"Stepped

somebody's

on

toe

first,

eh ?"
"The guard tried to capture him, and
that girl of his wounded Lieutenant
Barlow in the neck with a sword.
Roussillon fought like a tiger, and the
men swear that Satan himself appeared «m the scene to help the French-

out."
"Moral: He generous in your dealings
with Frenchmen and French women
and so get the devil on your side."
"I've got the girl a prisoner, and I
swear to you that I'll have her shot
this time If"—
"Why not shoot lier yourself? You
oughtn't to shirk a dirty job like that
and force it upon your men."
Hamilton laughed and elevated his
shoulders as if to shake off an annoying
load. Just then a young officer with a
white bandage around his neck entered
He was a small, soft
and saluted.
haired, blue eyed man of reckless bearman

ing. with marks of dissipation slnrply

He saluted, smiling

cut into his face.
self consciously.

"Well, Itarlow," said Hamilton, "the
kitten scratched you, did slie?"
"Yes. slightly, and 1 don't think I've
been treated fairly in the matter, »ir."
"How so?"
λ

uibj

î;

..

ij'i.w/imn

L'Mi

an

took

what

rest

could on the cold ground under a leak>
slied hard by. His wound, not yet a together healed, was not benefited by

morning Hamilton
ordered Alice brought to his office, and

««"'""J;

re-

you."

lie
tried to suppress it 211 tirst, but when
he saw Alice actually laughing, and
Farnsworth, wlio had brought lier in.
biting his lip furiously to keep from
adding an uproarious guffaw, he lost

instantly Hamilton's choler

rose.

ull holïl of himself.
"1 might have known botter than to
expect decency from a wench of your
character," 1»· said. "1 hoped to do
are not
you a favor, but I see that you
kindness politely."
"1 am sure, monsieur, that I have but
spoken the truth plainly to you. You
would not have me do otherwise, 1

callable of accepting

hope."

Her voice, absolutely witching in its
softness, freshness and suavity, helped
the assault of her eyes, while her dimples twinkled and her hair shone.
Hamilton felt ids heart move strangely,
but he could not forbear saying in English:

"If you are so very truthful, miss,
the
you will probably tell uie where
Hag is that you stole and hid."
It was always the missing banner
that ca:..«> to mind when he saw her.
"Indeed. 1 will do nothing of the
sort," she promptly replied. "When
be a
you see that Hag again you will
prisoner, and I will wave it high over

your head."
She lifted a hand as she spoke and
made the motion of shaking a banner
above liiiu. It was exasperation sweetened almost to delight that took hold of
the sturdy Briton. He liked pluck, especially in a woman, all the more if
she was beautiful, yet the very fact

that he felt her charm falling upon
him set him hard against her, not as
Hamilton the 1111111, but as Hamilton
the commander at Vincennes.
"You think to tling yourself upon me
have upon Captain Farnsas you
worth," he said, with an insultiug leer
and iu a tone of prurient innuendo. "I
This
am not susceptible, my dear."
more for Furnsworth's benefit than to
insult her, albeit he was not in a mood
to care.
"You are a coward and a liar!" she
exclaimed, her face flushing with hot
shame. "You stand here." she quickly
udded, turning fiercely upon Farnsworth, "and quietly listen to suel»
words! You. too, are a coward If you

do not make him retract! Oh. you English are low brutes!"
Hamilton laughed, but Farusworth
looked dark and troubled, hi-« glane»
going b:».ck and forth from Alice to hi?
commander as if another word woult
cause him to do something terrible.
"I rather think I've heard all that I
care to hear from you. miss," llamil-

so

It seemed worse than foolishness to achim of the exploit over which the
entire garrison was wondering, larnsworth sat by during the interview. Ile
looked the good priest curiously and
critically over from head to foot, remembering. but not mentioning, the
most under leal punch In the side r<
cuse

ceived from that energetic right arm
lying so flabbily across the old
man's lap.
now

When the talk ended and father Beret humbly took his leave. Hamilton
turned to Farneworth and said:
"What do you think of this affair. I
have cross questioned till the men \n ho

took part in it. and every one of them
says simply priest or devil. I think old
Beret is both, but plainly he couldn
hurt a chicken; you can see that at a
"

Farneworth smiled, rubbing his side
but he shook his head.
-I'm sure It's puzzling. Indeed.
Hamilton sat in thoughtful silence
for awhile, then abruptly changed the

reininiscently.

subject.

"I think, captain, that you had better send out Lieutenant Barlow and
some of the best woodsmen to kill some
«aine. We need fresh venison, and. b>
fïeorge. I'm not going to depend upon
these French traitors any longer. 1
have set my foot down. They ve got to
do better or take the consequences.
He paused for a breath, then added.
"That girl has done too mu.-h to escape
severest punishment. The garrison will
be demoralized if this thing goes on
without an example of authority rigidlv enforced. I am resolved that then-

shall be a startling and
pubh.
of my power to punish. She
shot you. You seem to be glad of it.
but it was a grave offense. She ha.
stabbed Barlow. That Is another serious crime; but. worst of all. slie alrt-

eftcctlye

display

Pd a spy and resisted arrest. She must

^Ιϊ^«ι uwrt-mp
tl„d u,

uow

saw

that Alice was in

dreadful danger of death

or

worse.

turned and addressed him:
"Why are you armed this morning,
father?" he demanded very pleasantly.
"Who is to suffer now?"
"I am not on the warpath, my son."
replied the priest. "It is hut a rapier
that I am going to clean of rust spots

ΐι'due time next

"1 am sony. monsieur, that I cannot
say as uiu.-h to you" she glibly
sponded "If you lay upon a bed
needles tue whole night through J
t list ι» v«m ili»sorvoil.
η·..ΜΝ
own sleep was quite refreshing, thuuk

h;

childishly lnnir«»lv.·
collapsed physically that

lo„k,-,l ho

spirit and

forth Into the dreary, lanelike
Vincennes and walked aimlcssl> li.r.
ttIll, there until he met Father Bet et.
Farneworth saluted the old man and
u-as passing him by when, seeing a
sword in his hand half hidden hi the
fnlilrt of bis worn and faded caeso. k.

he

when she appeared lie was
with as near an approach to affability
ll«
„<5 his disposition would permit.
rose and bowed like a courtier.
•Ί hope you rested well, mademol
«elle" he said in his best French. He
imagined that the use of her language
would be agreeable to begin with.

tive. Why, I tell you that men went
from his hands against the walls and
floor as if shot out of a mortar. It was
the strangest and most astounding
thing I ever heard of."
A little later Barlow seized a favoraIbe
ble opportunity and withdrew.
conversation was not to his liking.
Hamilton sent for Father Beret and
had a long talk with hhu. but the ο d

No sooner had he hit
headquarters and given Bar ow Ins .
litructlons touching the hunting « xt1
tion than his mind began to w,,ti. e,
η mid visions and schemes *»>
»;» m*·
i-onsistent with bis military
ltl order to reflect undwturlH-d he v ent

Farnsworth, who had given Alice his

apartment,

slip

even

the one she had formerly ociuphd a.
n prisoner, and that It belonged to a
man. A long ritle stood in η corner, a
bullet pouch and powder horn hanging
A
0,1 a projecting hickory ramrod
heavy fur topcoat lay across one of

own

•Ά pretty oncer or ins majesty * ar- far apart ae the width of the space lu
my you tire. Lieutenant Harlow! 1-irst which the prisoner was to run. 'Ihls
of a ::i"l shows herself your su- arrangement gave them free use of
a
perior with the sworil ami wounds you, their sticks and plenty of room for full
then a single man wipes up the floor of swing of their lithe bodies.
a house with you and your guard deIn removing Beverley s piothes I»ng
priving you at the same time of both Hair found Alice's locket hanging over
vision and memory, so thai you cannot the young man's heart. Ile tore it
even describe your assailant!"
rudely off and grunted, glaring vicious"lie was dressed like a priest, nuit- ly tlrst at It, then at Beverley. He
tored Barlow, evidently frightened at seemed to be mightily wrought upon.
his commander's scathing comment.
"White man thief!" he growled deep
"That was all there was to see."
in his throat. "Stole from little girl.
"A priest! Some of the men say the
He put the locket In his pouch and
devil. I wonder-- Hamilton hesitate.» resumed his stupidly Indifferent expresand looked at the floor. "This Father sion.
Beret, ho is too old for such a thlug.
When everything was ready for the
Isn't he?"
delightful entertainment to begin Long
"I have thought of hlm-it was like Hair waved his tomahawk three times
him—but he is. as you say. very old over Bevertey's head and. |>ointing
to be so tremendously strong and ac- down between the waiting lines, said:

that are Katherine on its Made."
"Is it yours, father? Let me see it."
He held out his hand.
"No; not mine."
Father Beret seemed not to notice
Farnsworth's desire to handle the
tiijlil (/»·//>
of
weapon, and the young man instead
his words reached farther,

κΐιιιιιΐ with il
luluxcii tlirin.
"I stood the Drunt. and now Captain repeating
II·· twist· nearly grasping the scahhard.
Farnsworth gets tli«> j»ri
"I cannot let you take it. my son,"
of
in
mock
iiioutli
expression
ci I his
Beret. "You have its mate.
in;·.iwliiii disappointiiit>iit. "I'm always Raid Father
cheated out of tin· sweets. I never get That should satisfy you."
"No; Colonel Hamilton took it.*'
anything for gallant conduct on the
"If I
Farnsworth quickly replied.
field."
return it to its
"Poor boy! It is a shame, lint 1 say could 1 would gladly
a thief, father, and I
lieutenant, has Itoussillon really es owner. I am not
of—of—what I did when I
caped. or is he hidden somewhere in am ashamed
was drunk."
town"' Have you been careful?"
The priest look··»! sharply Into Farns"Uh, It's the Indians. They all swear
and read there something
by these Frenchmen. You can't get any worth's eyes
His long expehim.
help from them against a fellow like that reassured
at takItoussillon. In fact, they aid him. He's rience had rendered him adept
ing a man's value at a glance. He
among theni now."
"Moral
again," Helm Interposed. slightly lifted his face and said:
"Ah. hut the poor little girl! Why do
side of the French."
Tin

lira

"Kwp

on

nu il

the good

"That's sensible talk, sir," assented
Barlow.
"Bah!" exclaimed Hamilton. "You
might as well talk of keeping on the
good side of the American traitors. A
bloody murrain seize the whole rnce!"
"That's what I say," chimed in the
lieutenant, with a sly look at Helm.
"They have been telling me a cock
and bull story concerning the affair at
the Itoussillon cabin," Hamilton said,
changing his manner. "What Is thl·
about a disguised and wonderful man
who rushed in and upset the whole of

She really does
you persecute her?
She is a noble child.
not deserve it.
Give her hack to her home and her people. I»o not soil and spoil her sweet
life."
It was the singsong voice used h.t
Father Beret in Ills sermons and pray
.1-1

...LI.

Ι»

lump rise in his throat, and his eye*
were ready to show tears.
"Father," he said with diiliculty.
making his words distinct. "I would
not harm Miss Uoussillou to save my
you? I want no romancing. Give me own life, and I would do anything"—
He paused slightly, then added with
the facts."
Barlow's dissolute countenance be- passionate force. "I would do anything,
no matter what, to save her from the
came troubled.
"The facts," he said, speaking with terrible thing that now threatens her."
Father Beret's countenance changed
serious deliberation, "are not clear. It
man
wne like a clap of thunder the way curiously as lie gazed at the young
that man performed. As you say, he and said:
"If you really mean what you say
did filng the whole sipiad all of η heap,
and it was done that quickly," he you can easily save her, my son."
"Father, by all that Is holy. 1 mean
his thumb and finger demon-

snapped

stratively with

a

sharp report, "nobody Just what I say."

could understand It."
Hamilton looked at his subaltern
with a smile of unlimited contempt and
said:

Pains in the Back
Are symptoms of a weak, torpid or
stagnant condition of the kidneys or

liver, and are a warning it is extremely
hazardous to neglect, so important
is a healthy action of these organs.
They are commonly attended by loss
of energy, lack of courage, and sometimes by gloomy foreboding and de-

spondency.

"I hud pains In my back, could not sloop
and when I got up in the morning felt
worse than the night before. I began taking Hood's Sarsaparilla and now I can
sleep and get up feeling rested and able to
do my work. I attribute my cure entlrelj
to Hood's Sarsaparilla." Mas. J. N. Perry,
care 11, S. Copelur.d, I'ike ltoad, Ala.

Hood's Sarsaparilla
and Pills

Cure kidney and liver troubles, relieve
the back, and build up the whole system.

"Swear uot at all, my son, but give

your hand."
The two men stood with a tight grip
between them and exchanged a long,
steady, searching gaze.
A drizzling rain had begun to fall
with a raw wind creeping from
me

again,

the west.
"Come with me to my house, my sou,"
Father Beret presently added, and together they went, tlie priest covering
Alice's sword from the rain with the
folds of his cassock.

CHAPTER XV.
VIRTUE IN A

LOCKET.

LONG

HAIR stood not upon cere·
mouy In conveying to Peverley

the information that he was to
run the gantlet. The preparations were simple and quickly made.
Each man armed himself with a stick
three feet long and about three-quarters of an inch in diameter. Rough
of
weapons they were, cut from boughs
scrub oak, knotty and tough as horn.
Long Hair unbound his body down to
the waist. Theu the lines formed, the

ludiaoe In each row standlUK about as

•Tgh. run!"
But Beverley tlid not budge. He was
standing erect, with hi* arms, deeply
creased where the thongs had sunk,

folded across his breast. Λ rush of
thoughts and feelings had taken tumultuous possession of him. ami he
could not move or decide what to do. A
mad desire to escape arose iu his heart
the moment thilt he saw Long Hair

take the locket. It was as if Alice had
cried to him and bidden him make a
dash for liberty.
•Tgh. run!"
The order was accompanied with a
push of such violence from Long Hair*
left elbow that Beverley plunged and
fell, for his limbs, after their long and
painful confinement in the rawhide
bonds, were stiff ami almost useless.
Long Hair In no gentle voice bade him
get up. The shock of falling seemed t«>
awaken hi* dormant forces: a sudden
resolve leaped into ills brain. He saw
that the Indians had put aside their
bows and guns, most of which were
s here
leaning against the boles of
and yonder. What if he could knock
Long Hair down and run away? I his
might possibly be easy, considering the

w:·* iii.nl:· ( » mardi ap:· ·.· \· Γ'.'ι Ι·* «
nimble enemies. who set out :■ wiiiiy
eastward. their disappointment i.t huv·
Ing their sport cut short. although hitter enough, not in the least Indicated
by any facial e::pree<!on or spiteful act.

and

Was if really a strange tiling, or was
It not. that l.everley's inîti;! o v bus!. J
itself unceasingly with tl ο tli- ught that
Long Hair hail Alice's picture in his
pouch? One might find room for dis-

cussion of a cerebral problem like this,
but our history cannot In» d'layrd with
analyses and speculations, il ui..»l run
its direct course Unhindered tu the end.
Suffice it to record that while tramping
at I»ng Hair's side and growing more
alul more desirous of seeing the picture

again Heverley began trying

to

eon-

He !:ad
,r.·.
with his taciturn
considerable smattering of several
a
Indian dialects, which lie turned upon
Long Hair to the l>est of his ability,
but apparently without effect. Neververse

theless he babbled at intervals, always
upon the same subject and always endeavoring to influence that huge, stolid. heartless savage in the direction of
letting him see again the child faee of

the miniature.
\Vi.«-u night came on again the baud
umped under some ιγ· ι·> beside a swoll-

Indian's broken arm. His heart Jump
But the shrewd
ed at the possibility.
savage Was alert and saw the thought
come into his face.
he
"You try git 'way. kill dead,

snarled, lifting his tomahawk ready
for

a

"Brains out!"

stroke.

Beverley glanced down the waiting
and eager lines. Swiftly he spéculai.·,I.
wondering what would be his chance
for escape were he to break through.
Hut he did not take his own condition
Into account.

•Tgh. run!"

Again the ell>ow of Long Hairs hurt
pushed him toward the expectant

una

rows of Indians, who flourished their
clubs and uttered Impatient grunts.
Beverley made a direct dash tor the
narrow lane between the braced ami
watchful lines. Every warrior lifted

his club. Kvery cooper face gleamed
steadily, a mask behind which burned
The two
a strangely atrocious spirit

savages standing at the end nearest
Beverley struck at him the instant .1
reached them, but they were taken
quite by surprise when he checked himself between them and. leaping this
way and that, swung out two powerfn.

blows, left and right, stretching one ot
them liât and sending the other reeling
and staggering half a dozen paces
backward with the blood streaming

from Ids nose.
This done. Beverley turned to run
short
away, but his breath was already

and his strength rapidly going.
Long Hair, who was at hi* heels
leaped before him when he had gone
but a few steps and once more nourished the tomahawk. To struggle wauseless save to insist upoti being
brained outright, which just then had

"Try

run

'way, kill!"

stream. There was no rain falling,
but almost th«» entire country lay itudet
Fires of loirs were
a Mood of water.
soon burning brightly on the comparatively dry bluff chosen by the lui! aux.
The went her was chill, hut not cold.
Long Hair took great pains, however,
to dry Itevcrley's clotlics and sec that
he had warm wraps and plenty to oat.
Hamilton's law reward would not be
forthcoming should the prisoner die.
was
1! veri-y
good property, well
worth careful attention. To be sure, hlf

on

worst event would com·
Hand a sufficient honorarium, but nut
the greatest.
Iteverley thought of all
this while the big Indian was wrap>iug hint snugly in skins and hlanketa
for the night, and there was no com'ort In It save that possibly If he wore
returned to Hamilton he might see
Alice again before he died.
At about the midhour of the night
Long Hair gently awoke his prisoner

«•alp in the

by drawing a hand across his
then whispered in Ills ear:
(TO

face,

COVTINCtD,]

BB

READING IN BED.
Λ

Thnl

Cnnlom

b>

ΙΙ·οιι

lin»

Followed

Writer*.

Mini)

part In Beverley's considerationLong Hair kicked his victim heavily,
uttering laconic ctirscs meanwhile, ami
led him back again to the starting

course

The young man. who had born;· aH
lit, could, now turned upon him tun
ottslv and struck straight from th.
shoulder, setting the whole w .-ig.it ·>ι
his hodv into the blow. Long Han
a
stepp' d out of the way and qui· k as
s touia
Hash brought the llat side of h
hawk with great for.·.· against I'.ever

fuliy dlslurls'd take a book and road
and compose himself to rest." There
can be little doubt that in thus indicating :iii appropriate course for any
one atllictod with "constitutional mel-

no

ley's head. This gave the aunts. 11. -nt :
1
sudden and disappointing end. I<.r
.··
prisoner fell limp and senseless t.. t
N<> "«ore running the gantlet
ground
for him that day. Indeed it re.|Uire.i
protracted application of the best lu
dian skill to revive hint so that lie
could fairly be called

a

living

man.

There had been no dangerous com-us
slon. however, and on the following
caiup was broken.

raoridng

Beverley,

sore,

haggard,

forlornlj

disheveled, had his arms bound again

Loss of Flesh

When you can't cat breakfast, take Scott's Emulsion.
When you can't eat bread
tind butter, take Scott's
Emulsion. When you have
been living on a milk diet and
want something a little more
nourishing, take Scott's

Emulsion.
To get fat you must eat
iai. Scott's Emulsion is a

jreat fattener,
strength giver.

a

great

Those who have lost flesh
want to increase all body
tissues, not only fat. Scott's
Emulsion increases them all,
bone, flesh, blood and
nerve.

invalids, for convalescents, for consumptives,
for weak children, for all
For

flesh, Scott's
rich and comfortable food, and a natural
tonic.
Scott's Emulsion for bone,
who need
Emulsion is

a

flesh, blood and
a

nerve.

We will send you
free sample.

Be jure that this picture
in the form of » label is on
the
wrapper of every bottle
of Emulsion you buy.

Johnson told Uoswell once in the
of a i-onversatiou, in which he

praised 'lie "Anatomy." that a man. if
inclined to mclaticholy, should have a
lamp constantly burning in his bed·
chamber during the night "and if wake·

ancholy"

—

his

own

trouble

—

ho

was

book
the wakeful doctor must have turned
and
over in the siienccs of the night,
this increases the wonder that a desire
to read any particular work should

stating his

own

practice.

Many

a

take hint out of bod unusually early.
Gray must surely have boon a reader
in bed. A man who wished to bo for-

on sofas, reading "eternal
novels of Crebillon and Marl·
vanx." must have boon familiar with
the faces of his favorites in the night
hours. Klijali Fenton, a now forgotten
coadjutor of I'ope. was accustomed to
lie a bod at his lodgings, we are told,
and ho fed with a s|toou, hut Gray's
love of ease was not of this type. Gray
ever

lying

now

was

ii

bookman,

and

most

bookmen

probably have indulged in the habit of
reading in bed. Lamb a[>ostrophized
his folios as "my midnight darlings."
Imi tliiYMo "Inure iiimfuls." as he calls
them, won· not bedside books. They
were Hi·· rompauions of the lone hours

of candlelight in tin· bnek room of the
•{(lift little "gambojjish colored" house
beside the Chase at Knfield. Wycherley. one of the "artificial" dramatists
for whom (. :.·!> wrote a quaint defense. utad η l.abit of reading himself
! !y he shared his pillow
to sleep. Ni
his
favorite authors—Seneca,
with
Montaigne ;iml Itoehefoucnilld and in
the mornings made a practice of writing oil those subjects which had caught
his attention during the previous
night's reading, with the curions
though not unnatural result, as l'ope
has testified, that his writing was unconsciously a mere echo of his reading.
Somewhat later, when Grub street
flourished, if s<· inappropriate a verb
may be allowed, many a |>oor wretch
of a hack author was glad to write as
well as to rend In lied for the all sttlttclent reason that seemly clothes were
lacking for going abroad.— I.ondon
Globe.

Euruprna Turkey.
The Turks lire but one-sixth of the
population of European Turkey.
Haiti Waalted Air.

Consumptives should pay particular
attention to getting out into the open
Rain
air Immediately after a rain.

washed air is much purer than that
The
which floats above a dry city.
first gushing downpour of rain after
a "dry spell" Is muddy with impurities
washed out of the air.
To Soften

Shoe·.

The rubbing of a little neat's foot oil
Into shoes renders tiiem pliable and
water proof.
"Walked SIlTer.··
The danger of contagion in dirty
uionej passed from hand to band promiscuously has occurred to many people. Thackeray once wrote of a club
in London where it was the custom to

scon & BOWNE,

give

409 Pearl St, Ν. Y.

would not be a bad Idea In any busi·
ness where mouey Is not too

CHEMISTS,

99c and $11 all druggist·.

the members such change as they
might require in "washed silver." That

turned over.

rapidly

J

/

/

y
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IN ALL
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ISSUED TUESDAYS.

K. Fokbk*.
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« >therwlse $2.00 a year. Single copie· t cents.

Parte Hill.

Trea».—Phlla S. Davie.
Librarian—Bertha A. Cole.

First Baptist Church. Rev. H. H. Bishop,
On account of the stormy weather not
Pastor.
Preachlug every Sunday at II A. M.
en8andav School at if M. V P. 9. C. E. Sunday a
audience was present
afternoon at 3. Sabbath Evening Service at 7 :S0 tertainment for the I. O. O.
F.,
at
r. m.
Thursday
evening
Meeting
Prayer
who atΤ 30. Covenant Meeting the laet FrWay before the Ideal Entertaineis, but those
the let Sunday of the month at 2 30 P.M. AU tended called it good.
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Mrs. S. T. White spent a few days last
PaMor.
L nlveraalUtChurcn. Bev. J. H.
with her sister, Mrs. W. S. Austin,
Preaching service every Sunday at il a. m. week
at South Paris.
Sunday School at 12 m.

Mr. and Mrs. Case returned to New

York Friday, and Mrs. Hubbard accompanied them for a visit. Mr. Case
has arranged with contractor Charles H.

New type, fast presses, steam
Jolt f HINTINO
power, experienced workmen and low price·
combine to make tills department of our bual
ocm complete and popular.

to

Adams of Norway to build an addition
his summer home here.
The Democrat was in error in stating
that Benjamin Maxim was spending the
winter with hie son Webster in Buckfield. He is with his daughter, Mrs.
Events.
Coming
Benjamin Turner, at East Bucktield. In
this connection it may be mentioned
Pond.
2.
<>sford
Pomona
Keb.
that the Democrat has recently received
Grange, Bryant's
a note from Mr. Maxim, and although
SEW ADVERTISEMENTS
he is S9 years of age, his hand-writing
shows no trace of tremor, and is more
legible than nine-tenths of thai which is
Kow-Kure.
Clearance Sale.
received at the Democrat office.
Consumption Cured at Last
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will give an
Ked Tag Sale.
entertainment and supper Friday, Jan.
Hot Water Bottles.
Blue Stores.
22d. Ladies are requested to meet at
Nature's Warning
the ball in the afternoon and bring
I How Hyomel Helps the Health.
ueedle, thread, thimble and scissors, and
i Wanted.
Your Doctor.
print for a quilt to be sold at the annual
fair. Any who contribute toward the
Ihe lirammar Class Recites Again. supper will be only charged regular admission. Those who come to the supper without giving for the table will be
A NEW PIPIL TO-DAY.
charged an extra fee.
All ladies both old and young interestif your grammar school in not full, ed in the Tniversalist circles, whether
you may add rue to your roll of pupils. member; or not are urgently requested
Apropos of the erroneous use of "will" to meet with Mrs. O. A. Thayer next
and "shall," as to which you have had Saturday afternoon for the purpose of
some discussion, it is stated by Macaulay planning work for the winter.
in his essay on Basil Montagu's edition
East Brownfield.
of Lord Bacon's works and upon the life
of Bacon which was published as an
There were a number of visitors at
"No
one
that
adjunct of that edition,
Mr. Clark's singing school last week.
Londoner in ten thousand can lay down
I)r. Stickney and wife have returned to
the rules for the proper use of 'will' Boston after a short
stay here.
and 'shalP yet not one Londoner in a
With two exceptions the schools of
million ever misplaces his 'will' and Brownfield closed last week. Those two
"
'shall.'
Though from this statement it are the West Brownfield and grammar
would seem that Macaulay thought it schools.
extremely easy in practice for a LonThe W. C. T. U. met with Mrs. Julia
doner to discriminate properly between Bean last
Saturday. In spite of opposi"will" and
"shall," yet Macaulay, tion the work goes on.
not
although himself a Londoner, was
Considerable business is being done at
ways able to do so, for in the second this place this winter.
sentence of the very essay in which he
Bert Giles is at home from Massachumade the above quoted statements to setts for a short time.
who
of
a
Londoner
extreme
the
rarity
The Woman's Club met with Mrs.
could not properly discriminate between Bounds last
Wednesday.
"will" and "shall," he erroneously used
"will" instead of "shall" as follows:
Oxford.
"We have much to say on the subject of
Mrs. Keith's brother, Mr. McLean,
this life, and will often tind ourselves
from the West, is visiting her.
obliged to dissent from the opinions of
Mrs. Spring has returned to Chicago
the biographer." The preface to the
and Dr. A. L. Hersey is with his daughBible as "Newly Edited by the American
ter in Boston.
Revision Committee A. D. 1901," says
Rev. Chits. Wattle, a young clergyman
that in the Authorized Version of the
whom Mrs. Hersey assisted in getting
"often
"will"
and
"shall"
are
Scriptures
his education, came from Vermont on
very inconsistently used, as may be
Monday to be present at her funeral but
observed in such a striking case as Ps. arrived
too late.
cxxi.,3, 4." In the American Revision
Dr. IL K. Farris went to Lewiston with
Committee's edition of the Bible the exCyrus Wardwell who had an operation
pression "shall neither slumber nor
at the hospital.
sleep" in the Psalms verse just cited is performed
Mr. C. S. Hayes fell injuring himself
accordingly c anjjed to "will neither quite badly.
slumber n<
sh»ep." The expression "I
Mrs. George Jones fell on the Icy
is eiven in the Authorized
will dwell'
stairs injuring herself severely.
Version ot the sixth verse of the 2:5π
The Ladies' Society met with Mrs.
chapter of Psalms is changed to "I shall Geo. Ilazen Wednesday. They
will
dwell" in the American Revision Commeet with Mrs. Richmond in two weeks.
mittee's version of the verse. The erThe following officers have been chosen
roneous use of "will" and "shall" was
the Congregational Sunday School:
well exemplified by the drowning man's by
Supt.—Mra. C. F. StarMrd.
despairing cry, "I will drown; nobody
Ansi-tant Suut.— Rev Mr. Newport.
shall help me."
Scrutator.
Secretary—Mr*. A. A. Uumput*
Immw>Mrs. Ν. T. Fisher.
era.

Musician and Librarian— M Us Kvle Parrott.

Mn.w.vfKKK, Wis., Jan. 7,
Mrs. Cushman Dennen from Mechanic
Editor Democrat:
Falls has been visiting friends here.
the
on
a
more
few words
May 1 add
Mrs. Clark is slowly improving.
subject of "would" and "should" as it
that my former explanation was
clear.
According to Webster's
dictionary the verb will means to be
pleased, to choose, <anu>ng other meanings.) "Like" also means to be pleased,
"Would" is the imperfect
to choose.
tense of "will."
To say "I will be pleased" or "I would like." is tautological:
it expresses the same idea twice. "1
shall l>e pleased" or "should like" are
Should goes
the proper expressions.
with shall, and would with will. We
may say, "1 would go if I could" but "1
would like to go if 1 could" is equivalent
to saying "1 would would if I could,"
since "would" and "like" have the same
seems
not

meaning.

Yours truly,

Hebron.

The Indies' Circle met on Tuesday
with Mrs. E. S. Dunham.
Mrs. Victoria Barrows is quite sick
but comfortable for the past few days.
Mrs. Barrows was taken sick while visiting in Massachusetts.
We notice in the last Democrat among
the names of towns reaching the centennial anniversary of their incorporation this year that of Hebron, which is a
mistake, as Hebron was incorporated
March 0th. 175*2. Hebron Academy was
incorporated Feb. 10th, 1S04, and will
this year celebrate its centeunial at the
June commencement.

H. 0. A.

[Whatever o»her good this discussion
may do, it has produced one result which
is very pleasing to the Democrat. Obof
servation of the constant misuse
in
our
"will," even
highest-grade
periodicals, had made it appear almost
in America
as if there were noue left
the correct use of
who understood
"shall." The letters written on this subject show that the matter is not universally misunderstood, and there is stdl hope
that "shall" is not to perish from the

East

Sumner.

Mr. Libby, of the Portland Fruit Co.,
the
in town last week looking
(Kicking and shipping of apples in this

^fter

was

vicinity.

Frank L. Barrett of Sumner has purchased for the Portland Fruit Co. this
kiu'iwnn

Avar

Karralc

i\f

atwkliio

Most of the apples are now sent off. Two
carloads were sent from East Sumner
last week.
We have received a copy of the late
illustrated edition of the Bethel News,
which for excellence of press work and
language.—El». J
tine half tones equals any local work in
that Hue that we ever saw. and excels
Forces Working for Prohibition.
most of the work emanating from the
Yarmouth. Jan. Sth, UHM.
large city press. In fact our local papers
Editor Ik uwcrat:
excel in typography and neat appearance
In every locality where the people are
most of the metropolitan papers.
Every
active in their endeavors to promote the
should have its local paper tirst.
interests of prohibition, good results family
follow. It is to be seen on all phases of
Peru.
life's activities. As the work goes on
He/ekiah Babb died on the 10th at 1
humanity forces its way to the front.
Man's sympathy for his fellowman be- a. M., of heart trouble and Bright's discomes more and more a reality, and a ease. aged 7»i years, 3 months,
lie lived
bountiful harvest succeeds the good seed on the farm where he «lied the greater
sown.
Those who are anxious for a part of his married life, respected by all.
more general reform need not be dis- He leaves a
widow, one soil, and two
couraged. Personal effort, clubs, organi- grandchildren. He was buried on the
zations of small or large following, are 12th, Kev. Mr. Mitchell of Kumford Falls
not idle, but let it be remembered that attending the funeral.
the more persistent in their efforts the
Quite a number from this place atmore hopeful becomes the renovation.
tended the Pomona meeting at Dixtield
inthese
which
on
the 13th. The installation of officers
organizations
Among
clude in their work the purging of the was the programme.
Brother J. A.
laud of the corrupt and most audacious Roberts of Norway was the installing
curse that is allowed to exist, but under officer.
the protest of a God-fearing people, is
the honored and faithful W. C. T. U.
East Bethel.
On their banner may well be inscribed
Mrs. Etta Bean is doing dressmaking
—"God is with us." Prayerfully and
in North Norway and vicinity.
courageously they go forward, with no
Mr. W. C. Blake is loading cars with
thought of defeat but with one loud
acclaim which reaches the utmost parts potatoes at Bethel station.
Mrs. C. M. Kimball entertained the
of the civilized world they declare, "The
Ladies' Club Saturday ι», m., with a
saloon must go."
good attendance.
Move on, clear tin· way, bv *chclule time la due
Miss Susie Bean entertained her young
The Invincible tiod jclven p«>wcr, the W. C. T. U.
friends Saturday i>. m., Jan. ieth, it
S. Stow e.
being her birthday.
Church Dedication at Canton.
Mrs. Frank Russell has returned from
The new Free Baptist church at Can- Upton where she has been caring for
ton was dedicated
Tuesday evening, her sister, Mrs. Sewall Lane.
Two four horse teams from Taris are
Jan. 12. There was a good attendance
at the services, which were according to drawing strips from /. W. Bartlett's
mill in Rumford to Locke's Mills.
the following programme:

Organist.
Voluntary
Rev. C. C. Foster.
Invocation,
Music—Doxology.
Rev. J. H. llartlett.
Scripture lesson
Music—Nearer My tioil to Thee.
.·
C. E. Men<lall.
History of the church,
W. W Rose.
Report of Building Committee.
Présentation of keys,
W. F. Berry.
Music—Fear Not \e. Ο Israel, (Buck),
Mise Staple».
Dean Howe
Dedicatory prayer
Rev. W. J. Twort.
Dedicatory sermon
Miss Staples, Mr». S. B. Ellis.
Muelc—Duet,
Dedicatory services.
....

Lovell.
Mr. and Mrs. Seth Hutchins are visiting in Saco.
Albert Kimball is gaining from bis
illness but very slowly.
Walter E. Davis, who is at work for B.
Walker Λ Son, makes two trips weekly
through Sweden, taking orders and de-

livering goods.

Mr. Warren Charles, who has been declining in health and strength for some
The church was built at a cost of years, is in very bad condition now,
$i000. to take the place of one burned a needing constant care and watching.
C. H. Davis is able to be out again and
Under
year ago, without insurance.
those circumstances the burden of re- attend to his business.
building was doubly great, but it has
been well and cheerfully done.
Grafton.
The officers of the church are:
On Wednesday, Jan. 13th, Mrs. Jerusha
Pastor—Rev Ε. B. Foster
Brooks, after six long weeks of unrest
Deacons— V%m. F. Berry, J. F. Tyler.
and suffering, passed peacefully on to
Treasurer-W W. Rose.
Clerk—C. E. Mendall.
the higher life. Through anxious days
Building Committee—D. A. Fletcher, Wm. F. and
sleepless nights the family have
Berry. W E. Man. to η
Finance Committee— A. tj. Staples, C. T. Hon- watched, and given her faithful and
devoted care, yet the injuries received
ney, C. E. Mendall.
from her fall were too great to recover
A. S. Hathaway.
from at her advanced age. The fuueral
Alanson 8. Hathaway, the well known was held at her home here in Grafton
insurance man. died at his home in Can- on Friday, the 15th, Rev. F. C. Potter of
tou Sunday, Jan. 10, aged 58 years.
Mr. Bethel conducting the services. Music
Hathaway was a native of Canton, where was given by the Upton choir. Mrs.
he has resided all his life except three Brooks had reached the advanced
age of
years of his youth spent in Boston. He nearly 01 years. She leaves four sons,
has been in the insurance business for Albert F. and Otis W., with whom she
many years, but carried some other lived, of Grafton, Aldana, of Upton, and
kinds of business as side lines.
Panama, of Lewiston, and many grandMr. Hathaway had been a member of ;hildren and friends to mourn her loss.
th· Canton Free Baptist church since She was a noble Chriatian woman and
early life. He was also a member of the many are the homes she has visited in
local bodies of Masons, Odd Fellows, and lickness and in which her
memory will
the Order of the Eastern Star.
be held dear. Her busy and useful life
He i· survived by hi· wife, who was lias been rounded out far
beyond the
Mis· Martha Kollins of East Dixtield, usual length of years. She has been a I
and three children, Arthur M. of Boston, good and faithful servant in her Master's1
Maurice R. of Washington, and Miss rineyard.
Sorrow may endure for a
MattieL., who reside· at home.
light but joy cometh in the rooming.
Music.
Beuedicitou.

at.the
given by

l.fttl<^

All legal advertisements
ΑυνκκτιηκΜκχτβ
are «ftven three connective Insertions for $1.30
per Inch In length of column. Special contracte
ma<ie with locai, transient and yearly advertl·
—

Sapt.—M rt. Everett C. Cbaee.
Vice Supt.—Jennie M. Brown.
Sec.—Mattle E. Tuell.

large

Miss Emma A. Swan is at Auburn for
a visit of a week with her aunt.
Quincy Day and wife have moved into
the upstairs rent in Mrs. Mooney's old
house on High Street.
Mrs. Charles Hates has been in New
Haven, Conn., several days, being called
there by the deatli of her father.
Mrs. May Dunham of Portland is with
her daughter, Mrs. Carroll A. Bacon, for
the present.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Young have been
down from Bethel for a few days. They
are
spending the winter with their
daughter, Mrs. J. H. Barrows, at Bethel.
H. C. Loveland and wife are entertaining Mr. Loveland's brother from Connecticut for a few weeks, who is here on
account of his health.
Friends and acquaintances will be
interested to know that Dr. and Mrs.
Sullivan Andrews of Clinton are receiving congratulations on the birth of a

eon.

Bethel.

Buckfleld.

West Paris.

Sunday, Jan. 10, the Universallst Sonday School elected the following officers
for the coming year:.

Mrs. Elva E. Locke is stopping with
her daughter, Mrs. John L. Marshall,
for a while.
The store occupied by Frank D. Small
is being repainted inside.
Mr. II. H. Houghton of Auburn made
a short visit at G. W. Bryant's last week.
Mr. Geo. I). Robertson spent several
days of last week in town on account of
a shut down at the mill at South Paris.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Bates have suffered
from ill health on account of malaria
since being in New Haven, Conn., and
have been ordered by their physician to
Their arrival is
at once come to Maine.
sincerely welcomed by the people of our
village. Probably in the future they will
be unable to go back to Connecticut to
stay any length of time. Mrs. Henry
Bates remains about the same, and is as
comfortable as could be expected.
Mrs. Lucinda Small has been spending
three or four weeks in Massachusetts.
The leap year dance last Thursday
evening was pronounced a very pleasant
atTair. About
thirty couples were
present. Music was furnished by the
Bacons.

with
lightning were observed^ The Gould Academy team played an
the Rerlins laet Saturday (Jan. 9),
Wednesday night.
32 to 14. A return game
Tuesday evening, Jan. 12, the Rebekah
lodge entertained the lodge from Turner will be played at Berlin later.
been

Flashes

of

Blemarek Made to
The Reply
an Admirable Speech.
he
I like to think of old Bismarck as
sat by the window that opens on the
The last days of the week have
an old
occupied with mid-term examinations at windy park of Frledrichsruh In
a rug over his
jacket,
shooting
gray
as a
community was
knees, a pipe In his hand, simple
learn the first days of the week, that north German farmer, this man who
Mr Calvin Biebeehad entered the fcye
had almost held Europe in fee.
and Ear Infirmary in Portland for
A little while before this February
duy he had been deposed from power.
he nnderwent lAst win
old lion
room All the world knew that the
amiable
was sulking in his den in no
who
mood toward the young emperor
had turned him out of doors. It was
the whole community. known that his memoirs were written
word paased ·'»»
in
and that his corresi>oudence was set
one to another that the end had come
A New York publisher thought
order.
the sad reality was forced home
he might secure the papers In which
of
Bismarck had told the real Btony
That

ï^cûriou.

at their installation of officers.
Jan. 13th and 14th, the Baptist people
held a quarterly meeting at their church,
feeding the people at their vestry. There
appeared to be a full quota of clergymen,
while hearers were not so well represented. Rev. Mr. Turner of Rumford Falls
came, greeting his former parishioners.
Stanley Benson lias gone to Portland
as conductor of an apple car.
Stanley Conant is in poor health from

tbTbe

Packard, who is often favored
prefix Rev., informs me that his
spring pig dressed 395 pounds. As he
gave no dates we suppose the springtime

r^

«-js

ÎnïfriMdï aid

Ï&SSX'be
11a

must have been 1903.
Stanley Damon lias returned to Nor-

way.
Much inconvenience is experienced
from lack of water, both for domestic
and manufacturing purposes.
The remains of the widow of the late
Abijah Buck came here from Poland for
interment recently.

mill.

I

rro^.qEa-«s
and built

Rumford Falls.

cases.

«π-

-r

sis

A. G.
with tlie

At the adjourned session of the special
town meeting on the 8th, -51000 was
raised for breaking roads, ?1400 to liquidate unpaid bills incurred by the road
commissioner, and ·?2ό00 to defray expenses connected with the small pox

BurP^86(1 th^J

î&KU ο."T.«i

bronchial trouble.

a

large

pain

I

At a meeting of the stockholders of
the Kumford National Bank held in their
banking rooms on Tuesday these directAretas £. Stearns,
ors were chosen:
Charles M. Bisbee, E. H. Gleason, II. B.
is a member
Whitman, O. J. Gonya, A Z. Cates, daughter,
Academy senior class. * unera Hervices
John A. Decker. L. B. Lane, J. Π. Ilas«ill Qntnrdav P. M., JiDii the inter·
sett, G. P. Bickford, L. C. Bates and
ta ",e
»«■
Geo. L. Merrill. Messrs. Gleason and
Merrill are new names, making the full
Dixon is taking a vacation
number under the bylaws. The new
board of directors met at once after election and organized with the election of
A. E. Stearns, president and John A.
Decker vice president. L. B. Iiane was
I ne
lean year supper and social at
reappointed cashier and Miss E. A. Howard" next Thursday evening. It is
Walsh was appointed assistant cashier.
that our citi/βη» will «.pond
Daniel McMaster of London has been top
chosen general manager of the Oxford generously.
Qreenwood.
paper mill, and it is understood is now
Mr.
on his way here from England.
Once more the anniversary of the batin
was
here
October.
McMaster
Orleans lias come and gone,
fined $10 tle of New
Provost
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StS *£«
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Frank

A SHORT ANSWER.

I

recently
Municipal Court

was

ΓΙ,^Λ
Tànuary,*18^15, S

for
and costs in the
assault upon his own ten-months-old
child. The child disturbed him, and he
a most fearful
seized it and crushed it into the bottom
of the cradle.
The Rumford Falls Publishing Co.
has re-elected the old board of directors.
Sumner.
Four machines at the International
Mrs. .lames Gammon is on the sick paper mill are shut down because of low
water. Conditions were never worse
list.
seeds used on the farm or in the garden
Nettie Morrill has returned home from along the Androscoggin than now.
Strathglass Commandery of Knights
Dixfield.
W. F. Bonney and Ε. B. Philbrick Templar will observe ladies' night Friwent to Lewiston recently.
day, Jan. 29.
Will Mitchell and George Russell of
Howard
Turner are hauling birch for
Bryant's Pond.
ed in pamphlet form of It. pages in Lin
Fish.
Mrs. Emily Felt and family have purLot
Lucas
of
Adraim
Buckfield,
May- chased a McPhail piano.
Mrs. Jane Billings is growing weaker.
hew, and Charles Grant of Turner are
f
for
F.
Silver.
C.
working
Her son Orasmus Billings came to see
Floy M organ settled
lier last week.
Byron.
The Ideal Entertainers gave a good
Dr. Stephen Taylor, who has been entcrtainmont Friday evening at Grange
dav more than the stipulated price,Mcritically ill with meningitis, is recover- Hall, then returned here Tuesday and
they claimed that he
House.
it
at
ing.
Dudley's
Opera
repeated
which amounted to about -1'·
Miss Florence Day is at home from that for observing the
"Billy" Stearns, a conductor on the
golden
R. F. Λ- R. L. road had both bones of her school at Hiram.
Mrs
Edcar Morgan ana tne wiuow
his leg broken at Roxbury, recently.
Verne McAllister came home from Vewtnn Herrick vi.ited « >1»
Miss Etta Shaw is attending Weld Fort Williams Saturday night, and was to nl ire the first of the week.
They re
High School.
return Monday morning, but ho beinc ported Mrs. Ilerrick's health as someBuckskin Sam arrived in town a few quite sick with a bad cold, Dr. Clark got
what improved since the wmtcr set
days since from Hangor where he has liis furlough extended a few days.
The sincing school at the City
been sick for two months with typhoid
a
Bowker
received
Postmaster
copy continuea. and when the w
in
Ho
has
been
from
News
of
the
Savanah
pneumonia.
engaged
Capt. iret there on account of theweainer,
recently
detective work in the eastern part of the Charles Adams.
Mr. Bowker said it Fred Cole takes the lead as his substistate.
carried his mind back to '65, when his
Fred Peltier is doing quite an exten- regiment was stationed there, and of
damages dene by freeïing durinc
sive business hauliug pulp wood. Ile his sending the News home to his peothat cold week were heavy and far
has several teams in the woods, and is ple as a curiosity, it being in a crude
reaching. Could we know all theι lives
loading cars at Hop City, Byron Centre, state and printed on brown paper. Quite lost and suffering caused by tbat coW
and Houghton.
a difference in the paper now.
It did no
wave, it would be sad indeed.
G. L. Stephens is agent for E. J. Har- serious harm in this vicinity, but it s
East Hebron.
mon & Co., florists, of Portland.
said that Sylvester Cole lost nearl.v
The fair of the Ladies' Circle was a
John Swan of Bethel is building an
Their articles sold well, but a ice house for Mr. Marger on the big
success.
lived in Hart·
large amount of fancy work, one quilt island.
ford he and my father had ««me de»linR.
and various other articles are left for
Miss Elsie Wade has been quite sick with each other, and as I have in my
another sale. They received $7:2.00. with a cold, but is convalescent.
possession a receipt Riven ata setUement
Miss Hodsdon from the academy, the
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Allen and little between the
parties, 1 will copy
elocutionist, having lost her sister, the Mason have returned to Edwin Andrews'. verbatim. It will be noticed that the
matron at the academy, was excused Mr. Allen is clerking in the store.
last name is spelled differently from
from being present, but Mr. Pike was
Mr. McAllister and family, who lived what It
at present. The writing »
present and gave them a treat in listen- in one of G. L. Stephens' rents, have old fashioned, but quite plain.
ing to his sweet music. The children moved to Milton.
Haktfoud, March 13,1841.
all performed their parts in the recitaJefferson Chapter, Order of the EastRec'd of Lemuel Dunham one dollar
tions and music finely. The circle are ern Star, had a public installation Friin full of all demands to tbis date.
very thankful for the assistance of the day evening. Supper was served in the
James Kii.i.nimu.
friends.
grange dining hall.
I will add that James Kilbreth and
Ice is still being hauled in abundance.
Miss Bessie Carver has returned to
late
wife were grandparents to the
Last Monday was a day of pleasant Mrs. Alice Farrar's.
weather, warm and plenteous sunshine.
Ansel Moody, an old and respected George H. Briggs of Wee4 Parie. They
Alice Davis has returned to Lynn, resident of Woodstock, has been very were good Christian people, and it was a
matter of regret to all when they moved
Mass., and is now in the telephone office sick with pneumonia.
at work.
Archie Felt and Chester Lane attend- away.
Mr. Trundy is cutting poles for the ed a meeting of Strathglass Commandery
Denmark.
railroad and having them hauled to the at Rumford Falls Jan. 8th.
station. He has rooms in Edwin Lane's
Ned I. Swan went to Norway recently
Mr. Zebina Whitney died at his home
house, and hoards himself and hired and took the Chapter degrees.
Monday after quite a long sickness. II
man.
iias been tax coUector for
West
Sumner.
The cold days cut wood and hay out
lively for those obliged to purchase.
Percy Murcli of South Paris visited respected by all who knew him.
Farmers are having pulp wood cut in his brother, Elbridge Murcb, and other
Mr. Maynard Wentworth has been aptheir pastures, and cord wood for sale.
friends here several days last week.
pointed to till the office of tax collector
W. H. Berry soils his milk from his
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Chandler attended for the remainder of the year.
large dairy in Portland, thinking the net the dedication of the new grange hall at
At a public installation
Thursday
in
the
more
than
cream.
selling
East Sunnier on Jan. 7th, also installa- evening the officers of Silver Rebekah
profit
News is not a plenteous article since tion of officers there on .Ian. Otli. Mrs.
D.
D. PresiO.
O.
I.
No.
F.,
19,
Lodge,
the cold and stormy days came.
Fletcher spent the two days with her dent Ilattie Adams, assisted by Mrs.
sister, Mrs. J. A. Tuell.
Gray as Marshal, installing officers, were
West Brownfield.
George Π. Packard met with a serious installed in a very pleasing and capable
Mr. E. G. Nolan is working at East accident while sawing clapboards on manner, after which an oyster supper
Jan. 9th. The first and second fingers was served in the banquet hall.
Browntield for Charles Hill.
of his left hand were badly sawn; the
Arthur Brown has had the mumps.
DISLOCATED HER SHOULDER.
Mr. Herbert Rogers and wife of Con- bones being cut. It has been very painMrs. Johanna Soderholm, of Fergus
way, Ν. H., are spending a few weeks ful but is improving somewhat.
Mrs. Henry Young has been ill for a Falls, Minn., fell and dislocated her
with L. K. Rogers and wife.
Mrs. Sarah Hanscom has been very week or more but is gaining quite rapid- shoulder. She had a surgeon get it back
sick.
ly now.
in place as soon as possible, but it was
I)r. E. J. Marston removed his'patient,
Howard Littletield is working for Mr.
quite sore and pained her very much.
Mr. Gammon, who was injured so severe- (1er son mentioned that he had seen
Charles Deenett.
I guess we shall get our 28 snow ly by a falling limb, at Redding, last Chamberlain's Pain Balm advertised for
storms this winter if it keeps on.
week, to the Central Maine General sprains and soreness, and she asked him
Alviu Cram went to Woodfords last Hospital at |Lewiston, on Monday, Jan. to buy her a bottle of it, which he did.
week to see his wife who is very sick llth.
It quickly relieved her and enabled her
with the measles.
to sleep which she bad not done for
Brownfield.
several days. The son was so much
Past Master, Melville Gould, installed pleased with the relief it gave his mothWilson's Mills.
in
Frost
er that he has since recommended it to
Elias Bennett died of consumption, into their respective chairs
Jan. 2d, was buried from the church at Mountain Grange, No. 180, Jan. 12, the many others. For sale by ShurtlefT &
Co., South Paris;Stevens, Oxford; Noyes
Magalloway Plantation Jan. 4th, Rev. following officers:
Master—I. B. Dan forth.
Drug Store, Norway.
E. A. Tuck conducting the services.
Overseer— Marry Durgln.
The mercury has been at 22° below
Lecturer—F. C. Walker.
Justice in Somerset County a decade
zero for three mornings in succession.
Stt'war'l—Arthur Llnecott.
or two ago was of a peculiar sort. There
Assistant Steward—Herbert Cook.
Monday, Jan. 4th, the mercury was be- Chaplain—Newton
Clough.
was a good trial justice, now gone to a
low zero the entire day, one of the coldTreasurer— Edwin Bishop.
higher jurisdiction, who was hearing a
est days on record.
Secretary—Florence I. Mansfleld.
case on a liquor libel.
The good citizen
Gate keeper—Fred l'oor.
Rev. E. A. anil Mrs. Tuck came home
Ceres—Kmma A. Hill.
to whom the wet goods were consigned
to tind their provisions all frozen, and
Pomona—Georgle Bishop.
before
the
appeared
justice and claimed
the water which came into the house
Flora—Lydla Llnecott.
the liquor and denied its being intended
Lady Assistant Steward—Ethel Bishop.
stopped for good.
F. A. Flint is in very poor health and
Wo have just heard of the sudden for other than his own personal use.
his son, F. Perley Flint, lias come home death of Mrs. Albert Johnson, (nee Nel- The judge closed the case in the followfor a few weeks to help get the wood, lie Weeks) formerly of Brownfleld, now ing weighty language: "You may swear
the liquor's yours and you want it for
of California.
put in the ice, etc.
own use, but I swear you won't get
L. E. York has moved over from
January 5th, the officers of Pearl your
Kebekah Lodge, No. 00, were installed it!" Sample of Somerset justice of a
Rangeley.
by Miss llattie Adams, D. D., assisted by couple decades ago.
Mrs. Gray.
North Buckfield.
EVERY
BOTTLE
OF
CHAMBERN. O.—Mrs. L. Durgln.
Wm. C. Cummings, who was accidentV.G.-Mrs. A. Blake.
LAIN'S COUGH REMEDY WARRANTCor Sec'y.—Mrs. D. Brown.
ally shot in the back the 16th day of last
ED.
Financial Sec'y.—Mrs. J. L Frlnk.
September and taken to the Central Treas
—Mrs. J. Sands.
Maine General Hospital, was brought
We guarantee every bottle of Chamberhome the 11th.
His bodily health is
Pequawket Lodge, No. 40, I. O. O. F., lain's Cough Remedy and will refund
quite good but he is not able to walk were installed Jan. 8th, by L. L. Cook, the money to anyone who is not satisD. D.
tied after using two-thirds of the conyet.
N. G —Andrew Blake.
Gideon Fletcher, who has been sick a
tents. This is the best remedy in the
V. G.—.1 Ε Clement.
world for la grippe, coughs, colds, croup
long time, is not so well. The other sick
Cor. Sec'y.—Η. M. Harnden.
and whooping cough and is pleasant and
ones in our place
remain about the
Financial Sec'y—Charles Llnecott.
Treas—J. Danforth.
same.
safe to take. It prevents any tendency
There seems to be quite a prospect of
Miss Bula Fitch is visiting her nncle, of a cold to result in pneumonia. For
our having a Grange Hall in our place.
sale by Shurtleff & Co., South Paris;
Dr. Fitch.
The citizens are subscribing quite liberThe week of prayer was conducted by Stevens, Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, NorRev. Mr. Cameron at the Congregational way.
ally towards it.
Mrs. F. B. Damon and her two sons, church.
It is no uncommon thing for towns to
and
Arthur, are on a visit to
Joseph
seek to be divided. The Damariscotta
Wilson Chute's, Webb's Mills, Casco.
Newry.
Herald is working on a different line
Mrs. M. L. Bennett is at work for
Quite a company of young people from when it advocates the consolidation of
James E. Bicknell, whose mother has
this town, among whom are Mr. and Damariscotta, Newcastle and Alna into
been quite poorly of late.
The farmeis are filling up the Heald Mrs. James Day, Willie Walker, Alger one town.
Brothers' mill yard with lumber very Kilgore and Jack Day, leave to-day for
Vancouver, British Columbia, where
fast at the present time.
"The nicest and pleaeantest medicine
they expect to obtain permanent and [ have used for indigestion and constiThere
are
so
profitable employment.
pation is Chamberlain's Stomach and
North Paris.
few young people in the place, the re- Liver Tablets,"
Bays Melard F. Craig,
Arthur Abbott was at home over Sun- moval of so many will seem quite a lose jf
Middlegrove, Ν. Y. "They work like
and they will be greatly missed.
day.
ι charm and do not gripe or have any
W. W. Dunham recently bought a valuMr. and Mrs. True Eames, who reside
mpleasant effect." For sale by Shurtleff
able pair of work horses.
in Berlin, Ν. II., are visiting in town.
fe Co., South Paris; Stevens, Oxford;
Sam Johnson was kicked in the chest
Pearl Flint is at Wilson's Mills taking
Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
by a horse last week and was laid by for care of his father, who has been very
a day.
sick. His wife, nee Maenette Littlehale,
For a bad taste in the mouth take a
Mrs. Morse is very ill with a cancer is with her mother, Mm.
Mary Littlehale, ew doses of Chamberlain's Stomach and
and suffers very much.
her
husband's
absence.
during
Liver Tablet*. Price 25 cents. WarMrs. Cad Dunham visited at Waterville
Mrs. Isaac Kilgore is slowly recover- -anted to cure. For sale
by Shurtleff &
and Brunswick recently.
ing from a protracted illness from heart Do., South Paris;8tevens, Oxford; Noyes
Mrs. A. R. Tuell has been quite poor- trouble. lier adopted
daughter, Miss Drugstore, Norway.
ly lately with bad cold and bail teeth.
Myra Libby, who was away visiting
Mrs. James Bradford has been quite friends in Waterford, is now at home
The Keeley Institute in Portlaud, Me.,
tick.
ind tenderly caring for the dear invalid >n Munjoy Hill, is
successfully curing
Mrs. Jessie Ham mon was in the place nrho has always been like a mother to irunkards and
drug users.
lier.
recently.
Jaattly
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the birth of the German empire—that
litstrange story of craft ami heroism,
tleness and grandeur. It was on this
I
mission that I sailed for Hamburg.
Cue
had two letters for Bismarck.
negligible ambassador.
was from a
The other had been given me by a Gerwith
man statesman of some note
stuwhom in other days 1 had been a
My
dent in the University of Jena.
friend had been a familiar of Bis-

marck's household and bespoke me a
on
kindly hearing. I sent the letters

from Hamburg and followed the next

day.

On the table at his elbow as he sat by
the window 1 noticed uiy letters. The
valet who had placed a chair for me
I said
took ids stand by the door.
what I had to say. It was (permit me
to afllrin it) an admirable speech. For
ten days and nights 1 had rehearsed it
as 1 paced the deck of the stormy liner,
It.
so in tolerab.e German I declaimed
it was diplomatic.
When I had tinished Bismarck took
the pipe from his lips, said "Xein"
and put the pipe back again.
'Twas the shortest answer I ever had
It was

diguified;

I waited for ή moment.
in my life.
The old man smoked and stared out
into the park. I got up and bowed. 1
had rehearsed that bow and did not intend to waste it. I bowed to his old
hairless head, the flabby yellow jowls
and big mustache, to the old gray
like saJacket and the pipe. It was
laaming to a stone wall. Then the
In the park I revalet led me out.

gained

my
in Success.

senses.—Vance Thompson

]n»tnnrrii

of

(lie

Canadian chief was looking i<lly on
while some Englishmen were hard at
work improving property newly acquired from tlie dusky tribe.
"Why don't you work?" asked the supervisor of the chief.
"Why you no work yourself'/" was
the rejoinder.
"1 work headwork," replied the white
man, touching his forehead. "But come
here and kill this calf for me, and I'll
a

quarter."

The Indian stood still for a moment,
apparently deep in thought, and then
he went olT to kill the calf.
"Why don't you tinisli your Job?"
presently asked the supervisor, seeing
the man stand with folded arms over
the unsklnned. undressed carcass.
"You say you give me quarter to
kill calf," was tin· reply. "Calf dead.
Me want quarter."
The white man smiled and handed
the Indian an extra coin to go on with

the work.
"IIow is it," asked the Englishman
one day after a series of such one sided
dealings, "that jou so often get the
better of me?"
"I work headwork," solemnly replied
the man of the woods.
A white trader once succeeded in
selling a large quantity of gunpowder

of this tribe on the assurance
that it was a new kind that the white
man used for seed and if sown in especially prepared loam would yield an
amazing crop. Away went the Indian
to sow his powder and in his hope of
making money from his fellows was
careful not io mention his enterprise.
When at last, however, he realized howlie had been duped he held his tongue
for a year or more until the trickster
had completely forgotten the occurThen he went to his hoaxer's
rence.
store and bought goods on credit
amounting to a little more than the
to one

had tin' reputation of a good payer, and
his scheme worked easily. When settling day came, the creditor called

promptly.

"Itight," said the Indian slowly
"right, but my powder not yet sprout—

Me pay you wlfrn me reap him."

ed.

CURED BY SARCASM.
A I.t'HMon In the lue of Simple Term»
In Letter WritliiK·

A few months ago the son of a railway director was through his father's
influence given a position of some importance on a large railway. He was
fresh from Cambridge, and in the or-

ders which ho from time to time issued
to the men under him always made use
of the longest, most unusual words.
This habit led to some rather expensive blunders, and. the matter coming
before the general manager, he wrote
Ihe young ollicial the following letter:
"In promulgating your esoteric cogitations and in articulating your superficial sentimentalities and amicable philosophical or psychological observations

beware of platitudinous ponderosity.
Let your conversational communication
possess a clarified conciseness, a compacted comprehensibleness, a coaiescent consistency and a concatenated
cogency. Eschew all conglomeration of
flatulent garrulity, jejune babblement
and asinine affectation. I,et your extemporaneous descantings and unpremeditated expatiation have intelligibility and veracious vivacity, without rhodomoutade or thrasonical bombast.
Sedulously avoid all polysyllabic profundity. ventrlloquial verbosity and
vaniloquent vapidity. Shun double entendre, prurient jocosity and pestiferous profanity, obscurant or apparent.
In other words, talk plainly, briefly,
naturally, sensibly, purely and truthfully. Don't put on airs; say what you
mean; mean what you say. and don't
use big words."
The young official took the gentle
hint and changed his style.—London
Tit-Bits.
Doing Europe.
Facilities for traveling nowadays are
so accelerated that it is quite possible
for the tourist to pass through live European countries in fourteen hours,

oarring accidents—namely. England.
France, Belgium, Germany and Hol-

land. Take the express from Charing
Cross to Dover and cross over to Calais—two countries. Then with the Intercontinental express you proceed to
Brussels—three countries.
From the
Belgian capital by train to Aix-laCliapelle, which is German territory,
making the fourth country, and after
allowing time for a meal a drive to
Vaals, in Holland, makes the fifth
ïountry—and all in fourteen hours.
A

KHtnral Mlaapprehenalon.

"You say the audience laughed when

recited 'Marco Bozzaris' In Chicago ?"
"Yes." answered Mr. Stormington
Uarnes. "You sec, when I came to thelines beginning 'Strike!' the
people
thought it was a local allusion."—
Washington Star.
>-ou

BLUE STORES.

SUITS, OVERCOATS AND ULSTERS
AT CLEAN-UP PRICES.

broken.
Our stock of Fall and Winter Wearables is getting badly
now
our
before
out
close
Have a great many odd lots that we would like to
we
when
than
is
market
higher
stock arrives. Although the wholesale
th<
to
decided
have
you
we
give
Tame Titrer·.
bought, with no prospect of lower prices,
Seleucu* X lea tor. the king of Syria,
same liberal reductions as in our past mark downs.
of
team
usel to drive a four-in-hand
new
of Oude
Our motto, "Never carry over goods but give our customers
tame tigers, and the nabob
was
°f
had a pet she tiger that often
our
Entire Stock
each season," causes us to place
Readyto
had lines
taken along on his journeys and
Here are a few of the Temptation
an elephant Wear Clothing at your disposal.
mount
to
been taught
Come early and get first choice.
without making use of her formidable Prices.
claws.

\e«vfouii<llan<l Flaliera.
More than one-fourth of the inhabitin
ants of Newfoundland are engaged
livelicatching and curing tish for a

Sale Commences Monday, Jan. 18th
All

our

"
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44

44

hood.

Kililyatone Melithonae,
The smallest inhabited island in the
world is that on which the Kddystone
Is
lighthouse stands. At low water it
water
thirty feet in diameter; at high
the base of the lighthouse, the diam-

which is twenty-eight and
three-quarter feet, is completely covered by the waves.

eter

of

Our
44

Convict·.
One hundred and fifty-four out of
are conevery IO.inkj English convicts
stantly in hospital.
A l.ove Sii|ieraf Itlon.

In
An old way of interrogating fate
love affairs is to slice an apple in two
If this can be
with a sharp knife.
done without cutting a seed the wish
of the heart will be fulfilled.
Hyelxill.
The eyeball is white because its blood
vessels are so small that they do not
Τ lie

admit the red corpuscles.
Ilirila'

XeNtn.

Rirds. In the construction of their
nests, almost without exception, avoid
bright colored materials, which might
lead to the discovery of their
an

enemy.

Iteil Unit- In Spiiiii.
in Spain a woman with red hair is
so seldom seen as to be considered a
great beauty, no matter what her complexion, the shape of lier nose or the
tone of her voice.

I.oiik

In

Circulation.

Silver money 2.">0 years old is in circulation in some parts of Spain.
V.

ClinrleM

Charles V. had epileptic attacks dur
ing his youth. He stammered. lie re
treated to a monastery, where lie had
the singular fantasy of celebrating his

GariuentN.

11

il inn ii

Mlrroliea.

The number of distinct species ot
microbes living in the body of a man
in good health is between sixty and
seventy. More than thirty species havt
been found inhabiting the skin, and a
variety of forms live in various parts

(wd°Ies?r)
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2.00

44

44

44

1.50

44

$3-75

$3

25,3.50
2.25, 2.50
2.25
1.60

44

1.19

price $10.00,
7.50,8,

$7-50

now

44

44

6.00

44

44

4.00

5.00

no

at

NORWAY.

Furnishing House!

Our first Red Tag Sale met
with so much success that
we have decided to hold another on. ^

Friday

IAN]

and

Saturday,

OO

Q

"O.

RED TAG SALE.
Every article with a RED TAG will be sold at a bargain.
Coats, Suits, Furs, Hats and Children's Garments. See our
19 and 3S cent tables.
the place and time.

Every

one

Don't

bargains.

forget

L. M. LUNT & CO,
Square,

Market

Maxim

South Paris.

Block,

BROKEN LOT SALE !
OUR USUAL CLEARING UP SALE
WILL COMMENCE JAN. 5TH.
HERE IS A CHANCE TO MAKE

n.

A FEW

DOLLARS

GO

$10 Overcoats
$12 Overcoats

Criminal*.

A

YOU

WAY IN KEEPING

women.

LONG
WARM.

....

$ 7.25

8.50

....

$ 4 Children's Reefers 2.98
$ 3 Children's Reefers 1.98

AlcoholIt· Drink*.

Powerful alcoholic beverages are distilled from bananas, the milk of cocoa

nuts, rice and peas. The Japanese distill spirit from plums, peaches and the

$22.50 Fur Coat

The Chi(lower of the motherwort.
nese make an alcoholic drink from

19.00

1 Lot Men's Rubbers 55c.

pluius.
Ireland.

Ireland produces 150 pounds of meal
yearly for each head of her population, which is three times greater Uiau

England's production
In

F. PLUMMER,

J.

Telephone 106-3.

nurmn.

We

have

now
:

Cnpacfty to Carry Weight*·.
140
A man of average weight,
pounds, can carry a load of 100 pounds
up steps for eight hours of a working
day at a speed of 1 foot 0 inches a sec
ond.

^^

:

:

:

Fleeced and—^
Underwear.

SEE OUR LINE.

ALL PRICES.

MRS. E. A.
MARKET

:

full line of

a

:

Muslin

JapnncNC and Flower».
The subtleties of the Japanese mind
are illustrated in nothing more strik
ingly than in their rules for the ar
rangement of flowers. Not only doe*
everj* flower which a bouquet or a garland contains symbolize something, but
its position with regard to other flowers
is significant.
The Firat Itnllroail Station.
The first railroad station in the United States was the Albany terminus ot
the Albany and Schenectady railroad.

Furnisher,

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

per head.

If a Burmese man and wife wish tc
become divorced they buy two candles
especially made for the purpose. These
The on*
they light simultaneously.
whose candle goes out first leaves th(
house forever, and the one whose can
die burns the longer keeps the house
and all the property.

The

4.00

44

44

Ladies'

It is said that women criminals liavt
larger hands and feet than average

Divorce

44

SOUTH PARIS.

woman, from twenty-four or twentyfive to about forty years of age.

In

44

7.50

44

4.00
3.00
2 75

44

The Prime of Life.

Meat

6.00

Trousers,

44

The prime of life in η man of régulai
habits and sound constitution is iron,
thirty to fifty-five years of age; of u

Women

44

F. H. NOYES CO.,

Coffee.
Coffee is a very strong antiseptic
There are many diseases the microbes
uesiroyeu oy

44

10.00

Overshirts.

of the digestive organs.

οι Which art;

44

MEN'S FUR COATS, REEFERS, WORK COATS, at prices
you cannot afford to let pass.
Look in our window· for Sale Price 011 Winter Underwear

funeral rites in his own presence.
His mother, Jane of Castile, was in
sane and deformed.
Mitflit

"

BOYS'and CHILDREN'S SUITS, OVERCOATS, REEFERS, ν ,·
have made Β\RGAIM PRICES. Have not the space to quote prices
but a visit to us will convince you that you need look no further.

own

nave night garments that will in
sure the utmost degree of repose—pro
vided, of course, that the bedding and
ventilation are also properly arranged

44

44

44

r*.

blotting paper.

"

regular $4.50 Values,

44

springs.

Crenay Colin

$5,

Former

lltirroKflte'N llnllin.
Harrogate, Kugland, makes $7.."HH) a
year from its baths and mineral

To remove the grease from a coat collar lay a piece of blotting paper ovei
the collar and press with a warm iron.
The grease will be absorbed by the

$12, 13, 14,
"
$10,
$7.50, S, S.50, 44#

$12.00

at

44

"

Youths' Suits, Overcoats, Reefers

llHtN.

Hats are curiously constructed. The
heart's action Ν aided by the rhythmic
contraction of the veins in the wings.

16, 18, Values go

$15,

Men's Odd

.Sick

Indian·'

(lulekiiexN of Wll.
Numerous instances of the red man's
quickness of wit art related by those
who have had dealings with him. A

give you

Directory,
The Flrat American
was isThe first American directory
Fransued at Philadelphia in 1785 by
It comprised eighty-three
cis White.
and was sold
pages, with .'{,570 naines,
at half a dollar.

possibly
place of abode by

THE WILY RED MAN.
dome

in a «Ingle
It ban been computed that
wbleb tills all
ruble foot of the ether
looked up 10.000 foot
3pace there are
hitherto estons of energy which lus
this boundless
unlock
To
notice.
caped
the service of
Btore and subdue it to
awaits the elecuian is a task that
trician of the future.

HOWE,
SOUTH PARIS.

SQUARE,
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F.

A.

BHITBTLEFF * CO.

F. A. SHUBTLEFF * CO.

Deapiaed Coyote.

Although despised by every one now,
time was when the coyote was Invested
with divine attributes by the aborigines. Among the Navajo Indians and
those of the Caliroc tribe the coyote
was one of the deities, the Cahrocs. in
fact, believing it to be God.
Railway Colllalona.
A medical authority says that in railway collisions the passengers^ who are
asleep escape the bad effect of shaking
and concussion.
Ocean Tront.

Trout are believed to be exclusively
tesh water fish. It happens, however,
iccasionally that some are caught with
he herring in the German ocean.

Now is the time you need one.
them this cold weather.

quart bottle for 05 cents.

only

You get lots of comfort from

We have some great

values,

a

good

The Best 2 quart bottle we can

00 cents, 3 quart size $1.00.

You make no mistake when you

2

buy,

We Guarantee them.

buy

rubber

goods

AT THE PHARMACY OF

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.,
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.

F. A. SHITRTIjEI'F

TT

*

CO.

F. A. ■ ΒtTRTLEFF * CO.

§

f

Wrtotfl

i'hc

Oetnocrat

SOfTH PARIS.
SOUTH PAJRLB POST
>«c<> Hour*

:

7 A)

OKA.NL>

am

TILTH Κ

to

OVYIC«.

7 :3t)

p. M.

RAILWAY.

Commencing Oct. 4,19βΒ,
1 HAlNH

"

p.

LKAV».

i.utiu' 'town ieast —5 jt;
ude-t ·.· JO A. M., 4 :4<)

υυ p. *.
*j"Uig ut>

M.,

HOC τ H
a. m.,
ρ. κ.

l'A Kl 4

(dally, Sunday·
Mindav onlv,

west)—10 AO A. M.. 3:38 P. M.. 8:47
Sunday oaly,

ially, Sundays included).

A. M.

CHUmCHKg.
Kev. W. K.
Church.
Ktrst congregational
i:r.>okc, l>. D., pastor. Preaching services, 10:45
Y.
12
School
m
an·! 7 t*> p.
Sunday
1· ι. C. Ε. at« P. M.;Church prayer meeting on
lu. lay evening at 7 A) o'clock. AU, not other
wise connected, are cordially Invited.
MethodUtChurvh, Rev. A. W. Pottle, Pastor

Rebnklas an Emperor.
Cochrane-Poor.
Henry Talbot.
Once, so the story goes, Emperor
of Mr.
"Edith
Miss
Poor,
of
Talbot
daughter
The death of William Henry
of Nicholas of Russia asked Liszt to play
Andover, Maine, on the 13th of Decem- Henry W. Poor and grand-daughter
David Rounds of Danville Junction
married at in his presence. The musician com8TATK1) MEETINGS.
Mr. Henry V. Poor, was
this
of
resident
old
another
removes
ber,
was at J. D. Haynes' over Sunday.
F. Α Λ. M. Regular meet! η κ of Oxford Lodge, county.
He was born in East Machias, Grace Church, New York, on Tuesday, plied, but during the performance the
Howard Wheeler was at home from No. 18, Id Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or Sept. 20th, 1813, and lived 00 years, 2 January 5th, at three o'clock in the czar started a conversation with an
before
iroon. Oxford Ko val Arch Chapter,
full
Burlington, Yt., for a few days last No. 2». assembles Wednesday Evening, on or months, and 23 days. He was one of the afternoon, by the rector, Rev. William
aid-de-camp. Liszt stopped playing at
week.
in Massa- R. Huntington, O. D., to Captain James once.
before full uioon. Oxford Council, R. « 8. M., few men who were born
The czar asked what was the
Leinster
the
of
Oxford
;
moon.
Cochrane
full
Lodge,
Friday evening, after
in Maine without mov- Kilvington
matter. "When the emperor speaks,"
At the service at the Baptist church No. 1, Ark Mariner*, Wednesday evening after chusetts and lived
church
The
British
Army.
traveled outside Regiment,
He
ing.
very
rarely
full
moon.
on
Sunday, six candidates received I. O. O. F.—Norway
in green. There said Liszt, "every one must be silent."
Lodge.—Regular meeting the boundary of his native state, never was dressed entirely
baptism.
while the The czar smilingly took the bint, and
In Old Fellows'Ilalf, every Tuesday Evening.
further away than Boston. These was organ and harp musie
going
In
Odd
No. 21, meets
full the playing proceeded.
Miss I.izzie Murphy goes to Massachu- Wlldey Encampment,
it could guests were assembling, and the
Fellows* Hail, second and fourth Friday Even- journeys were so short and few,
setts Wednesday to spend a vacation of Inge of each month. Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge, almost be said of him his entire life was choir of boys and men met the bride at
the church door, singing on their way
No. 5S, meets on llret and third Friday of each
a few weeks.
Pnrely BualncNa.
passed within this itate.
month.
her "O Perfect
Ile was the oldest child of John Coffin down the aisle to meet
"Are you sure," asked the captain of
K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
Fred E. Hall took the place of George
to
He had four Love," and on their way before her
Thuredav Evening. U. R., A. O. Noyes and Mary Foster Talbot.
industry, "that you love my daughter?"
A. Briggs in the Cniversalist choir Sun- every
(
Division, No. 12, meets third Friday of each brothers and three sisters, all but two the altar the bridal chorus from Lohen"Come, I say," replied the duke,
second
P.
afternoon.
No.
Lake
8.,
who
month.
33,
Assembly,
day
She came in with lier father,
brother
grin.
His
of
survive
him.
whom
at
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
be
sentimental
to
not
going
of
"you're
a
She wore
gown
Mrs. A. W. Pottle was called to BowP. of II.—Norway Grange meets second aod Stephen was drowned while a student; gave her away.
Hall.
and lace veil with your time of life, are you'/"—Chicago
each month at
white lace over
Μη. Α. D. Park spent
relatives at East Sumner.

Sunday

NORWAY.

with

doinham Monday by the illness of her
mother, Mrs. S. F. Whitmore.

fourth Saturdays of
Grange
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. 54, meets In
New G. A. R. Kail on the tlrst Tuesday Evening
of each month.
W. R. C.— Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Mpn.

the other brother, John C., died two
years ago. We often speak of the rigorous climate of Maine, but this family
Augustus Record, who is stopping
can attest by such long lives spent in it
with his brother Cheater, in Poland, day evening.
that it is not destructive to human life.
<>n Sunday, morning prayer meeting, 9:30 a
V E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In
made his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
μ
preaching service lo :4S Α. Μ., Sabbath School
He was married in 1840 to Martha
New G. A. R. Hall, on the tlrst and third WedΚι>worth l.eague Meeting, 6:15 p.
Record, a visit over Sunday.
month
of
each
nesdty evenings
Laurens Poor, youngest daughter of Dr.
meeting
•.entng prayer meeting 7 P.
grayer
Ο U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
There will be an "orange tea" at the No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday Silvanus Poor, and in 184S moved to
1 le-lay evening; class meeting, Vriday evening.
Ikiptlst Churen. Rev. II. S. Plnkham, Pastor, Methodist vestry
Andover, where he has lived continuousThursday evening, evening.
ο s η 'ay, preaching service 10 45 a. *.; SabU. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony. No. 199. meets ly since.
Ile first bought the farm just
•Ian. 21et. under the patronage of the
·>
m ; praver meeting 7Λ0 p.
:
ιοοΐ
se-oml and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
east of the village, which was then covJnnior and Epworth Leagues.
pr.i er meeting Tucmlav evening.
month.
t'nlversaltstChoreh, Kev. J. II. Little, Pastor.
I'.O. G.C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247, ered with stumps, which he cleared off
C. E. social at the Congregational meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
Γη ». Μη* service every Sunday at 2 Λ» r. M
| and otherwise improved. In 1S6S he
Sui 'lay school at :t JO p. M. Evening service, 7
vestry Friday evening, Jan. 22d. Every each month
across
p. ¥.
meet-i In Ryer- bought the Silvanus Alters place
No.
Castle.
Κ
2,
K.
G.
-Oxford
one is revested to wear some article
on it till a few years
son hall, llret and third Thursday evenings of I the river, living
BTATfct» UKtTINUS.
·">
representing a book. Admission cents. each month.
ago, when his son bought the farm just
Regular All invited.
Κ. A A. M.—Parle Lwljcr, No. Ή.
south of it and moved the building there.
Snow in abundance for business.
iK-eilng Tuesday evening ^nor before full moon.
were born to him, all
Mrs. Eli J. Swan is now recovering
I. it. Ο. I".—Mount Mica Lodge, regular meetDry cord wood linds a quick marketl Seven children
ings, Thursday evenlu.' of each week.—Aurora well after undergoing a surgical opera- here at *·">
cord, green at *4 and stove of whom are now living; John F., and
per
K:.,· tmpment, tir»t and third Monday evening?
Martha Α., (Mrs. C. E. Cushman), being
tion last week. For a while her recov- wood at ®β.Λ0.
Rather expensive
•>f each month.
in Andover, Emma E. and George A. in
I». c»t K.—Mount Pleasant Kelckah Lodge, No. ery was considered extremely doubtful. ke«»p the lire all right.
Kansas City, Mo.. Win.
H., Jr., in
to, meet* sccon<l and fourth Krl'laye of each
of Lake Assembly, No.
The
otticers
in
the
first
assistant
Miss Sue Rounds,
montu In Odd fellows' Hall.
in Boston, and
Sisterhood, installed Friday Spokane, Wash., Mary P.
Pythian
C». A. R.—W. K. Klml-all Post. No. 14s, meets
class
senior
the
entertained
school,
high
F. K. Drake, Peter in Seattle, Wash.
tiret aud third Satuniay eventugs of each
Pit and evening by Past P. C.. Mrs.
at her home Saturday evening.
Α. Κ Hall.
In August ls<»4, his wife died suddenly
month, In
are:
Win. K. Kimball Relief Corps meets llret other games were enjoyed, aud refreshleaving these seven children, the oldest
Γ. C.-Vm. Annie Wat»on.
and third Saturday evenings of each month, In ments were served.
Hi years of age, the youngest 2, to lii>C. C.—Mr·. T. I.. Heath.
Relief Corps Hall.*
V. C.-fmmi Abbott
I*. of H.— Paris Grange, from May 1 to Oct. I,
care—a task he took up without comMembers of the Universalist parish,
FreL—Mrs. T. J. Golden.
meets second and fourth Saturday ; during the
visitplaint, and bravely faced life's work
M. of Ε.—Μη», .lames Pledge.
remainder of the year, meets every Saturday, In congregation, and <«ood Cheer and
alone. IIow sad such a life must have
M. of Κ.—Mrs. Kva Rowe.
Grange Hall.
ing friends from out of the village, who
M. at Α.—>1 tl>el Warren.
I', ι), G. C.—Second and fourth Mondays of come to attend the dedication, are inbeen, none can realize who have not had
Α. M. Α.— \nnle Richardson.
each month.
such an experience. Being naturally a
vited to supper in the banquet room,
I. G.—Grace .Ionian.
Ν. K. O. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181,
U. G.— Mrs. Martena Rlchardeo ■.
quiet man, this loss made him still more
meets second and fourth Weduesday evenings
Wednesday evening of this week.
M.«>
Μγη. Κ. C. Thompson.
<jf each month.
reserved, and he sought for few friends.
Mrs.
Thlbodeau.
meets
of
and
S
Mr.
K.
R
In the absence
every
May
Κ of P.—Hamlin Lodge, No. 31,
Briggs.
Without seeking friendship, he neverKr lav evening at Pythian Hal!.
stockMrs. H. E. Wilson officiated as organist
At the annual meeting of the
theless had the confidence and sympathy
Modern W.H"tinen of America.—South Parts
church
at
the
Hank
National
Sunday holders of the Norway
Congregational
* .imp. No l".t»;7, meets secoud an·! fourth Tues
of all his townspeople, more so perhaps
ilar evenings to Golden Cross Hall.
morning, anil the singing was by a mix- Tuesday, the following officers were than any other man. lie was a justice
Κ ··. ai Ap auun -Parr:- Council, No. 1621, ed quartette—Mrs. Barnes. Mrs. Whit- elected:
of the peace for many years, and his admeets lir-t ana third Monday evenings at 7 >.
tle. Mr. I)unn aud Mr. Fret! K. Hall.
Director»—C.S. Tubbs, C. E.Holt. L 8. 111Γ vice was often sought by many of his
linge, F. W. Sanborn and II. D. Smith.
neighbors. Ho served his townspeople
Sylvan ShurtletT of Portland was at
Rev. W. Κ. Brooks. Γ). L)., will go to
elected the following:
in many public ways, being for many
N.mtli Paris .Saturday.
Portland Tuesday to attend a three days' The directors
selectPresident—C. Ν Tubbs.
the International Field
years their postmaster, surveyor,
Hev. F. ( Xorcross of Mechanic Falls conference of
Vice-President—C. E. Holt
First
man, town clerk, town treasurer, scaler
Workers' Association for the
Cashier—Η. I). Smith.
was at S"iitl> I'aris Friday.
of lumber, and was always ready to help
This is an organization of
District.
The annual clerks' ball will be held at in whatever
Mrs. J. A. Jackson is spending the
capacity lie could the betterSchool workers, and the Virst
Sunday
on
House
the Opera
Tuesday, February ment of society.
winter iu Boston and vicinity.
District includes New England and the
2d. Some arrangements on the railroad
He was a life-long Democrat, and
of Quebec, Nova Scotia, l'rince
will be made this year for the benetit of
IVrcj Mun h has heen visiting for a provincesIsland
and New Brunswick.
Edward
being true to his convictions, he could
u« ek m Sumner and Bucktield.
those who come from out of town.
not be elected to a state ofiice in Maine,
The Baptist monthly social will be Every clfort will be made to make the where the
Hon. Waldo Pettengill of Kumford
party opposed to him was so
a special inducement
As
21st.
ball
à
success.
Jan.
held
SupThursday
evening,
as
once
Ile was nominated
Falls was at South I'aris Friday.
strong.
in the vestry. At 8 o'clock for those to purchase ticket* who may
(>er at
and secured the help and
representative,
Mrs.
with
meet
will
net
The Seneca Club
proceeds votes of many Republican voters of
there will be a lecture by Rev. Mr. not be able to attend the
Frank A. Taylor this Monday evening.
Coffin on the Passion Play, illustrated by will be turned over to the Old Ladies1 Andover, but failed to secure enough
be
large.
J. fifty superb stereoptlcon views. Adults Home. Let the net amount
votes to be elected. He helped many
lieorge A. Brigg>> and Mrs. Louisa
The yearly meeting of the Universalist
will be charged twenty-five cents for
worthy persons secure pensions, and
I'.riggs spent Sunday with Mr. Briggs'
on
held
Children parish was
Thursday evcniug acted
supper ami entertainment.
as guardian for several minors,
>i\t*rs at Oray.
the
exAfter
for
the
attendance.
cents
with
a
under fifteen years, fifteen
large
who were receiving money from this
Rebekah
the
Pleasant
officers
of
Mt.
the
will
made
officers
without
The
cellent supper
Tin ledure
HUM.
supper
source, doing much of the work without
annual reports. The society is in excell.odge will be installed at the regular be ten cents. All are welcome.
compensation of any kind, and when paid
of this
The
condition.
evening
lent
financial
following
Friday
lodge meeting
the fee was very small.
Many acts of a
The following are the officers of Miz- officers were elected:
week.
·.
public nature were done by him without
Assembly. Pythian Sisterhood, repah
Howe.
Moderator—Freeland
thought of pay or emolument of any
Twenty-four inch ice is what the tann- cently installed by Mrs. T. S. Barnes,
Clerk—Charles F. Kl lion.
the river. District
kind.
F.
A.
Danforth.
Mrs.
and
Treasurer—
ers and others are getting from
Collector
Deputy:
Parish committee— Frank \. Danforth, Stephen
Xone of his children remember seeing
It's ah· juin;d»!y awkward sfull to handle,
C.C.—Mre.J «. LlttlcfleM.
anil W. C. l.eavltt.
IÎ.
Cummlng*
him confined to his bel by sickness for a
V. C —Mrs. Κ M. l>unham.
but they have to take it.
Frank
H.
committee—Frank
Kimball,
Music
Prelate—Mrs Κ A. Taylor.
single day. If he had any sickness durBeck aud William C. l.eavltt
Κ K.s-KmSI Walker.
Flashes of lightning were observed
made
ing his life it must have been in his boyU.S.
Ν.
M
Porter.
of
Κ—Mrs.
Dover.
Jones
of
H.,
W.
J.
about
midnight
during the snow storm
It could be said of him as
M. of F—Mr G F. Kastaian.
friends a call this week. hood days.
have
his
didn't
we
if
As
Norway
Wednesday night.
M. at Λ—Mrs κ Ε. Kimball.
of David of old: "After he had served
was formerly superintendent
Jones
Mr.
that!
without
W
Λ
rs.
Β.
Strickland.
M
Α.—M
at
winter weather enough
the will of God fell on
M «t.—Mrs H. G Fletcher.
of the Norway Λ I'arls Street Railway his generation by
16.—Mrs. L. L. rower*.
sleep."
"Mauley," "Cobb." "Prescott," are ο.
and
Company.
Light
G.—Mrs. Chas. M .Jnhneon.
Ile was temperate in the use of good
sounds that are beginning to leak out
Miss M. F. Libby has moved into her
used tobacco or spiritthrough the cracks occasionally Λνhen a
The officers of Hamlin Lodge, Κ. of Ι new studio on Cottage Street where she things, and never
us
uous liquors, thus being a true prohibiP.. were publicly installe·! Friday even- finds most pleasant quarters.
-roup of men are talking, reminding
He was a member of the Conthat there is a governor to be chosen ing by D. I). (i. C.. Fretl A. Delano of
J. A. Bradbury, who recently sold his tionist.
and used to read
this year.
Oxford, assisted by Dr. Orin Stevens, Pike Hill farm, has moved into the tene- gregational church,
sermons in the service when the pastor
Grand
P.
aud
E.
Faunce,
on
bouse
Grand
Prelate,
Real
L.
in
the
ment
George
Harry E. Swan, formerly of South
His life of upright usefulwas absent.
Master at Arms. A supper was served Cottage Street.
l'.iris, for some three years a reporter on
ness is a noble example for younger
the
before
Sisterhood
the
entertained
Drake
Mrs.
F.
E.
that
and
I)r.
from
by
Pythian
the Lewiston Sun. h;is gone
to emulate.
Ν. Η ) Mirror installation. The musical p:ut of the the Professional Whist Club at their generations
paper to the Manchester)
None knew lilm but to love lilm,
Mr. and home on Pleasant Street Wednesday
was furnished
by
the
of
programme
The
and American.
employes
None iiame'l him but t-> praise."
Mrs. V. M.Whitman of Norway, Mis< evening.
Mm gave him a parting gift of a riug as
G. A.
M. Wheeler, Miss Jessie C. Toi
and wife of
Susie
Morrison
K.
A.
Judge
esteem.
of
their
token
a
The officers Rumford Falls and Freeland Howe, Jr.,
man, and a local orchestra.
John's Letter.
Advertised letters in South Paris |>ost installed are:
of Harrisburg, Pa., were at Freeland
office .Ian. IS, 1!Ό4:
I have just been reading an interesting
C. c.—Alfred H. Jark-on.
Howe's this week.
V. C.—John K. Everett.
Mre. Α. Ε Whttmau
The Norway friends of former Supt. book—"The House on the Marsh,"—
Pre I.—C. M. loh η son.
\Irïk. Kre«l Wheeler
there
F. B. Lee of the Norway & Paris Street purchased at the post oflice where
M. of W.— \lton C Maxim.
m r« Albert A. Uiuzey.
for
learn that he had a narrow are good and cheap onos enough
Κ K S.—Walter L. Grav.
i W Beneon.
Railway
M of F.—S. Sanger Maxim.
a respectable library, and wherein
(> II. Clark.
escape from serious injuries while at quite
M. of Ε —I. G. Little lieM.
nose
S. F. Davis, Postmaster.
work ou the Portland «4 Brunswick the writer shoved up under my
M at Α.—Joseph A Keuney.
me
1 G
Osborne K Rlplev.
Street Railway a few days ago. while "should like" times enough to get
for
started
« arl Briggs
Saturday
to that way of putting
U. G.—Llnwoo«! L. Powers.
running a snow plow. While crossing the really reconciled
remain
will
he
where
Mass.,
spriogtield.
railroad track a bolt on the plow broke it. Indeed j had given my sanction to
Dedication of Universalist Church.
;ntil spring, to study the violin under
and derailed the plow throwing Mr. Lee it just before the cold snap. You may
the Mime teacher with whom lie has
Full arrangements have been made for
his face now use it when you feel like it.
His the dedication of the First I'niversalist through the window, cutting
1·«···η taking lessons at Lewiston.
No, "John of Buck Held" never dream
as
to require
so badly
twenty-eight
11 ίlier,
Mrs. Cora S. Briggs, accom- Church of South Paris, on Wednesday
is cousin to
stitches by the surgeon. Mr. Lee is now ed that "John of Berwick"
she
where
of this week, Jan. 2t·. Services will be
panied him as far as Boston,
Portland and our esteemed contemporary. We almost
of the
superintendent
« ill
The proit luck,
held afternoon and evening.
spend a tew days.
envy him. Lucky dog. Was
Brunswick Street Railway.
of the services is as follows:
The third of the Norway High School or just chance, or was it foreordained?
un Thursday the remains of J. B. gramme
Foreordination smacks of theology, and
AVTKRNOON.
course of entertainments was given
Wuodbury of Bru us wick were brought
C. and
Mr. Woodbury, who
3 »· M.
the Opera House Thursday evening to a we don't discuss theology. J.
t.. South Paris.
are not "squabs," and we don't
we
crowded house.
was
organ Voluntary.
years of age, was a former resinor for any
"Praiee God."
dent of South I'aris, where his father.
The following are in the Norway Festi- squabble on any subject,
We ought to know J. C., for we
cause.
Κ mer Β. Woodbury, formerly kept hotel Invocation
K-v C. R.Tenney, Auburn
val Chorus this season:
have broken bread with him at the same
The deceased, familiar- Responsive Kea'ilnu— Selection XIII
iur some years.
Mr*. H. L. Home,director.
Minister anil People. |
Arthur Hill.
table and slept with him under the same
II. L. Home.
was a
"Jed"
known
as
Woodbury,
ly
Anthem
V^u!r' Mr and Mrs. Geo. Brlggs.
bed-spread, but we never "drank from
Rev. A W. Pottle, .south Paris
horseman, aud until within very recent S. rlpt ire.
Susie Wheeler.
Carl Brtgge.
A little in.
the same canteen." Ile taught a few
Mrs. James Wright.
\e us a driver in races on this and other
«race
Thayer.
Rev. F. E. Barton, Bethel.
Prayer,
Carrie Tucker.
successful terms of school in District
Haul ο Haskell.
He leaves a widow.
tracks
Anthem.
Clare Gammon.
Mrs T. S. Barn-s.
No. 4 in Kumford, years ago. We re....Rev. W..I. Taylor, Lewl-t >n.
Sermon,
James
Dunn.
Walter
Mrs
Association
Gray.
The Paris Public Library
Collection.
ceived a letter from him not long since.
Mrs. E S. Cummlngs.
Agnes Tucker.
at its annual meeting Saturday evening
Anthem.
H. L. Plumnier.
He tells us that he is teaching his sixtyParle. Β. S. RI leout.
South
H.
s.
Rev.
Plnkliam,
Beneillctlon
officer»:
chose the follow ing
Massa- fourth term, and he has taught thirteen
Frost is visiting in
Irving
l're-Meut—James S. Wright.
he was writfcVKMSO.
chusetts for two weeks. He will visit years in the room in which
\ tee-l'reslilent— A. C.T Kliii;.
7 un» κ. M.
ing.
in Boston, Lowell and Lawrence.
Treasurer—Ν. ι» Bolilt'r.
Su rel.try an
General Joshua L. Chamberlain will
Ulnctu»—l*m« s S. W right. Slla·» P. Maxim,
ι»"nan Voluntary.
Harry Lane has purchased and moved
MS- Alice It kulght, Alfre'l II Jackson.
Hall Saturday,
Anthem.
the Klectra Park house to his lake side speak in Turner Grange
of
The directors have re-appointed Miss Pnver
Rev. W. J. Tavlor Lewis·on
lot. The six horse team that moved it the Kith. Ile has the reputation
Auburn
Κ
Rev.l.
librariTenuey,
The
Alice B. Knight librarian.
Scripture,
attention being a finished orator. Beyond a doubt
much
attracted
him
for
Anthem
an's report shows additious to the
treat, whatever the subHistorical Ai|'lre«s..
Tuesday. Wm. C.Cole was manager of it will be a rich
volumes,
for all who may have the good forRev Ε W. Pierce, South Pari». | the
library during the year of
ject,
enterprise.
carrying the total a little above 4000. Delivery ofMrKevs
The sixth anniversary of the marriage tune to hear him.
R. Ν Hall, for bulMlnir committee.
There have been in all 1-s borrowers of
Our thanks are due to Hon. John D.
for trustees. I of Mr. and Mrs. lleurv B. Foster was
Mr. A K shurtU ff,
R«spouse.
"
hooks, a gain over the previous year of
Hymn. "Vrai-e Go»l
celebrated at their home by entertain- Long for a grand sermon by M. J. Sav21. The number of books loaned for the IH'll.itl>n S^rmou..
the members of the Quiet Club Fri- age, "The Christ We Love."
Rev. K. W Hamilton, Boston, Mass. ing
Joiin.
Refreshments were served
year was :îT IT. a gain over the previous
Anthem.
evening.r..n.l..ro<1
day
Tim nrouontation
\ l>· Park, Leatler. .>..*1
year of II.>7. or nearly 4o per cent.
M
Λ.
11
rn||.
offering,
«V
AlklUWIII
■»·«·
ι-i
<n
the
written tor tin·
by
pastor.
Ilymn
club members by Mrs. fd lui
On Tuesday Deputy slier· if Porter of Responsive Service an·! ltetllcatl«»a
Pastor. of a picture of the
Kumford Falls brought to jail Frauk Ικ·.Ιι.·;ιΙ·τν l'ra·. r, Rev. C. Κ Angell, Norway. Mary Cole and acceptance by Mrs. Foster
A iithem.
were the events of the evening among 1Ι1ΛΧΚ Ο ΚΑ DA PELL UNDER THE CARS
Nicholas, the Italian who is charged
Pa-tor.
Benc'ltction,
others. The evening with whist, refreshOXFORD MILL.
with murder in connection with the
AT THE
aira -itTr-it· in fit*· I t'.iliun votf Ik»ments and a social hour was greatly enResolutions.
His name lias appearincut at tlit* Fulls.
joyed by all.
Frank Grada, who was employed in
The Congregational parish elected the
Whereas, The members of the W. C.
ed iu the papers as Francesco Nicolozzo,
tlio wood room of the Oxford paper mill
hut the complaint against him! gives the Τ. Γ. of South Paris, Maine, are indebt- following officers for the coming year:
at Kumford Falls, was fatally injured
for
Moderator—Herman L Home.
name in its English equivalent, Frank ed to numerous friends of the cause
Clerk—Georj*.! \V. Holmes.
early Thursday morning. The accident
Nicholas. He is charged with the mur- promoting aud assisting in the recent
Treu!».— Κ rank H. Noyes.
is said to have occurred as follows: Mr.
der of Cairo Gullo by stabbing. In the Demurest Medal Contest, be it hereby
Col.—A. L. K. Pike.
Grada was employed on the night shift,
Silas t). Andrews. Eugene Ν
Parish com
Resolved, That we hereby express our
aftray Nicholas got a bullet wound in
N. Tubbs and W
and about 4 o'clock, while some cars
the hea«l, and the bullet, which did not appreciation and sincere thanks to the Swell. Lewis I. Gilbert, Chae.
K. Jones.
were being moved at the Oxford mill, he
break the skull, he still carries. On (iood Cheer Society of the Γ ni versai ist
finance com.—Howard I>. Smith, Charles P.
accidentally fell anil slipped on the track
account of the concussion resulting from church for tlie use of the I'niversalist Karnes ami Hermm L. Home
—Her man L. Home, Mrs. II. L. and one of the cars passed over his body,
Mule
this wound, Nicholas has not been in vestry; to Mrs. Ivy K. Morton for her
Home and Chas H. Barnes.
lie received a compound fracture of the
condition t.> be arraigned until Monday, painstaking labor and skill in drilling
Pew agent—Kugene N. Swett.
and the lower third of the
Ushers—Eusene S. Swell W. K. Jones, James left thigh
when he pleaded not guilty io the Kum- the speakers; to the several judges who
<_'. Tubbs, Leslie K. Pike, Philip Stone. Will Horue, right leg was broken in three places. He
ford Falls court. One other Italian was served so acceptably; and to Mrs.
never rallied from the injury and died as
and care and Lerov Keene
slightly wounded iu the atlray, aud he Ordway for her unstinted work be
In the Sunday School the officers are the result of the shock.
it
in arranging the contest. And
has been bound over as a witness.
Mr. Grada was a Pole, and, it is said,
Resolved, That a copy of these resolu- as follows:
leaves a widow and family in his native
Kight young people spoke for a silver tions bo spread on our records, and
Superintendent—Ε. N. Swett.
A»elstan:—Deacon—1. A. Bean.
medal at the outest under the auspices
laud. He was about forty years of age
printed iu the Oxford Democrat and See and l'reas.—W. K. Jones.
of the Woman's Christian Teuiperance
and had a number of relatives who are
Advertiser.
Librarian—A. J. Stearns.
Norway
Γιιίοιι, at Good Cheer Hall Wednesday
Assistant— M Paragard.
employed in this state.
Mrs. 1*. K. Wiickmck, Committee
The music for the evening
Sup'. Prim try Dept—Mrs. C. P. Barnes and
evening.
on
K. Brown.
Nellie
Oxford Pomona Grange.
was by the Young People's Orchestra,
S Resolutions.
Mks. α ν χ ι κ Swktt,
Kx. Com.—H. L. Home, L. E. Pike anil Elecand was heartily applauded. Mrs. L. VV.
Time, first Tuesday in February, place
ira Brow>.
I'ond.
Berry, president of the South Paris
The annual meeting of Oxford Lodge, Franklin Grange, Bryant's
Basket Ball at Hebron.
ΡΚΟΟΚΛΜ.
uuion, presided, and the contestants sat
Ark Mariners, will be held at Masonic
lirst
the
witnessed
business
with
The
evening
her.
Iloutltie
1.
ou the stage
Friday
speakers
There
Jan. 2.j.
when llall Monday evening,
2. Woimtn'e half hour. Question—Which i«
were Carleton Berry, Myrtle Buck, Wal- basket ball name of the season,
will be election of officers, work in the the iiiorc conducive to a hapny home, wealth or
lace Clifford, Dorothea Doble, Ida May Hebron defeated Gould Academy to the
? Opened by si-ter Google Davis,
degree, and refreshments served. Late contentmum
followed hy Clara Hamlin.
Field, «'harles Muzzy, Mildred I'arlin, tune of 4") to 13. The average weight of car for South l'aris.
M
u«lc
3.
by choir.
and Ada Thayer. All showed thorough Gould was considerable heavier than that
F. P. Stone's drug store, II. B. Fos4 Readtug"—I'arls tirante.
drill, none required prompting, and it of the home team, but Hebron won an ter's clothing store and the Leveronni
S. So^g—t.'ora Perh-im.
t>. Pai«er—We»t Paris Orange.
was in all respects a very pleasing entereasy victory from fast and aggressive fruit store were entered Thursday night
in
7. question —Resolved that the Ash and game
tainment, especially good considering playing, outplaying their opponents
or Friday morning by par ies who as yet laws ans a benefit to the farmers. Opened by O.
The
of
the
game.
how young the speakers were. Judging nearly every point
the
At
arrested.
been
not
drug
W.Q. Perham In affirmative, S. L. Uuss, negafast play- have
tive.
was done ou a .scale of points, the judges features of the game were the
store they attempted to break in through
8. Song—Brother F. 8. Pike.
and
the
Green,
of
Capt. McFarland,
being Kev. B. F. Pickett, Mrs. E. S. Cot- ing
the front door but finally effected an
!». Readlug—Prank'ln Orange.
Jackson.
ton, ami Miss Winifred I^add, all of Nor- accurate passing of ('enter
The store 10. Soug—«. W. y Perham.
entrance at the side window.
11. Mu«lc by choir.
way. The medal was awarded to Milwas looked over and such things as
8 Κ Jackson, See'y.
dred Parlin, with honorable mention of
The Boston Herald's big enterprise
were in need of were
they
thought
they
Ida May Field, who was less than one to take 10O New Knglauders on a lux- taken. At the fruit store they entered
More Massachusetts Weather.
urious Pullman train free of charge for a
point behind in the summary.
by way of a back window assisted by West Dcxbury, Mass., Jan. 13th, 1904.
to the St. Louis world's fair
F. P. Stone's ice ladder and the post
The people who attended the Good 10-day trip
Talk about rough winters in Maine.
Falls has been enlarged in office sled.
and
Niagara
Cigars, etc., were taken but If they have got any j^Jder weather down
Cheer entertainment Tuesday evening
in
New
that
so
community
left
was
every
box
the
in
scope
about $20
money
than we hav^iere I don't want
got really more than they expected from
will be interested in the ehoos- behind. At the clothing store gloves, etc., there
from 20
the minstrel show. Also they got full Kugland
any part of it. The glass went
Bos100
fortunate
of
the
it
is
difficult
While
persons.
carried
were
away.
value in the chicken supper which pre- iug
40 in tills vicinity, and snow 21 feet
S> persons, as will Massa- to determine the exact loss in each case to
will
choose
ton
ceded the show. The minstrels, alSome glasses dropped from the
chusetts outside of Boston, and as will it is hoped that the authorities have deep.
second story window and landed in the
though they got the whole thing ready the New
states outside of such clews as will soon lead to t'ie arrest
Kugland
in about a week and under some difcellar kitchen.
Massachusetts. In addition to these 75, of the guilty parties and land them in a
ficulties, put on a first-class bill. There
Items from this place will not be very
the 25 perbe
invited
will
the
will
not
by
where
guests
require
they
place
to most of the readers of the
were eleven iu the circle, with Mrs. A.
the highest total votes. attention of the officers to keep them interesting
sons
getting
L. Holmes as interlocutor, and Mrs.
Democrat, but I will mention one. Durto the contest are: Em- from
Persons
the
of
offence.
eligible
Anrepetition
the coldest weather a vessel was
Anderson, Mrs. Etueley, Mrs. I. E.
of steam or electric railroads,
Court Saturday ing
In the Municipal
drews ami Mrs. Pingree as end women. ployes
wrecked on the coast of Duxbury in
saleslabor
of
members
organizations,
morning, Frank Haynes pleaded not
The soloists were Mrs. Eiueley, Mrs.
of the shore. The men at the life
The sight
women, salesmen, and members of any guilty to the charge of adultery.
station managed to get them
Pingree. Mrs. Andrews and Miss I.each.
saving
on
is
The
until
voting
hearing was continued Thursday
The jokes were fresh and local, thougL military organization.
ashore nearly frozen to death. They
the daily and Sunday
cut
from
was
ballots
evidence
Saturday morning. The
some of them were of such delicatt
had been without food for three days.
Heralds. The Herald wants to take the cot sufficiently strong to hold the rehumor that it took some time for them
This happened a short distance from
in
these
classes,
S.
most
J.
was
persons
he
popular
discharged.
So un
spondent and
to penetrate the people's heads.
where I live.
and leaves to its readers the choosing of
Wright appeared for the state and Wilvery taking specialties were presented
them.
for
son and Gray
respondent.
in the second part of the programme,
Many Children are Plclcly.
Mother Oray's Sweet Powders for Children,
especially the favorite pickaninnies,
DeState
the
Maine
of
the
At
meeting
ueed bv Mother Oray, a nurse In Children's
Penfold and Andrews, the.Jupauese sonji
With the absorption of the Washing- Home, ftew York, Break up Colde In 34 hours,
Association, A. P. Bassettof Norby Miss McArdle and Miss Newell, ami tective
Maine
Maine Central,
cure Feverlshness, Headache S'omach Troub'ee,
À way was elected secretary and treasurer, ton County by the
a song by George Briggs in costume.
At
and Destroy Worms.
Central iron passes through every city in Teething Disorders,
all druggists, 25c. Sample mailed FRKB. Ad·
sociable was enjoyed by the young peo and Fred A. Porter of Rumford Falls a
Maine except Biddeford and Saco.
Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. Y.
of the executive committee.
member
dress,
the
entertainment.
after
pie
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a.

Nature, the good mother, gives timely

warning of every illness. Depression,
These goods are going but we still bave some extra giod values left, in many
failing appetite, indigestion, chilliness,
lagging footsteps, pale and sallow skin,
Now is a good time to get you an ex':ra waist.
departments.
coatblotches, constipation, foul breath,
ed tongue, aching head and back and
WE CAN SHOW YOU MANY BARGAINS.
limbs, jumpy nerves—all these are NaONE
LOT
vesting waists, of white, with colored stripe, were 13.00
heavy
conlow
in
a
are
that
ture's warning

you

dition.

satin,

bridal march from Mendelssohn's "MidNight's Dream." A reception
followed at Mr. Poor's house on Lexington Avenue, after which the bride and
bridegroom left for his house at Tuxedo
Park. She went away in a blue cloth
gown, and black velvet hat with a pink
rose.
They returned to New York on
the eleventh, and sailed for Kngland on
the thirteenth, where they spend a few
weeks before joining Captain Cochrano's
regiment. In honor of the wedding an
immense bonfire was kindled at nightfall
just above Merrill House, the home of
the bride's family at Andover.

paid,

A. K.

blooming

us.

warmer here than
While it is so
it is pleasant to have a little fire
It
>n the hearth from the "fat pine".
las been cooler here for the past six
the
same
veeks than for eight years at
season, so report old settlers.
It is very sandy and dry, and I think
rom what others say and from my own
experience (having gained 5 pounds) it
s one of the health resorts of the state.
Hope to go down some time where K.
λ At wood is raising such line oranges.
Ye are glad to get the Democrat—
hough it does not reach us till Friday—
ind keep in touch with the doings of
)xford. I neglected to say that a frost
>receded us, as could be seen by the
•range trees, etc. Have had frost here
hree times since our arrival, but not a
reeze to do much harm.
Κ. N. Prince.

lorth,

Wild horses, according to an agent
of an animal insurance company, live
sixty-two years, whereas the life of
horses in captivity is only twenty or

twenty-five years.

Monument

AVIiUt.

to

gale

twenty-four

which causes it arrives and of which
it is the prelude.
I'll

r.i

u

n a

>

Cotton.

Paraguay cotton grows on bushes
which continue producing for from sev
en tu ten years.
Flowerpot a.
Saucepans ι hat have the enamel worn
off so that they are made useless for
culinary purposes may do very good
Tpiii |ioru rj

was

struck and considerably

lamaged.
The body of Stephen O'Donnell

was

ound in the dock at Portland Tuesday,
le had evidently fallen off the wharf.
)'Donnell was a foreman in the employ
>f Randall & McAllister, and leaves a
vidow and several children.
Alvah Bilido, a lfl-year-old boy, who
esides with his mother at Prospect ForTues•y, was the victim of a gun accident
lay, which resulted in his death shortly
ifter. Young Bilido had boen out gunling for rabbits and while returning to
lis home got a ride on a team going in
lis direction. In jumping from the sled
vith the muzzle of the gun pointed diectly toward him, the hammer caught
η some way and the charge of shot took
(ffect in his bowels, tearing the lower
>art of his abdomen open and making a
earful wound. He died shortly after-

vard.

1
croup,
1
of croupy children. No time
mothers
should be lost in the treatment of it,
Jand for this purpose no medicine lias
received more universal approval than
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. Do not
waste valuable time in experimenting
*

l·»

nnntnrKna

«Λ

mntfnt·

11 Atf

For a great many ye^re doctors pro.
local
nonncert It a local (lineage, and
remedies, and by constantly failing to cure with
It
Incurable.
locil treatment,
pronounced
Science has proven catirrh to lie a constitutional
disease, and, therefore. require· constitutional
treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured
by F. J. Cheney A Co Toledo, Ohio, Is the only
constitutional cure on the market. It Is taken
Internally In doses from ten drops to a teaspoon·
It acts directly on the blood and mucous
ful
surfaces of the system. They offer one hundred
dollars for any case It falls to cure. Send for
circulars anil testimonials. Address,
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.

curable

prescribed

40* Sold
Hall's

by Druggists, price 75c. per bottle.
Family nil· arc the best.

a son.

In Norway, .Jan. 10, to the wife of Francis E.
I'orter, a son.
in Denmark, Jan. β, to the wife of Clayton
Smith, a son.
In south Woodstock, Jan. 2, to the wife of A.

The Terrio case came to a sudden end T. Silver, a
daughter.
In l.ocke's Mills, Jan., to the wife of Walter
Skowhegan Tuesday, when it was nol
jrossed by County Attorney Gower, he Wheeler, a daughter.
tating that he thought it would be nearIt
y impossible to secure a conviction.
Married.
vas stated iifter Terrio's release that his
:ounsel, Messrs. McGillicuddy & Morey,
In Rutiford Falls, Jan. 10, Mr. Archie l.emleux
lad secured evidence which they con1
Humford Falls ami Miss Ludlvlne Lambert
of
lidered conclusive of Terrio's innocenco. of Kerlln, Ν. H.
.Eneas T. Mcl'herson of
Accompanied by a physician Mr. Mc- In Hath, Jan. 7, Mr.
Kalis and Miss liertha McNeil of Hath.
lillicuddy went to Canada, exhumed the Kumford
In Llverinore Falls, Jan. 2, Mr. ltalph Gilbert
asand
>ody of Pare, the murdered man,
and Miss Edith Carver, both of Canton.
:ertained from it that the bullet hole in
In Kumford Falls, Jan. 10, Mr. I.ouls Talbot
and Miss Wellena Thlbldeau, bo h of Kumford
smaller
a
bullet
made
was
he rib
by
Kails
liar. that from Terrio's rifle.
In Andover, Jan. 2, by Rev. Sanni-I Holden,
Mr Thomas H. Welch and Mrs. Elizabeth EistSome interesting facts have been ligur- man of Andover.
id out from the vital statistics which
lave just been compiled by City Clerk
Died.
rred W. Clair of Waterville. In 75 per
:ent of the births recorded one or both
In Portland, Jan. 14, Calvin Blsbee of Bethel,
>f the parents are French-Americans, l(i
tt years.
jer cent are genuine Yankees and nine aged
In Bethel, Jan. C, St. John Hastings, aged 72
In 0!» per cent years.
>er cent are foreigners.
In Wilson's Mills, Jan. 2, Ellas Bennett
)f the births both parents are French.
In Canton, Jan. 10, Alauson S. Hathaway,
Γ he French of the city have made a gain
aged f>H years.
>f 12S during the year in births. By
In Hartford, Jui 7. Mrs. George Oodlng.
In Itumford Falls, Jan. 10, Mrs. Mary Beausounning over the records since 1892 it
aged (SO years.
found that the largest family in llal,
>vas
In Peru, Jan. il, Hezeklah Babb, aged 7G years
which births have been recorded in
In Denmark. Jan. II, Zeblna G. Whitney.
In Waterford, Jan. <i. I.eandcr G. Stone.
IVaterville numbered 17—that of Alexis
In Bethel, Jan. il, Ephr.dm Bryant, aged 77
The births in the family of

Samuel Xedeau and Joseph Midland
There are several of
îave numbered 10.

I") and a large number from this down to
>0. The fact was also brought out that
ifter the present generation many of the
ddest and best known family names in
extinct.
;he city will be practically
[Iastily running over the business men
iow doing business on the street, it was
istimated less than *>0 would leave sons
business,
ο continue their name and
ft'hile over 100 would not.

years.
In North Waterford, Jan. 11, Bertha daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Brown, aged 4
months.
In Andover, Jan. 5, Theresa E., daughter of
Harry and Lizzie 1'oor, aged 0 months.
In Andover, Jan. 3, Frank Mc \ Ulster.
In tirafton, Jan. 13, Mrs. Jerusha Brooke,
aged 90 years.

YOUR
DOCTOR

Personal.
Miss Eva L. Shorey of Bridgton has
resigned as stenographer in the executive department at Augusta to accept a
position as private secretary to CongressMïrb Shorey is not only
man Burleigh.
\ competent stenographer, but should

she at any time
make an equal
work.

my

given you a prescription
which, in his judgement, will

has

benefit the sick

family.

fit to do so, she can
success at
newspaper

see

He

one

lasting gratitude.

in your

doubtless

has

given directions as to diet and
other hints about the

Card of Thanks.
To the friends and neighbors who so
kindly assisted in the sickness, death
and burial of my mother; to the minister, Miss Eleanor B. Forbes, for her
and for the
many words of comfort,
many beautiful floral offerings I extend

the patient.

care

of

It remains for

mediyou to obtain the best

j

cine to be had.
That is what we

you when you bring
your

prescription

promise
or

send

to us.

Mks. Cema B. Dunham.

Nothing More Dangerous

Sanitary!

The Foot· Ease
Than Cutting Coma.
Something
Corn Plaet-jre cure by absorption.
entirely new The eanltary oils and vapors do
26c.
or
all
Sold
by mall.
work.
the
druggists
by
Sample mallei KREE. Anurous, Allen 8. OlmΝ.
Y.
Le
sted,
Boy,

STATE OF

ΠΛΙΝΙΕ.

COUNTY OF OXFORD

To JONATHAN

1903.

lhyβ

examination of

to S
Lake Roads
Travel for same 178 miles
Oct. 5-9, to 5 days on petition of K. C.
Staples et .·ι1», joint view,
Travel 132 miles,
Oct. 13-15, to.'! «lays at Bryant's 1'οηΊ
ami Greenwood, State Road,
petition selectmen et als
Travel fill miles,
Oct. 20-22, to3ilays at I'arls, ailj session
Travel 42 miles,
Oct. 23-24, to 2 ilaye at Fryeburg, petl
tlon W. R. Sturtcvant et als,.
Travel 36 miles
Oct. 26-28, to 3 days at An>lover, petition J. K. I.adil et als
Travel 84 miles,
Nov. 15, 111, to 2 <laye at Bryant's 1'ontl,
petition selectmen et als,—
Travel 44 miles
Not. 36,27, to 2 «lays at Paris, a«lj. see-

Sept. 21-25,

<

slon,

Travel 42 miles,
Dec. 29-31, to 3 days at
elon
Travel 42 miles

Paris, reg.

ses-

15 00
lose
9(H)
4 80
Oo
:t 36

!»

BROOKS—The

Men's
We have

Pharmacist.

Next to Post Office, South Paris.

a

MAINE.

Leather

Top

$2.75,

large

very

are

the best

line of them

as

6oo

$123 80
RANDALL L.TAYLOR.

Rapids,

S

Also

REPAIRING

A

SPECIALTY.

SHOE STORE,
MAINE.

F. VV.

Manager.

Ε. N. SWETT,

Residence 11^-12.

Telephone 112-;i.

FAUNCE, Salesman.

LAMPS'

BARGAINS IN

Parlor Vase Lamp, Handsome Decorated Shade, at
50c.

the dollar.

on

prices $3

9 00
3 36

6 00
3 20
!· oo
5 00
15 oo

the market.

on

follows. Grand

Trunks, Bags, and Suit Cases.

lino
3 30

3 no
1 20

thing

;

kinds of footwear here.

Clio
3 52

7 20

Rubbers

Gold Seal $2.75 ; Boston, ro inch, $2.so, 12 inch,
You can always finit all
14 inch, $3 00, 16 inch, $3 25.

inch, $2.25

9 00
β Ti

1908.

of

Plenty

NORWAY,

for all kinds of out-door wear,

ti 00
2 88

COUNTY OF OXFORD
To RANDALL L. TAYLOR, Dr.

warm.

FOSTER,

B.

Η.

to $3.50.

$136 80 |
JONATHAN BARTLETT.
South Paris, Dec. 31, 1003

To travel from Paris and to return home, 90 miles
Oct. 27, to 1 dav at Andover on petition
J. R. Ladd et als
To travel 15 miles,
Nov. 15, to 2 days at Bryant's Pond on
alteration of highway,
To travel 40 miles,
Nor. 27, to 3 days at Paris, adj. session,.
To travel 70 miles,
Dec. 31, to 5 days at Paris, reg session,.
To travel Including extra to Hanover and Bryant's Pond, 75
miles

gloves.

Fur

$ IS 00

14 24

one

Fur caps of Alaska seal $3.50.
25c. and upwards.
to
MuHlers 25c.
$1.50. Gloves and mittens for
All grades and kirds 25c. to $2.25.
men and boys

NORWAY,

BARTLETT, Dr.

keep

$13 to $23. Canvas and woolen coats
to
heavy lambskin, wide ulster collar, $3
Sweaters
for
shirts
$2.25.
$5. Pontiac frocks and
to
all weights, grades and colors. For men $1.50
men and boys
for
to
$5. For boys 50c. $: Caps

SMILEY

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' COURT
ANI) ROAD BILLS.

Sept. 23, to 3 days on examination of
AI>A.MSOIV«N BOTANIC IIAI.NAM
# 91»·
Lake Boads
will Break up a Cold, Stop a Cough, Allay Inllnii·
S 80
Travel on same, 110 miles,
Sore
Heal
Swollen
Reduce
Tonsils,
matlon,
< >ct. 8, to 4 days on petition E. C. Staples
Throat and Prevent serious complications, which
12 00
and others
lead to consumption. We have over 10,000 testi4 04
Travel 58 miles,
monials. It never falls. Sold by all druggists.
Oct. 14, to 3 days at Bryant's Pond, peti00
9
and
others,..
tion selectmen
3 36
Trave,142 mile·,
00
9
Born.
Oct. 21,3 (lays at Paris, adj. session,....
2 SO
Travel 35 miles
at
Oct. 24, to 3 days
Fryeburg, petition
9no
W. K. Sturtevant et als
In Norway, Jan. 3, to the wife of Alec Lock·,

it

Doyon.

At this season of the year, every one
should have a Ilyomei outfit to prevent
and cure catarrhal troubles, and ward off
attacks of grip, pneumonia and similar!
germ diseases.

to

Russian calfskin, wombat,

dogskin,

fur coats in

December Term, 1903.

CROUP.

peculiar cough which iudicates
is usually well known to the

The

There 1» more Catarrh in this section of the
The prospect for the winter's ice btisiother (lipases put together, ami
the Kennebec is said to be good. country t'»"1 ell
until 'he last few years wae supposed to be In-

\eimebunk

ozone.

Clothing

boys.

and

etc., from
lined with

CATAKRH

for 50 cents.
When breathed through the inhaler,
the germ-killing and health-giving Ilyomei goes to the most remote cells of the
throat and lungs, killing all the catarrhal
mucous
germs, soothing the irritated
membrane and vitalizing the blood with

service by being filled with sharp
sand kept well moistened and used for
rooting slips, which may afterward be
transferred to pots.

less on

A house at

GRIP,

Health.

coi.ns, "costs .nothing if it
FAILS," SAV F. A. SIH'RTI.EFF ά CO.

may be recommended, but
give this medicine as directed and all
Brunswick is having a real epidemic symptoms of croup will quickly disapFor sale by ShurtiefT & Co., South
>f small burglaries.
pear.
I
l'aria; Stevens, Oxford; Noyes Drug
Low water lias agaiu caused some curStore, Norway.
ailment of time in the Lewiston mills.

•arious parts of the state.

OF

GERMS

TIIE

Kll.r.S

Helps the

men

This store is full of the latest and best.

and

highly they

During the snow storm of Wednesday
light flashes of lightning were seen in

How Hyomei

for

South Paris.

The citizens of Altenburg, Germany,
Now that Ilyomei can be obtained in
have erected a monument in honor of nearly every town and city in the coun"skat," which is a German variation try, it is possible to buy from druggists
of whist. The monument consists of a a health giving climate, to be carried in
it a
column painted with diamonds, hearts, the purse or pocket. By breathing
times a day you can
spades and clubs, and on the top are few minutes four
colds and even
two pigs, symbols of luck, and a foun- soon cure grip, coughs,
the worst and most chronic cases of
tain throwing up a jet of water.
catarrh.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co. have seen so
the
Jelly For Ment.
many remarkable cures made by
Equal parts of grapes and apples Ilyomei treatment, that they sell it with
the
return
make a nice jelly, particularly good to the positive agreement to
serve with meats.
money if it fails to cure.
A complete outfit.costs but SI, and
of the pocket inhaler, medicine
consists
of
Wind
mid
Wave».
Travel
and suflicicnt Ilyomei to last
dropper
Waves travel faster than the wind
several weeks.
which causes them, and in the bay of
It effects a cure in the worst catarrhal
Biscay frequently during the autumn troubles and if breathed at the comand winter in calm weather a heavy mencement of a cold or the grip, will
sea g''ts up and rolls in on the coast check it quickly and prevent sickness.
Extra bottles of Ilyomei can bo obtained
hours before
the

—-

Maine News Notes.

....

Cold Weather Clothing

JACKSON,

VTIld Iloraea.

Letter From Florida.

about
much

colors, tucked back, yoke
$1.98

NORWAY, MAINE.

In a school for pickpockets in Paris
WANTED.
there are a suniber of dummies which
turn on a pivot with the slightest
From io to 25 dressed shonts,
touch. The young thieves practice takweighing from 85 to 140, delivered
ing articles from the pockets of the at South Paris depot, for which 5 1-2
figures till tliey can do so without mov- cents will be
cash on delivery.
ing tliem.

summer

«roses

and

DRESS SKIRTS.

sable, and with large yellow roses on,
and kidneys.
the hats and muffs, and diamond heart tains the holy name.
This combined treatment builds up all
pendants, the gifts of the bride. TheI
( luirrli Atlvert laeinent*.
the bodily functions and puts you in
ushers were lier brothers, Henry VarIn Taranaki, Australia, is a church prime condition to pass a healthy, wholePierre,
num and Roger Merrill Poor,
on its outside some and happy winter.
Lorrillard, Jr., J. Inslee Blair, Frederic labeled in large letters
of a
Each box contains ">0 Tonetic Tablets
Havenieyer, James M. Waterbury, Jr., walls with the names and trades
and Nerves, and a small
Sumner Gerard and R. Munro Ferguson. grocer, a draper, a painter and a miller. for Body, Blood
Tablets for Liver and
She was met at the altar by the bride- These tradesmen built the church in box of Liveroid
Bowels. 50 cents a box or β boxes for
goom and his best man. The choir sang return for the advertisement they ob$2.f>0. At all druggists or Tlie Dr.
in the course of the service, and pretain.
Parker Medicine Co., ">1-.W KxchangeSt.,
ceded the bridal party to the church
Portland, Maine, U. S. A.
door after the ceremony singing the
TrniiiliiK Tliievea.

St. Pktkksmkg, Fi.a., Jan. II, 190-1.
As "I take my pen in hand" it is raining, a real Florida rain, for when it rains
here it goes in for business. High wind
from the southwest, and as I call up the
days of "long ago" I imagine old Oxford
swept by a snow storm with wind in an
opposite direction. We had a slight
touch of winter when we left New York,
Dec. 2d. Snow was falling fast and continued till we reached Washington.
Arriving at .Jacksonville on the afternoon of the.3d we stopped over night,
leaving at !· A. M. the 4th, expecting to
reach this place at 10 o'clock that evening. Our calculations failed this time,
us they have done
frequently in the
past. On account of an accident to the
engine attached to our train and derailment of the train ahead, wc were
side tracked for the night, with nothing for the "inner man," and did not
reach our destination until 11 o'clock
the next morning.
St. Petersburg has some over 2000
population, is situated on Tampa Bay
We
ind some six miles from the gulf.
ire very pleasantly located one block
from the bay, room facing south, and
ive much enjoy sitting on the porch with

$1.98

..........

now,

cough, until grip,
ONE LOT waists of Nun's Veiling in white
pneumonia, rheumatism, neuralgia and and shirred
front, lined, were 12.50, now,
other dread winter diseases clutch you—
Don't wait until you

Nature warns. The time is now.
ONE LOT flannel waists, in black and colors, tucked, trimmed with butDr. Parker's Tonetic Tablets are the
98c.
.......
were $1.49, now,
tons
best tonic and restorative ever made.
of
reliable
the
are
prescription
They
New York's highest physician. Being
in tablet form they cannot contain alcohol. They cannot give you a habit. Each
Record-Hern Id.
package contains two medicines. The
Now is your chance to get a good black skirt. Our winter and fall styles are
Moalrin and Paper.
Liveroid Tablets purge the liver and bowconsticure
A Moslem in the east will never passi els gently, bu\ effectively,
marked down. Some good values.
biliousness and headaches and
or trample under foot a scrap of paper pation,
Some
benebe
to
Remember that the Capes and Coats are on one-half the regular price.
in condition
instantly
■
lest thereon might be written the name put you
Tablets.
Tonetic
»
fited by Dr. Parker's
over our Remnant Counter.
of Allah. He will pick it up and stuff These make the blood rich and red, in- good values in Suite. Look
it into the crevice of a wall or even crease the circulation, stimulate the apcarry it for days until he finds out from1 petite, cure indigestion and bring to norsomebody who can read whether it con- mal action the stomach, liver, bowels

coronet of orange-blossoms, a diamond
heart pendant, her father's gift, and
some pearl ornaments given by members of the family; and carried a large
bunch of white heather. Her bridesmaids were, Miss Violet Crnger, Miss
Muriel Robbins, Miss Helen Cuttin?,
and Miss Janet Fish. They wore white
chiffon and lace gowns, and large hats
and muffs of the same, all trimmed with

—

a

Clearance Sale

Nature's Warning.

William

early

Call

to

SOUTH

$1.50

Bolster &, Co.

Mark.ot

35

now

while the assortment is μοοϋ.

Dayton

Ν.

$7,

Former

Squaro,
MAINE.

PARIS,

Miss Libby of Norway, will open the COTTAGE STUDIO, Jan. i, witli a splendid free offer
of an Oxford Panel or the Pans Portrait with
every dozen of S3.00 Cabinets.
We shall have some fine samples of these

large photos

on

exhibition.

South Paris, Dec. term, 1903.
COUNTY OF OXFORD
To EDWARD P. FA I'NCE, Dr.
190S.
To Sept. 20, 21, 22, il 24.1903, Lake Trip,
I 15 in)
State Ronds, 5 days
14 40
To mileage for same, 180 miles,..
To Oct. 5,6. 7, 8,ι'arthage Road peti00
15
tion, 5 davs
11
To mileage for same, 138 miles,..
1'ond
petition
To Oct. 12,13,14. Bryant's
and Greenwood State Road,
3 itavH

9 00
5 on

davs

6 00
1 12

mileage for same, 70 miles,...
To Oct. 20, 21, adj. session at Paris, 2
To

mileage for same, 14 mile·,...
22,23.24, Fryeburg road |>etltlon,
3 days,
To mileage for same. 72 miles,...
Oct. 26, 27, 28, Andover road petition,
3 days
To mileage for same, 86 miles,...
Nov. 15, 16. Woodstock, Bryant's
Pond, road petition, 2 days,..
To mileage for same, 40 miles,...
Nov. 27, Paris, adj. session, 1 day,..
To mileage for same, 14 mtles,...
Dec. 30, 30, 31, Paris, reg. session, 3
days
To mileage for same, 14 miles,...

To Oct
To
To
To
To

To

EDWARD P.

9 00
5 7"
9 00
6 88
6
3
3
1

00
08
00
12

9 00
1 12

♦ «Π
FAUNCE.

South Paris, Dec. 31, l'Ml.
STATE OF MAINE.
COUNTY OF OXFORD, 88.
December 31, 1903.
Personilly appeared the above named Jonaand Edward P.
L.
Tavlor,
Randall
than Bartlett,
Faunce, and sevcrallr made oath that the foresubscribed
and
made
them
accounts
by
going
Before me.
are just and true.
CHARLKS F. WHITMAN,
Clerk Sup. Jud. Court.

THE GREAT

TONIC FOR

COWS !

for 90 cents, 50 cent size can for 45 cents.
farmer what he
6 large cans for $5.00. Ask the prosperous
over $100 worth each year to the
sell
I
thinks of KOW-KURE.
I sell the

most

$1

00

size

can

successful farmers.

JAMES N. FAVOR, &°sfstthoerIucker
01 Main St., Norway, Malno.

CONSUMPTION
Cured at Last
Dr. T. A. Slocum, the Great Chemistjand Specialist,
Will Send Free, to the Afflicted, Four Large
Samples of his Newly Discorered Remedies
to Cure Consumption and all Throat,
Chest and Lung Troubles.
or carry more joy to the
Nothing could be ftirer, more philanthropic

afflicted,

than this oiler.

Confident that he has discovered

an

absolute

cure

and to make its gre; i
Having examined and audited the above
and all
for
accounts, we allow the following sums :
Treatment, embracing four large
# 136 80 merits known, he will send his
To Jonathan Bartlett
80
123
L.
from
colds, catarrh,
To Randall
Taylor
to any reader who may be
131 72
To Edward I'. Faunce
ELLERY C. PARK, County Attorney.
bronchial, throat and lung troubles or
CHARLES F. WHITM AN, Clerk 8. J. Court.
this "New Scientific Course of Treatment" has
A true copy—attest :
There will be no mistake
cases.
CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk S. J. Court.

consumption

samples,

pulmonary complaints,
Complete
coughs,
suffering
consumption.

Already

BARGAIN LIST
of the best trade· In New
for
Kngtand, Just out, FREEstock
f>timp;afew with crops,
on
easy
and tools included,
terms. If you want to get a i|ulck
Over
sale «end for our description blanks.
Mar. 16,
130 sales to men from 19 states since
our
1903, Is oar guarantee to you that local
D. M. French,
methods are rlirht
agent, corn shop, Norway.
A
Cfrmif >3 Union Mutual
Λ. 4?irUUl, Bldg., Portland, fie.

Jim

FALL

Ε

Free to All

of 200

W\

permanently

cured thousands of apparently hopeless
the generous invitation.
in sending—the mistake will be in overlooking

PREPARATIONS
To obtain these FOUR FREE
write
to cure, all you have to do is to

failed

T. A.

that have

never

yet

SLOCUM, 98 Pine Street, New York,

Dr.
be
address. The four FREE remedies will then
giving full poet office and express
with full instructibne for use in every case
laboratories,
from
direct
at
once,
sent
you

/

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

\m k Pond Pianos.

Correspondence
ts

The Conservatory Eipaad*.*
The New England Conservatory of
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
is the largest school of music in the
world, and its pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since it waa founded in 1853 by Dr.
Eben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the dei*trtment of pianoforte instruction was being
developed, a few I vers A Pond pianos
Since then, as the conwere purchased.
servatory has expanded, there have
gradually been acquired 268 Ivers &
With the expansion inPond pianos.
cidental to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the conservatory have placed their order for 31
additional Ivers & Pond pianos, making
a total of :499.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible
than 20 years' continued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.

Mo.

4X1.—Illustrated 1'rlmal Acrostic.
~

--ί I

ί-Ιχ—ι

BAD BACKS
painful

back.
A
A lame, a weak, an aching back
Tells of your kiunev ills.
Backache its the kidneys' warning.

Doan's

Kidney Pills

Cure every kidney ill from
Common backache to diabetes.

Joseph Clew ley, of 47 Church street,
bookkeeper for J. E. Kuox A: Co., Lyuu.
Mass., manufacturers of dies and cutting
tools, says: "l us«tl several prescriptions
from physicians, trying to get relief from
attacks of backache. The paiu was iu the
region of the kidueys, au>i the umiiciue
seemed to relieve nie for the time being,
If 1 took eoM it
but it alwiys returned
was always wor»e. aud at such times 1
i had a sever»· attack
was downright sick,
and used lKian's Kidney Pills. The tlrst
box relieved uie a great deal. Continuing
the treatment a short time longer I was
entirely cured, aud 1 have had no return of
the complaint."
For sale by all druggists; ft) rents per
box. Foster-Miiburu Co., buffulo, S. Ϊ.

that a lady or gentleman
Tripe is cheap, easily digested, and unwritten code
nutritious. The pickled tripe is liable should not know where cellars, garrets,
to be very sour, and both the plain and laundry rooms, or servants' quarters are,
Petersburg householdpickled are improved and made more and a genuine St.
er never does know from one year's end
beminutes
for
tender
boiling

by

twenty

fore further cooking. In case of pickled
tripe, add half a teaspoon of soda to the
water. Drain after boiling, and then
cut in small pieces, sprinkle well with
sal*, and cook quickly in a little hot butter until brown on both sides.
Or,
spread it with softened butter and fine
the
cracker dust, and broil it over
coals;
season with lemon juice.
Or, fry one
in
of
minced
onion
butter,
tablespoonful
add the tripe, sprinkle on a little chopped
when
hot
and
salt
and
parsley,
pepper,
serve on toast.
Or, make a batter with
one egg beaten, four tablespoons water,
one of vinegar, one teaspoon salt, and
flour to make it thick enough to drop.
Dip the tripe in it and fry in salt pork
fat. Or, fry one minced onion in hot
butter until brown, add one tablespoon
flour, and when very brown add, gradually, one cup of stock, and when well mixed, add half a cup of tomato. Season
highly with salt and pepper. Cut the
boiled tripe in small, narrow slices, heat
in the sauce and serve.

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. T.arseat ctr·
cuiatioii of aiir scientific Journal. Terms, $.'i a
year: four month», |L. folvl by nil newsdealer*.

SUlNNiCo.36·6"-4-New York
C.
Branch Office, 836 F Λ- Washing ·,>η. D.

m

5.

Several
who

are

boys about 16 years of age
strong and who wish an

opportunity

to learn the shoe busi-

positions

ness.

Good

smart,

capable boys.

m

OPTICIAN,

Boys Wanted Φ
IN 8HOE FACTORY.

RICHARDS,

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Weak

Hearts

remember when It was «impie indigesIt la a scientific (act that all cases of
tion.
Apply at once to
heart disease, not organic, are not only
CHASE, MERRITT CO.,
traceable to, but are the direct result of indigestion. All food taken Into the stomach
Mechanic Falls, Me.
which fails of perfect digestion ferments and
•wells the stomach, puffing it up against the
heart. This interferes with the action ot
J. WALDO
the heart, and In the course of time thai
delicate but vital organ becomes diseased.
Mr. D. Kaubie. ·( Nevada. O.. My·: lhadatomach
trouble and waa la · bad Rate as I had heart trouble
with It. 1 took KodoJ Dyspepsia Cur· for about I am
MASONIC BLOCK,
eacniba and It cured roe.
NORWAY.
Telephone Connection.
Kodoi Digests What You Kat
and relieves the stomach of all nervous
strain and the heart of all pressure.
Bottle· oeiff. $1.00 SU· holding 2tt tSroaa the MM
can

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,

an·, which sella for 50c.

Hipirri Of a. α OeWITT * OO., OHtOAO·

W. H. Winchester,
HEADQUARTERS FOR

Sold by F. A. ShurtlelT.Jt^Co.

Dealers in

No.

Granite Work, Cement, Lime,

Hair, Brick, Sand, Plaster,

Supplies.

etc.

Masons.

for

Catalogues

sent on

Club Offer,

By a special arrangement with the
publishers we are enabled to otTer that
best of all agricultural papers

Ν. H.

Berlin,

The New England Farmer
iu connection with

application.

$2.25 per year in advance. Subscriptions may begin now and will be sent
The only condition
until Jan. 1, 190*>.
attaching to this proposition is that all
at

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

and clean

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish !
1 will furnUh IKH>KS ami WINDOWS of any
Stic or Style at reaaouable price*.

Also Window & Door Frames.

If la want of any kind of Klnlsh tor I net*te or
Pine Lum
OuUlde work, tM»nit In your order*
tier and Shingles on band Cheap for Caeh.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Matched Hart Wood Floor Boa rte for «aie.

Κ.

\\.

CHANDLER,

Maine.

We*t Sumner

Livery Stock for Sale !

horses, two-seated carriages,
top buggies, 4 surries, 4 bicycle
20

10

carriages (open),

nice three seated

1

wagon, harness, whips, robes, etc.
Will lease stable to run livery busiThis is a nice, clean livery
ness.
No
stock and excellent opening.
competition. Will sell on easy terms.
F. B. FOGG,

May

South Paris.

3, 1903.

Home Telephone Call. 1υβ-5.
Andrew· Houae Stable Call. 108-11.

Black Stallion,

DECORATE,
By

"Every Inch
Dare

Dam,
2:11

Jewel,

Devil,

a

King."

record

dam of Lord

1-2, and Point

Send for circular.

W. J
South Paria,

Address

call at the office of

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT.

—

close out odd patterns

E. ».

ones.

or

shall be

Carpets Healthy

Wool
to

new

the Farmer

to

Dexter,

2

Wheeler,

2.09.

Children
It needs only u
Utile watohfulnrse tu
k«*|i ctlUUrv In fcood health
Luuk fur tneay niptom» υ( llllle
Ilia ana treat ttiein promptly to
ward off mur* aeriuus nil-knew*.

Dr. Τ rue's
ELIXIR

icreat remedy fur cluldhuod rouiplainta. Κ or atomaih and bowel disorder», tndli(e»iiou,eotMti|4ition. i« -or
appetite, fever* and w uruia it I* un
Nervousue», preTiatiequaled.
ueaa and a languid feeling all
tndn-aie trouble* that nretra-ed
UtUAlly I» the M.nwrh. and
(juukrelief (ollowatlieuae of
Up. Trae'a Kllxlr. Orer toy ear* in ute.
All dntvKUU.Uc. W rile for free booklet,
"v'bildren and Their lnanueo."
JR. J. F. TRUE A CO.. A-.iburn. Me.
ta the

Picture Frames
and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors
& Mouldings i$„.

High G'ade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

FTS
SOUTH PARIS.

Heavy Team Horses.

this

on

popular

tree.

It It y

\o. -I-t.—Double
m> soft anil
The snow came

men.

the wind is
The eky i.H
on Toby
The ci'uater»
with happy
To start
All down the
Now trud-ing
Of room no
Their spi ; is
All down i:i
It's altuoM

—

—

earth front the
all feather

And hid th«·
Like suit Ince

;

th.'y swiftly
again they

;
;

—.

the hill is

—,

they laugh

and turn

their play is

and

;

;

DIsiKoual.
Beginning with the upper left hand
letter the diagonal names something
given and received at Christmas.
Crosswords: 1. A toy. 2. Understanding. 3. To be unlike. 4. Manner of
V».

Hi.".—Λ

."·. To urge

vehemently.

\··. -I—I».—.lumbien.

Ε Κ Ο 1 Τ Μ Τ S L—A plant.
Κ Κ Κ Κ Κ Κ Ν Ιί V—A tree or shrub.
1*7.—

\

Mtrrury

\ Ik lit mure.

I Example: Why did I'liarles Dar-win?

Because
IK»-foe. I

lie

never

Supply the

turned his back to

name

of

a

well known

author.

Why did Miss Mu loch up the silver?
Because she saw
What made Winston Church-ill? Eat
ing what he saw
Who gave Thomas l'aine?
Itiddlt-H Solved.

troublesome visitors like
trees in winter? Because it is a long
time before they leave.
What is the difference between the
Prince of Wales and a bombshell? One
is heir to the throne, and the other is
are

thrown to the air.
When is it dillicult to get one's watch
out of one's pocket? When it's (s)tick-

ing.
Why is your thumb when putting on
Because it's
a
glove like eternityV

Key

Ιο

(lie

1'usxltT.

No. 41·». Geographical queries: Cape
Horn. Cape Lookout.
Tenuiuatious: 1. Expand
No. 411
i>
4. Stanil.
2. Grand. 3. Sand.
Brand. »>. Land. 7. Demand.
Νυ.
Ouse.

412.
Geographical
l. Orkneys. 2. Ural.

hauling logs.
pair· of fresh

also several

Also two

or

three

horses

just received,
good driving horses.

W. J

Wheeler,

South Paris, Me.

Acrostic:
3. Scllly.

4. El be.
No. 413.—Diagonal: Mistletoe. Crosswords—1. Magnetism. 2. Billiards. 3.
Designate. 4. Boatswain. 5. Land
lord*, ti. Brotherly. 7. Etiquette. S.

AtwMd à

tetttk Mil

to be sure that no bits of shell adhere to
it, dip in the water quickly, and lay them
Strain the oyster
to drain in a colander.
liquor and put it on to boil. Remove
When
the scum and add the oysters.
the edges curl, skim them out and strain
first
into
the
the liquor
removing
milk,
Turn all into a puree
the bit of mace
sieve and rub the celery and crumbs
through. Put on to boil again and if
too thick (as the amount of oyster liquor
will vary), add cream to make the soup
the desired consistency, and if too thin
add one cup of white sauce and salt and
paprika to taste.
Turn in the oysters and let them become quite hot, then serve at once, passing croutons or browned oyster crackers
with the soup.
FISH.

tablespoon of butter or salt
Spread
pork fat over a dripping pan, sprinkle
over it one onion minced fine, and one
tablespoonful of minced parsley. La\
on this a thin slice of halibut or any
small whole fish which has been cleaned
and split down the middle. Mix one
tablespoonful of vinegar and two ol
melted butter and pour it over the fish
Bake until done, the time depending on
the thickness of the fish. When t he flesh
is white and firm and leaves the bont
easily, it is done. Remove with a fish
shovel to a hot platter. Add flour to the
fat left in the pan, and when well mixed
add hot water until it is the desired consistency. Stir in four mushrooms and
Pour
fine.
one small pickle, minced
this over the fish. Garnish with lemon
points and parsley.
one

SALSIFY

OR

VEGETABLE

OYSTER.

This delicious winter vegetable is seldom found except in large markets, but
here and there throughout the country
you will find some families who have always had a few roots of it in a corner of
the garden and who value it so highly
that it seems strange that more persons
It resembles the
do not cultivate it.
parsnip in shape, only smaller, and is
usually found in bunches of four to eight
roots. They should be scraped, cut in
slices, and cooked in boiling salted
acidulated water till tender, then drained
and served in a highly seasoned white
The flavor resembles that of the
sauce.

Everything

is in the name when it
Witch Hazel Salve. E. C.
DeWitt & Co. of Chicago discovered
some years ago how to make a salve
from Witch Hazel that is a specific for
Piles. For blind, bleeding, itching and
protruding Piles, eczema, cuts, burns,
bruises and all skin diseases DeWitt's
Salve has no equal. This has given rise
to numerous
worthless
counterfeits.
Aek for DeWitt's—the genuine. Sold by
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
comes

to

"We used to think she was a

lazy

A VEST POCKET DOCTOR.

Never in the way, no trouble to carry,
easy to take, pleasant and never failing
In results are DeWitt's Little Early
Risers. A vial of these little pills in the
vest pocket is a certain guarantee against
headache, biliousness, torpid liver and
til of the ills resulting from constipation.
Tbey tonic and strengthen the liver. Sold

said.
"I don't mean anything, only I think
They
the children should not come.

might get ill."

..

humidity
During
fairly low, about 78 per cent, which is

STIFFED

APPLES.

stoned dates, or seeded raisins, season
with cinnamon or mace and sweeten to
taste. Do not forget a dash of salt. Fill
the core cavities with the mixture,
sprinkle the outside of the apples with
sugar and pour in water to come half
way over the apples.
They should be
placed close together in a granite baking
pan. Let them bake slowly, basting
frequently, until tender. Remove to a
dish for serving and pour the juice ovei
them.
TOMATO

JELLY.

Empty a three-pound

APPLE

PLUM

can

PUDDING.

deep earthen baking dish,
suitable for serving, as many apples,
jored and pared, as it will hold. Fill
the core cavities with a mixture of equal
Arrange in

approximately

a

parts of boiled chestnuts, stoned dates,
seeded raisins and English walnuts, all
chopped fine and moistened with lemon
Melt
juice and sweetened to taste.

sugar and butter in hot water in the proportion of one tablespoon of sugar and
jne-half teaspoon of butter for each apple, and one cup of hot water for five apples. Pour this over the apples and
[>aste frequently, adding more water if
needed. There should be just a little
rich thick syrup at the last. Serve hot
with thin cream or cold with whipped
:ream.—Home Science Magazine.
PKUNE

WHIP.

Soak eighteen prunes over night and
itew tender. Remove the stones and
:hop the prunes to a smooth pulp.
Uake a meringue of the whites of eight
jggs and seven tablespoonfuls of powdersd sugar. Beat the prunes into this,
:urn into a greased pudding dish and
)ake for twenty minutes. Serve imme-

liately with whipped crofcm.
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than is Manila in April. Many of our
interior towns, however, have an average
humidity in June of between 70 and 72
per cent; such are Atlanta, Hismarck,

Chicago, Lynchburg and Nashville.
Hot nights are rare in Manila, and by
midnight it is almost always possible to
sleep comfortably.—Scribner's.
WANTED.
would like to ask through the
columns of your paper, if there is any
person who has used Green's August
Flower for the cure of Indigestion, Dyspepsia, and Liver Troubles that has not
been cured—and we also mean their
results, such as sour stomach, fermentation of food, habitual costiveness, nervous
dyspepsia, headaches, despondent feelings, sleeplessness—in fact, any trouble
connected with the stomach or liver?
This medicine has been sold for many
years in all civilized countries, and we
wish to correspond with you aud send'
you one of our books free of cost. If
you never tried August Flower, try a 25
cent bottle first. Wo have never known
of its failing. If so, something more
serious is the matter with you. The 25
cent size has just been introduced this
cents. F. A.
year. Regular size 75
Shurtleff & Co.
G. G. G keen, Wooduuky, N. J.
We

"Now, Uncle Ned, isn't he just the
sweetest little cherub in the world?"
"Well, Lucy, I don't know much
about cherubs, but as a specimen of a
plain human baby he is certainly a howl-

ing success!"
CURED

AFTER

SUFFERING

10

YEARS.

Cycle &
suffered for
He spent
hundreds of dollars for medicine and
with doctors without receiving any permanent benefit. He says, "One night
while feeling exceptionally bad I was
about to throw down the evening paper
when I saw an item in the paper regarding the mérite of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure.
I concluded to try it and while I had no
faith in it I felt better after the second
dose. After using two bottles I am
stronger and better than I have been in
years, and I recommend Kodol Dyspepsia Cure to my friends and acquaintances suffering from Stomach trouble."
Sold by F. A. Sburtleff & Co.
B. F.

Ilare, Supt.

Miami

Mfg. Co., Middletown, O.,
ten years with dyspepeia.

"Here's a story of a girl who married
day and applied for a divorce
the next." "From perversity, I suppose?" "No, from Chicago, I believe."

a man one

JUST ONE

MINUTËT

One Minute Cough Cure gives relief in
one minute, because it kills the microbe
which tickles the mucous membrane,
causing the cough and at the same time
clears the phlegm, draws out the inflammation and heals and soothes the affectCure
ed parts. One Minute Cough
strengthens the lungs, wards off pneumonia, and is a harmless and never-failing cure in all curable cases of Coughs,
Colds and Croup. One Minute Cough
Cure is pleasant to take, harmless and
çood alike for young and old. Sold by
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

»

"Got any oysters?" asked the guest in
village restaurant. "No, sab," replied

the sable waiter. "We all ain't got no
shellfish 'cept eggs, sah."

"ure* · CoW fa One Day,

£j

Gnpin

2

Day»

on «very

«.»3c

Mrs. Brown—"She seems to have got
the death of her first husband."
Mr. Brown—"Yes, but her second hus-

jver

band hasn't."

STOPS THE COUGH
In winter time it is a good plan to
"Does your daughter play Mozirt?"
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
1
little
a
windows
with
:lean
methylated
inquired the young man with gold
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
{lasses. "I think ahe does," answered ι ipirit instead of water. Polish afterand
cloth
with
a
wards
Mrs. Cumrox, affably. "But she prêthey will ι i cold In one day. No Cor·, no Pay.
dry
Prio· 16 oenti.
ι ihine brilliantly.
ta bridge whist."

the

Actress

prancing
the

rancher'*

house.

He

had

"W/HILE

cowboy who boasted there
not
was nothing on four legs he could
ride, and lie was rearing and bucking

thrown

a

that not even the pluckiest
the ranch dared to approach.
Wiiile the uien were standing around
wondering what to do the rancher's
sixteen-year-old daughter came out of
th»· house ami calmly walked up to the
excited animal.
When he saw her lie ceased rearing,
whinnied and stood still. She just put
her hand on his uiane, stroked his nose
and then vaulted lightly on his back
and rode around (he yard, to the
man on

so

auia/.cmcut of the men.
"How do you manage it?" one of
them asked her. "Before you tackled
hi lu he was as savage as a tiger."
"It Is simple enough," the girl replied. "Auy woman can handle a
horse better than a man can. See this"
—showing the man a small round object she had in her hand—"this is
horse castor. Horses love the smell of
it and will go up to any one who has it.
"Any horse Iihs sense enough to know
the people who love it. That stallion
began to quiet down as soon as he saw

When I got near him he smelted
the musty horse castor in my clothes,
for I always carry a little piece in my

In your city

some

AS

time «eo 1

bought several tattle· of the True
and
'L. F.' Atwood's Bittersot your store
I
found that It greatly benefited me.
send
my
I
you
wish to cet some more.
enstamped
addressed
several
route and
I can provelopes. Please tell me where
1 reach New
cure the medicine when
for It
the
matter,
In
York. 1 am anxious
did me more good than anything I have
several bot·
ever taken and I must have
Mary Churchill
ties right away."
Co.
Emmbtt. of "Sowing the Wind"

Just

GOOD

This instant is thine. The next is in
the womb of futurity, and thou knowest not what it may bring forth.

As a veil addcth to beauty, so are a
man's virtues set off by the shade
which his modesty castcth upon him.
As the ostrich when pursued liidetli
his head, but forgettcth his body, so
the fears of a coward expose him to

a

large stock

of

new

Organs, and

have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments.
Pianos and

I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
case, Pease piano, H octave, almost new,
for #185.
One walnut case Poole piano, almost
new, for 8200, worth §250.
One second hand Ivors & I'ond piano,
walnut case, for $230, worth $300.

I have a nice oak case organ at Rumford Falls, 11 stops, that 1 will sell at a
great trade.
One second hand Kstey organ at South
Paris, almost now, for
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
«tops, in nice condition, for 84$.
One second hand I)yer & Hughes, six

octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost *12"), for 805.
One second hand square piano, a
one, for 8115» worth $140.

BIU1N»8 BLOCK,

you encourage him to go on and do all
he eat) in seeking and cli.ising when
found.
Young dogs are usually put
down with an older one, and a very
It eouies as natfew lessons sulfiee.
ural. to a beagle to run scent as for a
terrier to kill rats, and if there is no
apparent inelination one lesson usually
Tlie less one Interferes
provokes it.
with a beagle running a line the better
for the dog, so long as he is not pottering in one well tested place, but casting
all about when he lias lost the trailField and St ream.
Tli·· fliuree SiinIiiIikmI.

The householder was duly sworn.
"You charge this man with being In
sane," said the court. "On what do
you base the charge':"
"Well, your honor," said the witness,
vainly trying to choke down his emotion. "this man is a plumber.
My
pipes were out of fix. I sent for him.
lie fixed >111 in fifteen minutes. When
1 asked for his bill lie said that was all
right, because it didn't take him long,
and he had another job in my neighborhood anyhow."
"A hopeless case!" exclaimed his honor as he signed the commitmentBaltimore News.
Tlie I'ntiiKtroiilie.
"Did you hear about the catastrophe
down at the browns' last night?"
"No. What happened?"
"Why. Mrs. Brown gave the baby a
bottle to play with, and while she was
in the kitchen it fell out of the cradle
and broke its neck."
"What, the baby?"
"No; the bottle."
Λ

Four fill

71 nine

•iniitli PnrU.

housekeeper

for

elderly gentle-

an

to 60

man, a woman from

ferred.
For

pre40
Work will not be hard.

particulars apply

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEW·
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.

to

Wide=Awake

Address,

Weekly Newspaper

improvements which

are an

invaluab

aid in securing the largest possible
profits from the farm, and wirii

to keep him in touch with the doings
of his neighbors, the home markets,
and all items of interest to himself

special matter
his family.

family.

for every member

■

The New-York

Democrat,
Tribune Farmer,
South Paris, Me.,
NEW-YORK CITY,

The Oxford

will post you every week on all ii
portant agricultural topics of the da

will admirably supply your wants
for county oews and prove a welcome

Regular Price, $1.50

and show you how to make mon>
from the farm.
Regular Price, $1.00 per Year.

per Year.

Both of these papers

orve

with the money to

$1.75

year for

Send your name and address to Tiie
York City, for froe sample copy.

if you serul your onlrr

Nkw-Yohk

Tkiblne

Farmer,

Ne*·

quantity desired.

In any
CAR

Care Democrat Ofiice,

LOAD

A

LOTS

SPECIALTY.

SIMON STAHL,

South Paris.

Housekeepers

ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

electa

on a portal for our
u liberal trial quantity

of

Electro-Silicon
the famous Mlvcr |>oll«h u*e<l by owners o(
uable Silverware all over the world.
"Silicon," 40 Cliff Street, New York.

val-

-t

γΜγΛ c. μ ο

HAIR

to give him the experience of othei
the advanced methods an I

in all

For Price and Particulars address,

LAUNDRESS,

T«

Agricultural Weekly

Good Local

and

High-Class

A

for a

Washing and ironing done in first
Will call for and
class manner.
deliver clothes in South Paris.

Scnil your mlilreee

NEEDS

who is interested in the news of his
should subscribe
town and county

ii Want

premium offers itnil

Farmer

Farmer

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE

Selectmen of Norway.

To

Every
Up=to=Date

Every

The Democrat, So. Paris, Me.

We want lo find

IIciikIf.

With regard in tin* training of a
beagle, lie has to 1··· treated 011 quite a
different plan t'roiu I lie setter and
pointer. In their eases a great deal of
work of training is to conquer natural
propensities, whereas with the beagle

Boil Papers One Year for $2.25.

visitor in every household.

Wheeler,

J.

W.

•

»

nice

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

danger.

Trainiiiir

your

PAPER.

I have

on

It

NEWS-

]i

Fridays,

published
of The Daily
and contains all the most important news
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its avalue.
farm and have net
If you live in the village or on
in close touch
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept
small cost.
with all important news of the world at a very
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLV
it with
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, but you can secure
Democrat,
own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford

DAILY

that No
So Certain, Safe and Reliable
Other Mediolne Can Take It· Place

people, almost an
metropolitan newspaper for busy
Cftrriei
as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery
week.

times every
food
rings it to your door three
Mondays, Wednesdays and
is

A

—

a

is a

AS

me.

pocket.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST

"L. F." Medicine Indispensable

There were trouble and excitement
A
day on :t ranch in Colorado.
high spirited, half broken stallion was
about the yard attached to

one

"I asked her what she meant by such
"That pleased him so much that I
and questioned her sharply. was able to stroke his head. While doShe was distressed, and only after a long
ing so 1 rubbed his nose with a few
time would she say, mysteriously :
of oil of cumin, which I had
"There are fifteen cases of diphtheria drops
poured Into the palm of my hand.
in the house."
I found that more than one hundred Horses positively love that scent. Then,
as did
you notice that 1 put my hand into
people lived in the cellars and that,had
the maid had said, fifteen children
his mouth? The object of that was to
the diphtheria.
pour a few drops of oil of rhodium on
Some thousands actually live under to his
tongue from a tiny vial which
the winter palace. Not only that, but
cows was I always carry.
several
with
a
recently dairy
"With these three articles any horse
found in full operation in the Imperial
Where do you get them?
cellar. The cows had to go, but the can be tamed.
would Well, the cumin and rhodium can be
That
disturbed.
were
not
people
have been out of keeping with Russian bought at any drug store; the horse
noblesse oblûje.—Sl. castor must be cut from a horse's forecarelessness and
Petersburg correspondence of Collier's foot. It is a warty growth there."
Weekly.
It is a fact that horses are very fond
of these scents. They are often used
Manila Not So Hot.
women in the tropics and west in
The climate of Manila is almost iden- by
and breaking of horses.—
tical with that of San Juan de Puerto the training
Advertiser.
Kico, and is comparable with that of the New York Commençai
gulf states during the warmer portion of
the year.
BRAHMAN PROVERBS.
It seems less trying to most people,
in
even
and
August
however, than July
ne that committed) no evil hath
Washington or Baltimore, because the
climate is a very equable one. Having nothing to fear.
Mix kindness with reproof and reano Hudden changes to fear, men can, and
habitually do, dress in the lightest of son with authority.
underclothing, wearing over it only a
Of much speaking cometh repentance,
thin, unlined duck coat and trousers; but in silence is safety.
of
temand inasmuch as the variations
The lirst step toward being wise is te
perature are very small, people presently
know that thou art ignorant.
become accustomed to the warmth.
The mean temperature of the year is
Envy not the appearance of happi
"ft degrees, a degree of heat to be found ness in any mat), for thou knowest not
in winter in many dwellings and ofiicos his secret
griefs.
of the Atlantic coast.
Indulge not thyself in the passion ol
The cool season, coincident with the
It is whetting a sword to wound
prevalence of the northeast monsoon, anger.own breast.
lasts from early in November to about thine
Consider and forget not thine own
March 1. The coolest month is February, and its mean temperature is 7(1 de- weakness, so shalt thou pardon the
grees, but the mercury has been known failings of others.
to descend temporarily to βΐ degrees,
The heart of the envious man is gall
producing great suffering among the ami bitterness. The success of his
people.
is neighbor lireaketh his rest.
this season the

......

and,

after mixing well, add hot
cream or milk sufficient to enable you to
mold it into smooth balls. Have ready
some large chestnuts, boiled, and be
sure tliat they are free from blemish.
Put one in the centre of each ball, molding the potato smoothly around it. Or
you may press the two halves of an English walnut into a stoned date and cover
Roll
this with the potato mixture.
them in tine bread crumbs, beaten egg
and crumbs, ami fry in deep hot fat.
egg,

Tkree Article· That Will Subdue th·
Monf javagr Animal.

nonsense

relative
the prevalent
moisture of the air in the seaboard towns
of the Atlantic coast in September. In
the cool months the rainfall is very
small, and consists ordinarily in occasional thunder showers.
The hot season at Manila includes
March, April and May, the last being
oyster.
the hottest month. May has an average
SWEET POTATO BALLS.
temperature of between 85 and 8(i, and
Remove the inside from nicely baked once only, since records began, the mersweet potatoes, enough to make one cury rose to 100. The air during the
as a rule, decidedly dry, a
pint of pulp, press it through a ricer and hot season is,
intensiadd while still hot one rounded table- fact which assuages the seeming
of
the
heat.
spoon of butter, one level teaspoon of ty
Iu April the average humidity is 71
and a few grains of cinnamon.
salt,
1IM
1„.l
o.l.l
per cent. Most of the cities on the At-

of best tomaAlligator. 'J. Altercate.
toes into a granite stew pan, add one teaNo. 414.—Belicaded Words: Frisky.
whole
peppers, cloves,
spoon of mixed
"C-rockery. I'-arson. Lawful. S-niol and allspice, an inch bit of whole mace
dering.
and also a bay leaf, three sprigs of parsNo. 415.—Traiis|M)sitU>ns: The weapon ley, one onion sliced and one-fourth cup
of the wise is reason. Be sure you are of chopped celery from the root and one
right. then go ahead. Now blessings teaspoon of salt. Let them simmer
half an hour, mashing the tomalight on him that tirst invented sleep about
toes
duiiug the cooking.
They also serve who only stand and Turn frequently
into a strainer, and, when well
wuit.
drained, put the liquid to boil again; add
No. Iltî. Anagram: Holidays.
two tablespoons of tarragon vinegar, and
Hood.
Puzzle·
417.
A
No.
Literary
to three cups of the liquid allow one-half
No. 41*. Triangles in Quadrangle:
box of gelatine dissolved in one-half cup
of cold water. If there be scant measure
1. s κ τ α ο κ ο u s 2.
of the tomato, add hot water. Remove
κ
oh
κ
from the tire and stir until the gelatine
C
A
A
D
M
is dissolved. Stand the pan in ice water
until perfectly cold and beginning to
υ
ο κ
ο η
ι
stiffeu, then turn it into a border mold,
Α
Ν
Α
Κ \ν υ Μ
C H
which has been standing in sold water.
Ν
Κ
D
Ο
I
Ο
Or, if preferred, you may till small inMITA
I.
dividual molds with it. Set away to
Κ
ΑΝ
become tirrti, and when ready to serve,
Ο
Τ
dip them for an instant in hot water and
I
Υ 4.
8. S Ο Ν Κ Ν Τ
If the
invert ou the dish for serving.
Cover-t border mold is
Curtailments:
41î».
No.
used, till the center with
Jam-b. Bid-»'. Fen-d.
a salad of chopped
cabbage Reasoned
If individual
with a boiled dressing.
molds are used, turn them out on lettuce
TO CUKE A COLD IN ONE DAY
lo. ves and dot the top with mayonnaise
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets. through a tube. Or put a layer of the
All druggists refund the money if it jelly in an oval mold and let it harden;
E. W. Grove's signature then
fails to cure.
lay in a cucumber which has boen
on each box.
25c.
pared and sliced thin, but left in whole
Fasten this into position with
"It is usual,'' said the landlady, with shape.
some of the jelly, and when this is tirm
"for
as
to
great delicacy,
my lodgers
pay
to fill the mold. To serve
add
they go." "Oh, that's all right," replied turn enough
out and make a border of mayonthe boarder, affably, "I'm not going for
naise points around the base and some
a long time."
fancy design on the top. Oarnish with
lettuce.
WHAT'S IN A NAME?

by F. A. Shurtleff à Co.

We Do all Kinds of....

SOUP.

Put into the double boiler one
milk, one-half cup of tine white bread
crumbs (from the inside of loaf), one cup
of stewed celery, finely chopped, and a
bit of mace. Cook fifteen minutes or
while you are preparing one quart of
oysters. Have one cup of water near by
and run each oyster through your fingers

1IAKK1»

policeman

turned out.
Mrs. McCormick mentioned her singular discovery to the Countess de MonteAmbello, the wife of the then French
bassador. "That is nothing," said the
Countess. "My sister and her children
My maid said:
were coming to see me.
"Madame, I would earnestly advise
come."
you not to have the children
"What do you mean? Why not?" I
pint of

Wipe and core several apples. Chop
line an equal amount of pecans and

of

JOB PRINTING.
Maine

usually

Something

2. A
Christmas decoration. 3. Something
children often make early Christmas
morning. 4. Λ means of pleasant recreation. of bruises and of refreshing
found

liirl." "Yes. That was when she was
pairs
large work poor." "How about it now?" "Why,
now
that she is rich, we merely note the
horses for sale.
These horses have
evidence of lassitude and ennui "
been worked through the winter
I have several

March,
:2l 1-2.

1.

Crosswords:

lit*.

the name of a pop-

ever-last-in'.

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT

subscriptions

spell

Beheadmeuts
ular tree.

Why

Special

Beheadnu

Xo.

Telephone Connection

SOUTH PAKb, ME.

Verne.

····
to you.
If the ··*·* seems
Kindle ····· to warm ··.
**··
from ***·
Let thrir radiance
······
it.
Winters that

No.

ICE AND COAL,

R' cords, Blanks, Horns, and

Ιϊΐ.—Anavrmii

expression.

A. W. Walker & Son,

Complete Supply

When the above objects have been
rightly named and written one below
another in the order in which they are
numbered, the initial letters will spell
the name of prominent emblems of the
holidays in the south.—St. Nicholas.

driuk. 5. Often seen at Christmas, β
8. A kind
Great abundance. 7. Gay.
of fruit. I». An article that holds gifts
at Christmas time. 10. Λ small drum
11. A flower. 12. To amuse. 13. Vigor

open to Are due to Indigestion. Ninety-nine of every
one hundred poople who have heart trouble

are

OYSTER

to another.
Mrs. McCormick, the wife of the
American Ambassador, after she and Mr.
McCormick had moved into the palace
they now occupy in St. Petersburg, beThe
came conscious of eingular smells.
fragrance of stale herrings, onions, soapy
her
water, boiling cabbage, penetrated to
drawing-room. As a competent housewould
keeper she made inquiry. No one
tell her at first, but finally the butler admitted the odors came from those who
lived in the cellars. Lived in the cellars! How could that be? To the horror
of the servants, she insisted on going to
the cellars, where she actually found
sixty-eight permanent dwellers. She
and had them all
called in a

Churchill Emmetf
Mary
Finds
The Talented

TAMING A HORSE.

St. Petersburg.

floods in St. Petersburg recently drove to the surfaoe 250,000 people who prey upon the tolerance of
householders by living in their cellars.
The return to underground lodgings of
the army of illy nourished persons has
added enormously to a death rate which
was already much larger than that of any
It is part of an
other Christian

heavy

The

capital.

TRIPE.

Mr.

Α πγοί)*» sen.H>:« a «ketch ami description ma*
quU-klT eweftHin i'iir opinion free whether ai
invention ι* pn«haM* patentable^ t'omraunlca
•toll· at net\y r. 'itUileu! l:il. lI:tiuH<ook on i'ateuLs
«eut free. ol.leat βι:··ιι··ν for sc.·,irtnii patent·.
Patenta talten t!ir 'uch Mumi Α Cow rectlre
tu'tic. wif hout charge, to the

Editor HomkHaKKR*'

Recipes.

If you were Santa Claus you would
have to do iny first to many stockings.
My secoud Is au article. My third is a
dingle. Mj fourth and fifth are exclamations. My whole is a city.

Me.

County,

South Paris, Oxford

Address:

Su. 420.—Chartdr.

WHEELKK, Agent,

J.

topic· of Interest to the 1*1 li-

Column, Oxford Democrat, Parts. Maine.

From the Boston Herald, the leading
newspaper of New England, in its issue
of July 13, 1902.

H

solicited.

on

The Floods In

BBHtilOr

AND

1ST.

GORXZAM,

QUAKER

XX.

RANGE

BALSAM

Clear·'· ami beaut,fie· the ba.r.
I'rotuotes a luxuriant growth.
If over Faila to Restore Cray
Hair to ite Youthful Color.
Curt* nealp diwaw*· k hair falling.
£0c, «ml *L<«» at DrujjjjisU

Read This!
MEATS of all

kinds at reasonable prices.
Sausage, 10 cents pc pound.
pork 10 cents per pound,
eleven pounds lor one dollar.
Corned beef 4 cents per pound,
thirty pounds for one dollar.
Salt

Stimson &

or
or

Penley,
Maine.

-ALESMEN WANTED

η Oxford and adjacent
•on) mission. Addreett

counties.

our

Intercut*

Salary

to

on

Corner Western Ave. and Nichols St.,

South Paris,

nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy
The

01

remove

as

they

are

without bolts.

50 Cts.
George

D0W" and

50 Cts.

W.

,

put

Week at

Hobbs'

Variety Store, Norway.

THK VICTOR on. COMI'ANY,
rievcland. Oh'o

HILLS,

Optician.

Jeweler and Graduate

LowesiPrices inOxfordCoiiiity.
NORWAY, MAINE.

Dream.

Bobbs—Old Titewudd is about dead
from insomnia. Says he is afraid to go
to sleep,
Dobbs— Does he fear burglars?
A few reliable persons to Hell insurance
Bobbs—No; but the last time he slept
for
the New York Life Ins. Co., with or
his
he dreamed of giving away
money.
without experience, male or female.

WANTED.

Tlie Cttrilllf Glmil.
The Cardiff giant, the famous stone
man hoax of years ago, was 10 feet
2l/j inches in length, had a nose 15
inches long, a mouth 4 inches wide and
a foot 13'/j inches from toe to heel.
Diik Kxerclweri·.

For terms and

particulars apply

to

T. S. BUKN'S, Genoral Agent,
90 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

&
W.

P.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SUPPLIES !

DO YOU WANT STEADY

TIAXlil,

EMPLOYMENT AT GOOD PAY?

There are people in London who earn
quite respectable livings solely by ex- 'J 3 main St., South Pari»·, Me.
ercising dogs, and some of those who
Mall ordere promptly filled.
so live are ladies. In every suburb and
in every London park these exercisers
of dogs may lie seen each day. and one
gentleman alone pays 10 shillings a
week for the walking out of his valuable bulldog.
Illileritte

We want men over all New England to
work for ue selling nursery stock.
Steady job, pay weekly, experience not
necessary, exclusive territory, outfit
free. Apply at once.

HOMER N. CHASE & CO., Auburn, Me
Mention tliiii paper.

Main Street.

fiiiHa.

In India bn^pnc person out of twenty
can read or write.
NOTICE.

Queer Way* of I'nlntlnK.
The ladies of Arabia stain their lingers and toes red, their eyebrows black
and their lips blue,
in Persia they
paint a black streak around their eyes
and ornament their faces with representations of various figures.
Auiiuiila mid Jjatlnv.
A horse will eat iu a year nine times
Ids own weight, a cow niue times, an
ox six times and a sheep six times.
Black Diuiuontla.

Black diamonds are only found in the
Brazilian province of Bahia. They are
usually found in river beds and are
brought up by divers. Others are obtained by tunneling mountains. The
largest speciim j ever found was worth
•αοηηα

99 A.

IHstilct Court of the United State* for the
D'tirlct of Maine. In H*nkruptcy.

Id the

Id: he matter of
)
In Bankruptcy,
WAHRES J. HICKS,
of Mexico It nkrupt. )
To the creditor» of Wairen J. Hick* Id the
County of Oxford ami district aforesaid
Notice Is hereby given that on t' e Mb 'lay of
Dec., A. D. l'Ail, the said War en .1. Hick* was
luly adjudicated bankrupt. ami that the first
neetlnjr of bin creditors will lie held at the Court
House, In South I'arls, on the loth "lav of Feb.,
D. 1»M, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at wh!ch
.line tlin «aid c editors may attend, prove their
ilalms, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
tnd transact such other hu-lnesa as may properly
some before said meeting.
South I'arta, Jan. II, 1WM
GEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

J

Trial

Mrs. Rorer

""
Writ* for mk book bjr
Ulmi Knl ui »'o*4 Ch«pp*r »·. 11.
By mal ΙοΓΓχμΓ*** 75«. Yuur IOXKY

KOLLlAX

MI'U.

CO.,

140 Γ»»«

At

Tourdrtkr'a.MM

BiCKIfiiuiiiilifadlari

A»·., Iiul Jtj, Pa.

FARM FOR SALE.
Farm for sale In Κait Sumner. 17ft acres good
and, wood lot containing 400 cords hard wood,

Cut* from SO
tome oak, ash, hemlock and
ο 35 tons good hay, has apples, pears and
from
school,
two miles
ilums. Located one mile

pine.

torn churches, store, post office and railroad,
Ukd on telephone Une. Address.
W. H. DOWNS,
Bartflamaer.M·.

For

Foity

tons of

Sale.

hay.

HUDSON KNIGHT,
South Paris, Maine.

[astern Steamship Company.
PORTLAND ntVINION.

Reduced Rate. Fare $1.00, Portland
to Boston. Staterooms 11.00 to 11.50.
Steamers leave Frauklln wharf, I'ort-

laud,

and India

wharf, Boston, daily

cept Sunday at 7 P. M.
Freight always as low

ex-

as other lines.
All freight via the steamers of this Com
is
insured
pany
against Fire and Mariue

Risk.

J. F. Liscomb, Agent, Franklin
Wharf, Portland, Me.
Calvin Austin, V. P. & Gen'l.

Manager.

A. H. Hanscom, G. P. & T. A.
General offices Foster's Wharf,
Boston, Mas·.

J

